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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document is a report of the design work of WP3 during cycle 2 and 3 of the iTEC
project.
The design process followed by WP3 is based on the principles of research-based design
and contains four phases, which are (a) contextual inquiry, to gain deepened understanding
of European schools; (b) participatory design, to learn about challenges and opportunities in
close collaboration with teachers and students by performing workshops and focus group
sessions; (c) product design, to design prototypes for learning; and (d) production of software
as hypotheses, to develop functional prototypes for learning. The four phases happen in
parallel and include close collaboration with respective stakeholders. The design process is
presented in Chapter 1 of this report.
A total of 17 educational scenarios (cycle 2 and 3 combined), received from WP2, started the
design process. The scenarios were presented to teachers in participatory design
workshops. A careful analysis of the workshop summaries, delivered by NPCs, created a
total of 22 design challenges in 6 categories. The challenge categories are: Learning
process, assessment, time resources, motivation, social schools, and digital tools. The
challenges are detailed in Chapter 2.
Further analysis of the challenges produced a total of 19 design opportunities in 6 themes:
guiding for design, media production, reflecting on documentation of learning, peer learning,
assessment and other relevant opportunities. The design opportunities are illustrated in
Chapter 3.
Potential answers to the design challenges that build on the design opportunities are called
prototypes. They can be characterized as learning activities, which are written teacher
instructions, and software tool prototypes. In total, 19 learning activities were designed to
facilitate teachers in creating their lesson plans. Eight tool prototypes were developed, four of
which have been presented to teachers, students and educational experts in focus group
meetings. Based on these meetings, all four of them, TeamUp, ReFlex, Ambire and Tiny
were further developed. TeamUp and Ambire are functioning tool prototypes. All prototypes
are described in Chapter 4.
Cycle 2 pre-pilots tested the 12 learning activities in 6 countries, and cycle 3 pre-pilots tested
the 7 learning activities in 4 countries. Based on the results of the pre-pilots and the scenario
selection criteria developed by WP4, two conclusion reports were written (Appendix E and
F). Cycle 2 conclusion report recommends three learning stories, seven learning activities,
and the conclusion report of cycle 3 puts forward four learning stories and seven learning
activities for full-scale piloting.
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Abstract
This document corresponds to Deliverable D3.2 “Report on design prototypes and design
challenges for education”. It includes detailed descriptions of design challenges and design
opportunities extracted from cycle 2 and 3 scenarios. It also presents the prototypes,
including learning activities, software tools, visual prototypes and design ideas that were
designed and produced to address those challenges. These prototypes build on the
recognized design opportunities. A detailed description of the design process sheds light to
the work of WP3 and helps to understand how the prototypes are related to the educational
scenarios and support their performance in the classroom.

Introduction
Reminder of the context
iTEC (Innovative Technologies for an Engaging Classroom) is a four-year, large-scale and
pan- European project that takes an informed look at the potential classroom of the future. Its
key aim is to develop engaging scenarios for learning in the future classroom that can be
validated in a large-scale pilot, and can subsequently be up scaled. This will be achieved
through an increased understanding of the ways in which new and emerging technologies
can support more effective forms of learner engagement.
iTEC WP3 uses future classroom scenarios provided by WP2 to find design challenges and
opportunities that can be addressed and build on with current technology. WP3 selectively
develops and designs classroom scenarios into working prototypes, including learning
activities that can be piloted in large scale by WP4.
This report concerns the 2nd and 3rd cycle of iTEC.

Purpose and scope of the tasks T3.1, T3.2, T3.3, T3.4
The design process of WP3 consists of fours tasks that happen consecutively. They are
repeated for every cycle of iTEC. This document reports on the 2nd and 3rd cycle.
Task 3.1: Scenarios for the future classrooms prepared by WP2 were analyzed and
commented. The final scenarios were further refined, and evaluated and discussed in 17
teacher workshops around Europe (nine in cycle 2 and eight in cycle 3) to identify their
feasibility and the challenges they may have. Based on the workshop result summaries,
design challenges were extracted.
Task 3.2: Based on the design challenges identified during the previous task, design
opportunities were identified and documented. Work on design prototypes started. Design
prototypes aim to be functional software tools or learning activity descriptions that can be
piloted in classrooms.
Task 3.3: Learning activities were sent to pre-piloting in several European countries. Prepiloting is a cost-effective way to place the design prototypes in real world settings, and to
see how they perform. Pre-piloting revealed unforeseen challenges and pointed out what
needed to be improved.
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Task 3.4: Results of the previous tasks were collected and reported to other partners and
WPs, especially focusing on preparing learning activities and tool prototypes for WP4 and
large-scale pilots.
This document and its appendices are the main deliverable for the entire design process,
covering tasks T3.1, T3.2, T3.3, and T3.4.

Relationship with other tasks
The design process consisting of tasks T3.1, T3.2, T3.3, and T3.4. It takes as initial input a
collection of educational scenarios. These are produced by WP2, in task T2.8.
The final outputs of the design process are selected based on decision criteria developed by
WP4 in task T4.3. The outputs (Appendix G and H) are then delivered to WP4 for full-scale
piloting, task T4.6.

Structure of the document
Chapter 1 presents the design process that was used in WP3. It includes general
descriptions of the main phases, as they were adopted in this project from the original design
framework model.
Chapter 2 presents the design challenges that were extracted from the scenarios and
participatory design workshop summaries. During cycle 2 and 3, the 6 design challenge
groups reported in D3.1 (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011) were further
contextualized, covering a total of 22 challenges.
Chapter 3 discusses the identified design opportunities and how they may address the
design challenges. The total of 19 opportunities are organized into 6 themes that represent
recognized opportunity patterns and important design clues.
Chapter 4 describes prototypes, including 19 learning activities and eight tool prototypes, that
aim to address the design challenges by building and drawing on individual design
opportunities.
Appendices A and B describe the Participatory Design workshops and their summaries,
respectively.
Appendix C and D contain the documentation of focus group sessions.
Appendix E and F contain the conclusion reports of the cycle 2 and 3 pre-pilot studies and
recommendations thereof.
Appendix G and H illustrate the prototypes for cycle 2 and 3 full-scale piloting.

Impacts of the deliverable on the iTEC project
All objectives in the DoW for WP3 until the completion of this report have been completed on
schedule. MS6 (Prototypes selected for pre-pilots), due 05/2011, was completed on time and
was a necessary milestone for completing the 1st cycle design work and this report. 19
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learning activities were included in pre-pilots as prototypes. The outputs of WP3’s design
process, consisting of 14 learning activities and 7 learning stories (see Appendix G and H)
that were sent to WP4 for full scale piloting.
This Deliverable D3.2 was completed on schedule, and is in its final version. Successive
iterations of WP3 design will produce similar report spanning two design cycles (deliverable
D3.3).
As the work has proceeded according to schedule and without delays, there are no risks that
affect the work of WP3 or other work packages. The progression of the project has
eliminated the challenges other project partners had in understanding the WP3 design
process and its outcomes in cycle 1 (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011).

Ethical issues
None.

IPR issues
None.
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REPORT
1. Design process
In iTEC, the design process from scenarios to prototypes is based on a research-based
design methodology, developed at the Learning Environments research group of the Aalto
University School of Arts, Design and Architecture, in which the resulting artifacts
substantially inform the research activities. The methodology includes four iterative phases:
(a) Contextual Inquiry gathers information about the particular cycle including challenges and
opportunities, (b) Participatory Design with teachers and students further informs the
contextual inquiry and results in initial prototype ideas, (c) Product Design concentrates on
the process of designing the prototypes, and (d) Software as Hypothesis develops functional
software tools and beta level services (see Leinonen et al., 2008; Leinonen, 2010 further
information). Figure 1 illustrates the iterative nature of the design process, and represents
the design activities respective to the phase in which they happen. Table 1 presents the
concrete data sources, their origin and units as well as the outcomes in relation to the
process phases of cycle 2 and 3.

Figure 1: Illustration of the design process and its phases
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Design phase

Data source

Location

Units

Outcome

Contextual
Inquiry
Participatory
Design

Scenarios

London Future
Lab
NPCs across
Europe

10 (cycle 2)
7 (cycle 3)
11 (cycle 2)
9 (cycle 3)

Product Design

Challenges
Opportunities
Prototype ideas

Aalto University,
Helsinki

Participatory
Design

Focus group
sessions

Italy, Austria,
U.K., Finland,
online

Challenges: 22
Opportunities: 19
(total of both
cycles)
6 (cycle 2)
7 (cycle 3)

Understanding of
the context
Design challenges
design
opportunities
prototype ideas
Visual and other
non-functional
prototypes

Participatory
design workshop
summaries

More clearly
refined nonfunctional
prototypes
Software
Visual and other
Aalto University,
9*
Functional
as Hypothesis
non-functional
Helsinki
prototypes and
prototypes
services
* Learning activities and learning stories are counted once within this number, although, combining
cycle 2 and 3, a total of 19 learning activities and 7 learning stories were produced (see section 4).
Table 1: Overview of the data sources and their origin, units of the data sources and outcomes in
relation to design process phase.!

Towards the end of cycle 3, project level changes resulted in closer collaboration between
WP2 and WP3. A joint website was launched to engage pre-piloting teachers and to focus
these joint efforts (see section 4.5 of this report). Other sources of information were the
Promethean Planet Forum Discussions and the Facebook group “iTEC students collaborate”.
In this section, the PD workshops, focus group sessions and expert design activities of cycle
2 and 3 are described in further detail.

1.1 Participatory design workshops
In Participatory Design (PD) the people who are considered the future users of the iTEC
tools are recognized as the primary source of innovation. In iTEC, teachers and students are
the primary beneficiaries of the project, and, hence, the iTEC design ideas are expected to
arise as result of collaboration with teachers and students. This means that designers,
researchers and developers spend time with the people in question during their daily life and
work situations, rather than focusing on developing and testing prototypes in laboratory
environments (Leinonen, 2010). The PD workshops in iTEC are semi-formal discussions with
teachers and students in iTEC partner countries. During the workshops teachers and
students comment on the scenarios developed by Future Lab.
Based on guidelines developed by the Aalto University team (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma
and Leinonen, 2011 “Appendix B”), the PD workshops are facilitated by National Pedagogical
Coordinators (NPC) of the iTEC project. During the workshops, the NPCs discuss two to
three scenarios with the participants. To evenly distribute the array of scenarios, NPCs
selected
scenarios
for
discussion
from
a
doodle
poll
(cycle2:http://doodle.com/ivwawry39k3gcx4i;cycle3:http://doodle.com/iq6dv65cvmkr53bz).
NPCs reported their facilitated workshops through summaries (see Appendix A and B). The
summaries were analyzed, and this analysis resulted in design challenges, design
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opportunities, prototypes ideas and scenario patterns. The challenges, opportunities and
patterns later provided the basis for the design of prototypes, including learning activities and
learning stories. While the scenario patterns are presented in a later part of this section, and
the design challenges, opportunities and prototypes are discussed in section 2, 3 and 4 of
this report, the quantification of cycle 2 and 3 PD workshops is illustrated here.
Cycle 2 quantification of participatory design workshops
During iTEC project cycle 2, a total of nine PD workshops were facilitated with teachers of
eight partner countries. The partner countries included Norway, Spain, Hungary, Italy,
Portugal, Turkey, U.K., Slovakia, France and Estonia. While in each partner country one
workshop was facilitated, two were facilitated in Turkey. The PD workshop in Estonia
included teacher and student participants. During each workshop, at least two scenarios
were discussed. Table 2 presents an overview of the scenarios discussed per country.
Scenario
Researching online social behavior
Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy
Using multiple resources and technology to research a common
topic
Developing collaborative approaches to learn about business
Professional development in the global classroom
Our school, our environment: using technology to raise
environmental awareness
Embedding exam preparation in learning activities

Completed summaries
Norway, Spain
Italy, France, Spain
Norway, Estonia
Hungary
Slovakia, France
Slovakia

Portugal, Turkey x 2,
U.K.
Students creating science learning resources
Portugal, Turkey x 2,
Estonia
Combining formative and summative assessment
Hungary, Italy
Mathematics in a multicultural setting
U.K.
Table 2: Presentation of anticipated PD workshops and summaries received according to country and
scenario (cycle 2)

Cycle 3 quantification of participatory design workshops
During iTEC cycle 3, a total of eight project partner countries facilitated PD workshops.
These were: Norway, Finland, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, France, U.K., Slovakia and Austria.
All returned summaries that represented discussions of three scenarios with teachers,
Hungarian and the Austrian workshops also included students. The U.K. partner reported
one PD workshop summary of three conferred scenarios and an accumulation of online
forum conversations that documented discussions of four. Table 3 illustrates the scenarios
discussed per country.
Scenario
Completed summaries
Virtual engines
Finland, France, U.K.
Schoolville
Hungary, Italy, Finland, Italy, Slovakia
Homework schoolwork “flip”
France, Norway, U.K., Italy, Slovakia
Home-school communication
Norway, Austria, Hungary, UK
Digital mapping local biodiversity
France, Norway, Portugal, UK
Designing with multi-touch technologies
Austria, Portugal, Finland
Designing maths-games
Austria, Hungary, Italy, Slovakia
Table 3: Presentation of anticipated PD workshops and summaries received according to country and
scenario (cycle 3)
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1.2 Focus group sessions
Focus groups sessions are collaborative activities between designers, teachers and
sometimes students that serve as important activity in the design process from scenarios to
prototypes. Further, focus group sessions provide more in-depth understanding of European
school contexts, that is, the sessions further qualify design challenges and design
opportunities.
In practical terms, focus group sessions are informal 1 to 1.5 hour long meetings facilitated
by a designer, in which early design ideas and prototypes are discussed with four to five
teachers and/or students. The teachers and students are asked for their professional and
expert opinions and insight. These insights present the basis for further design work on
learning activities, stories and digital prototypes.
In cycle 2, focus group sessions were held with teachers and students in synchronous offline
meetings. In cycle 3 the sessions were mainly facilitated online through Skype (see:
http://www.skype.com/intl/en/home) conference calls and Flash Meetings (see:
http://flashmeeting.e2bn.net/). In the following, the cycle 2 and cycle 3 focus group sessions
are quantified.
Cycle 2 quantification of focus group sessions
During cycle 2, a total of nine focus group sessions was facilitated with teachers and
students in three countries (U.K., Austria, Italy, Denmark and Finland). During the cycle 2
focus group sessions, TeamUp, ReFlex, Ambire and Tiny (earlier known as ‘Sessions’; see
section 4) were discussed. Table 4 illustrates the organized Focus Group sessions,
according to location, participants and prototypes discussed. Appendix C includes a detailed
discussion of the focus group sessions.
Location
UK: Holmesdale Technology College,
Kent
UK: Holmesdale Technology College,
Kent
Austria: Ausbildungs Zentrum St.
Josef, Salzburg
Austria: Ausbildungs Zentrum St.
Josef, Salzburg
Italy: Liceo Classico Chris Cappell,
Anzio

Participants
4 teachers
1 Promethean representative
4 students
2 teachers
1 Promethean representative
3 teachers
1 technical staff member
1 ENIS Austria member
6 female students
5 teachers
1 National Pedagogical
Coordinator
5 students

Discussed prototypes
TeamUp, ReFlex,
Ambire, Tiny
TeamUp, ReFlex,
Ambire, Tiny
TeamUp, ReFlex,
Ambire, Tiny
TeamUp, ReFlex,
Ambire, Tiny
TeamUp, ReFlex,
Ambire, Tiny

Italy: Liceo Classico Chris Cappell,
TeamUp, ReFlex,
Anzio
Ambire, Tiny
Aalto University, Helsinki. Danish
7 teachers
TeamUp, ReFlex, Tiny
teachers
Aalto University, Helsinki. Danish
7 teachers
TeamUp, ReFlex, Tiny
teachers
Finland
3 teachers
TeamUp
Table 4: Cycle 2 focus group sessions according to location, participants and prototypes discussed.

Cycle 3 quantification of focus group sessions
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During project cycle 3, a total of seven focus group sessions was facilitated with teachers of
various iTEC partner countries. Of the seven sessions, five were facilitated online using
Skype conference calls and Flash meetings. The two remaining sessions were facilitated
offline with Finnish teachers in schools. Table 5 presents an overview of the locations,
participants and discussed prototypes of the cycle 3 focus group sessions.
Location
Online, Skype

Online, Skype
Online, Skype
Online,
Flashmeeting

Participants
3 teachers (Austria,
Spain, Italy)
1 Future Lab employee
(U.K.)
3 teachers (Estonia,
Lithuania, Turkey)
2 teachers (Hungary,
U.K.)
5 students (Turkey)

Discussed prototypes
Ambire, Tiny

Ambire, Tiny
Ambire, Tiny

It was anticipated to meet with students. Technical
difficulties caused the session to stop after 20
minutes.
1 teacher (Turkey)
Online, Skype
1 teacher (Turkey)
Ambire, Tiny
Oulu, Finland
5 educational experts
TeamUp, ReFlex, Ambire, Tiny
Oulu, Finland
1 teacher
TeamUp, ReFlex, Ambire
Table 5: Locations, participants and prototypes discussed during the cycle 3 focus group sessions.

Teachers and students were recruited to participate in online focus group sessions using
email, the iTEC participate blog hosted by the Aalto University (see: http://itec.aalto.fi/focusgroups/)
and
the
Facebook
group
iTEC
students
collaborate
(see:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/studentscollaborate/). The online focus group sessions
notably differed from focus group sessions that are facilitated in the everyday environment of
the participants. An overview of the online focus group activities serves to appreciate the
contribution that this variation of focus group offered to the iTEC design process.
First, a sense of presence was established by asking each participant to introduce
themselves and their greatest innovation during their teaching experience, e.g. tools or
practices they used or encountered. Second, to initiate conversations about technology in the
classroom, experiences with interactive whiteboards and learning management systems in
the classroom were described. Lastly, two digital prototypes, Ambire and Tiny (see section
4), were commented. Overall, the online focus group sessions substantially informed the
qualification of design challenges and opportunities, and supported the further design work.
The documentation of the online focus group can be viewed in Appendix D.
During the offline focus group sessions, the prototypes TeamUp, ReFlex and Ambire were
discussed. The sessions revealed educational aspects of reflection in relation to the area of
knowledge building that presented significant to the further development of the tools. The
design decisions that resulted form the focus group sessions are discussed in section 4. In
the following, the expert design activities are presented.

1.3 Expert product and service design
The conversion of scenarios into classroom-ready, performable learning activities and stories
includes an analysis of the overall similarities and differences of the scenarios of a cycle.
Patterns within the scenarios of a cycle are identified, and the scenarios are grouped based
on their predominant features. The grouping then supports the creation of learning activities,
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and the process ensures that the most valuable aspects of the scenarios are represented in
the learning activities and stories. What follows is a presentation of the patterns of the cycle 2
and 3 scenarios and a discussion on other expert design work that supported the formation
of learning activities.
Cycle 2 scenario patterns
Through analysis of the overall similarities and differences of the cycle 2 scenarios, three
distinct patterns were recognized by which the scenarios were grouped. These patterns are
Information Literacy, Assessment and Many Classrooms on the Same Subject.
Information literacy – Scenarios that are mainly concerned with ways of using technology to
foster the ability of finding, classifying, criticizing and evaluating of information and their
sources are:
!
!
!

Researching online social behavior
Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy
Using multiple resources and technology to research a common topic

Assessment – Scenarios that present alternative methods of assessment are:
!
!

Combining formative and summative assessment
Embedding exam preparation in learning activities

Many Classrooms on the same subject – Scenarios that strongly present ideas for students
and teachers to collaborate beyond their school boundaries are:
!
!
!
!
!

Developing collaborative approaches to learning about business
Professional development in the global classroom
Our school, our environment: using technology to raise environmental awareness
Mathematics in a multicultural setting
Students creating science learning resources

Cycle 3 scenario patterns
In this cycle 3, most scenarios were based on constructivist pedagogical approaches that ask
students to design or create artifacts. These scenarios are grouped under the pattern called
Design. Merely two scenarios were not grouped as Design scenarios. One represents the
overall idea of the iTEC project: Engaging classrooms. The other can be understood as a
conclusive activity of all Design related scenarios: Presenting works.
Engaging classroom – Scenarios that mainly posit that school activities should be more
engaging, are:
!

Homework-schoolwork “flip”

Design activities – Scenarios that inherit particular design practices are:
!
!
!

!

Designing with multi-touch technologies
Virtual Engines
Designing math games
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!
!

Digitally Mapping Local Biodiversity
Schoolville

Presenting works – Scenarios is that include the presentation of a final design work to people
outside of the classroom, including the parents of the students as main differentiator to other
scenarios are:
!

Home school communication

Development of learning activities
To provide an impression of how learning activities are practically developed from learning
scenarios, cycle 2. After the patterns are recognized, each scenario is carefully analyzed
based on the containing activities. Listing the activities under the scenario titles and
identifying overlapping activities and identifying the most predominant connections follow
this. These connections then are turned into learning activities. Figures 2 to 4 illustrate this
process.

Figure 2: Identifying activities within the scenarios.
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Figure 3: Listing all activities of the scenarios.

Figure 4: Identifying overlaps and connections.
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Collaboration with design educators for cycle 3 learning activities
The cycle 3 learning activities and stories focus on design learning. While the activities and
stories are discussed in section 4, the process of designing them is presented here.
In general, learning activities are designed to address the identified design challenges that
surface through PD workshops with teachers and students, and to build on identified design
opportunities. Cycle 3 learning activities presented an additional challenge: How to support
design learning. A brief benchmark of design learning experiments around the world shows
that the term ‘design’ is understood and approached widely differently.
Although the Aalto team consists of experienced designers, not all are also design
educators. Thus, to design the cycle 3 learning activities and stories, several expert design
educators of the Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture were consulted.
The design educators were asked to describe the “design-learning journey” they deliver to
their students. The comments, reflections and suggestions are presented in the discussion of
the learning activities and stories in section 4.
While the consultation was not an initially planned for activity of the iTEC WP3 design
process and design education experts certainly do not represent the target group of the iTEC
project, the collaboration with them proved qualitatively valuable for the cycle 3 learning
activity design. The consultation with the expert design educators serves as an example for
the need to presume a certain methodological flexibility throughout the design process.
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2. Recognized design challenges
Through the participatory design activities, namely PD workshops and focus group sessions,
the challenges across European classrooms were revealed. Teachers and students
anticipate these challenges when imagining applying digital and non-digital learning tools or
activities that are mentioned in the scenarios, in the classroom. These anticipated challenges
are called design challenges. They are real hurdles that need to be addressed and
considered in the iterative design of learning tools. The documented challenges represent
teacher and students perception of their colleagues in their schools, not necessarily iTECparticipants only.

Figure 5: Illustration of all recognizing design challenges.
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Although a qualitative design process like the one applied does not enable the recognition of
an exhaustive list of challenges by definition, and the recognized challenges are certainly not
equally predominant in all European countries, this section provides a representative cross
section of challenges that ICT and advanced learning scenarios pose to the formal
educational landscape of Europe. The confidence about the representativeness of the
challenges stems from the fact that different participants have recognized a significant
amount of the challenges in several project cycles. It is pointed out in the discussion of the
design challenges where this applies. Before jumping into the discussion, a glance at Figure
5 provides an overview of the design challenges. For clarity, all scenarios can be located on
the iTEC participate blog (see: http://itec.aalto.fi/scenarios/)

2.1 Learning process
Learning process related challenges relate to the theoretical and practical organization of an
educational situation. Cycle 2 and 3 PD workshop summaries broadened the scope of the
learning process related design challenges and expanded the context of some of those
challenges that were already grouped under this context in cycle 1 (see Keune, Toikkanen,
Purma and Leinonen, 2011). Figure 5.1 presents an overview of the challenges presented
here.

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the Learning Process related design challenges

Unclear relation between theory and practice – According to teachers, the pedagogical
concepts that some of the scenarios are based on is not communicated transparently
enough to convince them to perform activities of the respective scenarios (see Designing
with multi-touch technologies, Homework and schoolwork flip, Digital mapping of local
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biodiversity, Schoolville, Designing maths games and Virtual engines). In other words,
connections between activities and pedagogical approaches, learning outcomes and
curriculum requirements are not explicit enough. For example, while teachers were curious
about the Virtual Engines scenario and the Designing Maths Games scenarios, they
mentioned that the task of the scenarios would require a lot of planning before the scenarios
could be facilitated and performed in the classroom. The investment of limited time resources
into planning the activities was considered risky, in particular because of the ambiguous
relation between pedagogical approach and practical implementation. Perhaps conversely,
the mention of specific subject areas was also not entirely appreciated by teachers either
(see Designing with multi-touch technologies, Virtual Engines, Designing maths games, and
Schoolville). There is a fine line between a too narrow and a too broad presentation of
relations between theory and practice. In cases where this line is over- or undershot, it might
mean that an overall sound scenarios might not be performed.
!
!

Related scenarios: Designing with multi-touch technologies, Homework and
schoolwork flip, Digital mapping of local biodiversity, Schoolville, Designing maths
games, Virtual engines
Related cycles: 1 (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011 “Learning goals
are difficult to document”), 3.

Complex media production process – The implementation process of multimedia
production projects (see Virtual engines, Designing maths games, Designing with multi-touch
technologies, Schoolville) was not always clear to teachers, and they imagined disputes that
the complexity of media production projects may present. These include intense working
hours to meet deadlines, planning and preparation of process, goals, subject areas and
evaluation criteria. The complexity of the process further extends to considerations about the
level of responsibility students could be asked to assume, especially in relation to giving back
to the community. Lastly, longer-term activities and scenario specific software complexity
was considered to make the performance of a scenario more challenging for teachers to
support, and, thus, less supportive for students (see Digital mapping of local biodiversity,
Schoolville).
!
!

Related scenarios: Virtual engines, Designing maths games, Designing with multitouch technologies, Schoolville, Digital mapping of local biodiversity
Related cycles: 1, 3

No consensus about peer-learning – Contradictory perceptions of peer learning as a
pedagogically approach in formal school settings were recognized (see PD workshop
summaries of scenarios Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy, Combining formative
and summative assessment, Students creating science learning resources, Using Multiple
resources and technology to research a common topic, and Schoolville). Some teachers
considered the cooperative and collaborative aspects of peer-learning to enhance the overall
school atmosphere, to save money, to build experience for networked and informal learning,
and to support students to independently discover misconceptions. Conversely, other
teachers mentioned that peer learning may not directly result in career and certification
advancement, which some schools particularly focus on. Further, as peer learning is often
linked to digital and online media while a majority of teachers is not trained in using ICT tools,
teachers were concerned about the approach. Teachers also questions peer learning and
peer-assessment in light of the divergence of curriculum expectation levels between lower
and higher-grade levels. Lastly, questions were posed, such as (1) What are the benefits for
students to learn with material created by other students? (2) Is there value in storing
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students created learning material? (3) Will the preceding generation of students build on the
material?
!
!

Related scenarios: Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy, Combining formative
and summative assessment, Students creating science learning resources, Using
Multiple resources and technology to research a common topic, Schoolville
Related cycles: 2, 3

Questioning the value of games – The playful and game like elements of Schoolville
sparked questions regarding the seriousness of the scenarios, especially among Italian and
Hungarian teachers. In Italy, playing with serious topics, such as governance was ethically
questioned. The Hungarian students suggested that it might be more feasible to perform
Schoolville as an extracurricular activity at home. Further questions included the reward
schemata of the scenario (when to reward and how) and the way of evaluating player
accomplishments. Lastly, teachers suggested that simulations should only be used when real
world experiments cannot be conducted.
!
!

Related scenarios: Schoolville
Related cycles: 3

Superficial information gathering – Teachers presented that students often rely on a
limited amount of internet sites as information sources when performing online research
activities. Frequently students only read article headlines and rarely go beyond the first
search results. Inasmuch as teachers recognize the struggle of students to acquire active
and critical reading skills, the suggestions of supporting the formation of these skills may,
according to them, not be the best (see PD summaries of scenarios Using multiple resources
and technology to research a common topic and Students creating science learning
resources). Resources and information material from the Internet should be used in
combination with non-digital resources, such as books.
!
!

!

Related scenarios: Using multiple resources and technology to research a common
topic, Students creating science learning resources
Related cycles: 2
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2.2 Assessment
A frequent theme in advanced learning approaches is the building on the interests of
learners. Such individual and qualitative learning approaches render many of the quantitative
assessment tools obsolete. Rethinking assessment is, hence, an important aspect in school
reform. The iTEC scenarios have continuously presented ideas for new forms of assessment
to teachers.
While three assessment related challenges that were already identified in cycle 1 remained
unchanged, namely ‘Overlooking learning opportunities’ and ‘Incomplete and unfair
assessment’ (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011), additional challenges are
discussed here. Figure 5.2 presents an overview of all Assessment related challenges.

Figure 5.2: Illustration of the Assessment related design challenges in relation to cycle 1-3

Individual assessment is time consuming – Teachers stated that frequent updates about
student works are essential for meaningful assessment of individual learning. However,
teachers consider it too time consuming to progressively monitor, review and assess student
progression. The lower the teacher to student ratio (for example a class in Turkey may hold
as many as 40 students), the more time teachers have to invest to perform equivocal
assessment of individuals or teams. Further, time becomes a factor also in the assessment
of long-term projects, such as those mentioned in scenario Digital mapping of local
biodiversity, where possibly a massive amount of documentation would have to be reviewed
and assessed.
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!

!

Related scenarios – Homework and schoolwork "flip", Our school, our environment:
using technology to raise environmental awareness, Students Combining formative
and summative assessment, Digital mapping of local biodiversity, Embedding exam
preparation in learning activities, Students creating science learning resources
Related cycles – 1, 2, 3

Vague assessment guidelines – How much time a teacher would practically have to invest
for meaningful and in-depth assessment of individualized learning activities was unclear to
teachers (see PD summaries of scenario Homework and schoolwork “flip”). Discussions
further prompted concerns about the specific practices, for example, to assess students’
activities at home. In general, the lack of concrete assessment activities that can be trialed
was of concern to teachers.
!
!

Related Scenarios: Our school, our environment: using technology to raise
environmental awareness, Students creating science learning resources, Homework
and schoolwork "flip"
Related cycles: 1 (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011 “No assessment
criteria for informal activities” and “No assessment criteria for informal learning”), 2, 3

Activities do not match exam requirements – The scenario ‘Embedding exam preparation
in learning activities’ suggests that students create quizzes as learning resources for
themselves and other students to prepare for examinations. While some teachers consider
this a constructivist approach to learning, others voiced concern. First, teachers prepare the
learning resources to ensure maximum quality at limited time. Without this, high grades and
university entry may be jeopardized. Second, teachers said that asking students to evaluate
learning materials would present too strong a role change for them. Third, teachers
questioned the quality of creating quizzes as medium for exam preparation. While the
creation of quizzes may support students to structure their thoughts, accuracy of information
is critical, especially regarding scientific topics. Hence, teachers must invest time to verify the
facts of the quizzes. Lastly, it was questioned whether the learning outcomes of creating
personal learning materials would prepare students sufficiently for examinations.
!
!

!

Related scenarios: Embedding exam preparation in learning activities
Related cycles: 2
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2.3 Time resources
With the introduction of new technologies, methods and activities to European schools in the
name of school reform, teachers are increasingly confronted with questions of prioritization.
iTEC project cycle 1 already presented that time is a limited resource in European schools,
and requires attention on various levels (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011).
This section further contextualizes design challenges related to time resources. Figure 5.3
presents the recognized Time resource related challenges. With cycle 2 and 3, the
challenges ‘No time for reflection’ and ‘Time consuming viewing of documentation’ (see
Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011) remained unchanged. Although ‘Multitasking
teachers’ was also mentioned in relation to the scenario Digital Mapping of Local
Biodiversity (cycle 3), no additional context was yielded. These challenges are, hence, not
discussed here, and only the challenge ‘Ambiguous time value balance’ is conferred.

Figure 5.3: Illustration of the Time resources related design challenges in relation to cycle 1-3

Ambiguous time value balance – Some scenarios, namely Digital mapping of local
biodiversity, Virtual Engines, and Schoolville are considered to potentially be massive multiyear projects. Based on the scale of these scenarios, teachers questioned the time
investment and return value of implementing these scenarios. Considering this, the
presentation of time investment and learning value is an important challenge in the design of
future technologies and other school reform related endeavors.
!
!

!

Related scenarios: Digital mapping of local biodiversity, Virtual engines, Schoolville
Related cycles: 1, 3
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2.4 Motivation
The iTEC project, as by reference to its name, is aimed at designing new media tools and
technologies for an engaging classroom. Motivating teachers and students to try advanced
learning activities and digital tools has presented to be challenging throughout the project.
Already in cycle 1, motivation related design challenges have been identified (see Keune,
Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011). No further context has been recognized for these
challenges in cycle 2 and 3. While Figure 5.4 illustrates all motivation related design
challenges respective to their project cycle, only the cycle 2 and 3 specific challenges are
reported here.

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the Motivation related design challenges in relation to cycle 1-3

Lack of vision and fear of unknown – Critical comments by students on the ideas of
creating personally meaningful project through programming activities to support
mathematics learning stood out (see PD summaries of scenario Designing Maths Games). It
seemed that students did not consider advanced learning activities, that were meant to be
motivational, very rewarding. They states that the “conventional way [of learning] is more
effective” for students who are “struggling with maths.” The comments convey a certain lack
of vision for advanced learning activities.
!
!

Related scenarios: Designing maths games
Related cycles: 3

Lack of trust – Teachers voiced that turning relatively non-engaging activities into home
activities is not motivating for students and might disrupt the progression of a subject. One
teachers explains, that currently teachers rely little on the performance of their students in
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relation to the progression of a subject. Not so engaging, yet important tasks can be chosen
to be performed in class, when everyone is present. The Homework schoolwork “flip”
scenarios assumes that these tasks can be prepared at home, questions can be collected
and answered in class. This requires a certain show of reliability and trust by the teacher to
the students, and increases the responsibility of the students. This trust, according to
teachers, is lacking in most European schools.
!
!

Related scenarios: Homework and schoolwork “flip”
Related cycles: 3

Assumptions about the flipped classroom – The premise of the scenario Homework and
schoolwork “flip“ is that classroom activities are based on lectures. However, perhaps only in
Greece and Italy is the learning landscape predominated by lectures. In most other European
countries upright lectures are rare. Nevertheless, experiences from a Danish teachers of a
school with saturated integration of technology demonstrate that social media access in
school is higher during class-time than in breaks. This leads to surmise that even in a highly
technologically saturated environment, classroom activities are not engaging enough.
Studies about the Khan Academy, the most well known paragon of the flipped classroom,
show that online videos are not the core source of success, but rather a mixed approach that
also highlights the need of students to interact with teachers. To emphasize this, Khan
Academy’s 2012 summer camp is completely offline (New York Time, 2012). While the
scenario Homework and schoolwork “flip” predominantly considers video lectures as way to
address that lack of active involvement, the scenario possibly builds on unrefined and
invalidated assumptions about how to address lack of engagement in the classroom.
Drawing on the PD summaries, teachers are concerned that recording video lectures might
take a lot of time, without appreciable benefit for the students. For example, a lecture
delivered in person might be more effective in conveying a concept that a teacher explaining
the same in an uncomfortable way in front of the camera.
!
!

!

Related scenarios: Homework and schoolwork “flip”
Related cycles: 3
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2.5 Social schools
School learning is an inherently social process. A vast amount of actors are involved. The
consideration of the interactions between students and teachers alone presents contrasting
interests and emotions and foreshadowing complex challenges seems to be a child’s play for
the imagination. It goes without saying that these real, yet often wicket, challenges need to
be considered in the design of new media tools that are intended to support school reform.
Mainly because the tools, once embedded in the social context of school, have the potential
to change particular social and performance schemata that signify limitations to the
development of a child.
Social School related challenges have already been identified in cycle 1 (see Keune,
Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011). While challenges, such as ‘Learning networks are
closed’, ‘Libraries and librarians are scarce’, ‘Limited understanding of copyright’ and
‘Forming teams based on friendship’ were not further contextualized, other challenges were
expanded, and new challenges were added. It is marked in the text, where this applies. The
challenge ‘Teamwork is not familiar’ was also recognized in relation to cycle 2 (scenario
Students creating science learning resources). However, as no additional context was raised,
it is not discussed here. Figure 5.5 presents the challenges related to Social Schools and
their respective project cycle(s).

Figure 5.5: Illustration of the Social Schools related design challenges in relation to cycle 1-3
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High threshold for collaboration – Collaboration between teachers, classrooms and
outside of school experts is a frequently mentioned theme of advanced learning scenarios
(see list below). As most teachers are not very experienced with forms of collaboration, they
were concerned about the habitual change this would present. For example, while only some
Hungarian schools are connected to local universities, schools are largely separate from the
local business context. Only a few teachers possess established relations to teachers of
other schools, while for many even collaboration among colleagues of the same school is
uncommon. Frequently teachers stated that the work effort that the preparation of
collaborative activities requires alone would fall outside of the scope of class preparation
routines. Interestingly, Italian teachers noted that some teachers might resist the inclusion of
outside experts to classroom activities. This may be related to the economic and social
standing of teachers.
!

!

Related scenarios: Designing with multi-touch technologies, Designing maths games,
Digital mapping of local biodiversity, Developing collaborative approaches to learning
about business, Our school, our environment: using technology to raise environmental
awareness, Combining formative and summative assessment
Related cycles: 1, 2, 3

Change of teaching practice – With the introduction of more personally meaningful learning
activities to European classrooms, teachers start to question the kind and level of support
they may provide to students. For one, teachers feel the need to interfere in teamwork when
noticing that not all students are equally invested. For another they suggest that this may
deprive students of the opportunity to learn to solve this conflict independently. In this regard,
teachers sense the need to become even more sensitive towards the individual needs of
students. They must be given the opportunity to learn a new kind of flexibility in their
assessment and support practices. As no practical suggestions were provided, this presents
a challenge that the design of new media prototypes needs to address.
!
!

Related scenarios: Developing collaborative approaches to learning about business,
Our school, our environment: using technology to raise environmental awareness,
Students creating science learning resources
Related cycles: 1 (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011 “Changed
teacher role”), 2, 3

Divide between ‘connected’ and ‘book teachers’ – There is a divide between teachers
who use canonical teaching materials, and those who use digital technologies for classroom
learning activities. For example, Slovakian teachers stated that only a small fraction of the
teachers who have received training in using Social Media tools for learning adopted the
tools as stable classroom tools. Additionally, according to Norwegian and Spanish teachers,
an apprehension against social media related technology for learning exists among parents
and teachers. The apprehension may accelerate through non-use, causing digital non-savvy
teachers to depend on the support of the small percentage of teachers who are, indeed,
digitally savvy who are able to support students in using the tools. The digital “non-savvyness” may impact the performance a of teachers’ pedagogical expertise. Teachers ask
technical questions instead of pedagogical ones: Their attention is focused on understanding
how a tool works, opposed to how it can be used. When the ratio of digitally savvy to nonsavvy teacher is small, that is a majority of teachers regards technology as threatening or
challenging to use, while a minority uses the tools with ease, an elite body may emerge, an
equivocal social structure may arise at the workplace. The relation between the introduction
of technology and possible implications to professional equality among teachers is
recommended to be further explored. When the use of technology assumes a leading role in
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learning, what kind of social shifts does this imply for the relationship of digitally savvy and
digitally non-savvy teachers?
!

!

Related scenarios: Professional development in the global classroom, Our school, our
environment: using technology to raise environmental awareness, Using Multiple
resources and technology to research a common topic, Mentoring teachers to improve
digital literacy, Digital Mappings of Local Biodiversity, Homework and schoolwork flip,
Schoolville
Related cycles: 2, 3

Non-constructive parent involvement – Advanced learning scenarios touch on the
integration of parents into the formal learning of their children (see PD workshop summaries
of scenarios Home-school communication, Homework and schoolwork "flip", and
Schoolville). While this is advocated by some European teachers, others voice that parents
should not have a strong voice in school matters. Experiences of unconstructive parent
involvement included parents who are disinterested in the school education of their children,
time consuming conversations with overly concerned parents, and a certain inability to
pedagogically support their children due to, for example, socio-economic backgrounds.
!
!

Related scenarios: Home-school communication, Homework and schoolwork "flip",
Schoolville
Related cycles: 3

2.6 Digital tools
One of the hypothesis of the iTEC project is that digital media tools can render the classroom
of the future to be more engaging by affording more personally meaningful learning activities.
The infrastructure of already available technologies, to name but one example, varies
drastically from one country to another, as well as within countries.
This and other challenges related to mainstreamed integration of digital tools across Europe
are discussed here. Challenges recognized in cycle 1 are only discussed, if further,
noteworthy, context was recognized. The challenge ‘Low sharing possibilities’ and ‘New
technology replicates old teaching’ are, hence, not reported. Figure 5.6 illustrates all Digital
tools related challenges according to their respective project cycle. This header was referred
to as ‘Technology’ in D3.1 - Report on design prototypes and design challenges in education
(Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011).
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of the Digital tools related design challenges in relation to cycle 1-3

Limited access to technology – The analysis of the PD workshop summaries clearly
presents that not every European school is subject to the same technological resources. For
example, in Hungarian schools, clicker hardware is not available to each students and
Internet access is often more scarce than the availability of a personal computer per child.
Similar challenges exist in France, Italy, the U.K., and Norway. Not all students have access
to technology at home. The low infrastructure, speed, stability and availability of outstripped
technology limits teachers to perform learning activities that up-to-date technological tools
may afford. Scenarios that require vast resources pose expenses that schools cannot cover
(see PD workshop summaries Digital mapping of local biodiversity, Home-school
communication and Homework and schoolwork flip). Internet accessibility is a particularly
noteworthy aspect of this challenge, especially in consideration of online collaboration. While
voice based technologies, such as Skype can replace expensive conference calls, the limited
internet connectivity of most rural schools would exclude this form of remote synchronous
collaboration.
!

!

Related scenarios: Combining formative and summative assessment, Embedding
exam preparation in learning activities, Professional development in the global
classroom, Designing with multi-touch technologies, Digital mapping of local
biodiversity, Home-school communication, Homework and schoolwork "flip", Virtual
engines
Related cycles: 1, 2, 3

Usability is counterintuitive – The scenarios Designing with multi-touch technologies,
Homework and schoolwork "flip", Virtual engines, and Schoolville evoked discussion about
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interface usability among teachers. They stated that “usability of the tool is important”, and
“appropriate software with instant feedback would be needed”. Some of them offered to
participate in the development process of the software described in the scenarios.
Additionally, it was found that apprehension against the use of social media tools for learning
may be attributed to the merit of authentication information required for these services.
!
!

Related scenarios: Designing with multi-touch
schoolwork "flip", Schoolville, Virtual Engines
Related cycles: 3

technologies,

Homework

and

Existing tools or services cannot be used – Although many students and teachers use
social media tools and services, such as Facebook, Blogger, Twitter, and Dropbox
personally, the schools’ privacy and security policies steer teachers towards exclude these
tools and services during class. Dropbox cannot be used in Norway, because it is not a
secure enough file sharing service. Reasons often include privacy concerns and file sharing
security.
!
!

Related scenarios: Home-school communication, Schoolville
Related cycles: 2, 3

Organization – While the iTEC project is not primarily focused on facilitating change on an
organizational school level, particular policy, structure and management related challenges
have been recognized to limit the use of ICT in classrooms. School strategies of Spanish,
Italian, Norwegian and Portuguese schools do not support the use of ICT tools, but leave it to
the teachers’ motivation to employ the same. This causes several drawbacks. First, timeconstraints caused by administrative tasks and curriculum dependency lead teachers to
reach to more canonical teaching methods to meet curriculum requirements more effectively
short term. Second, the use of tools is not embedded into the lesson planning and teachers
do not build on new media skills that students acquire outside of school, although many
consider these skills to support learning. Third, budget and incentive decreases further demotivate teachers to employ new practices and tools.
!
!

Related scenarios: Students creating science learning resources, Researching online
social behavior, Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy
Related cycles: 1, 2

Keeping up with market developments – Teachers frequently refer to a novelty factor of
technological tools. This implies that digital tools may be seen as particularly disposable
once they are known. Indeed, new digital tools are designed, improved and presented to
European teachers regularly. While this can be interesting and inspiring, teachers voice that
it takes time to learn how to use the tools. Their experience showed that by the time they got
comfortable with a tool, a new version or new tool appears, competing with the old. The ratio
of time investment to understanding pedagogical value is high, possibly too high for teachers
to keep up with.
!
!

Related scenarios: Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy, Professional
development in the global classroom
Related cycles: 2

Low reliability of digital tools – Technology frequently malfunctions, and, hence, it is
impossible for teachers to rely on these tools in high stress situations, such as during a
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school inspection. If technology would not function as expected during a lesson that is under
observation, the observers might judge that not enough “learning” happens.
!
!

!

Related scenarios: None, recognized through focus group sessions
Related cycles: 3
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3. Recognized design opportunities
In the design process of the iTEC work package 3, design opportunities serve as guides for
the creation of digital and non-digital prototypes that address the recognized design
challenges presented above. Design opportunities may be already established practices of
teachers and/or students, conditions within schools, or particular attitudes. Similarly to the
way that the phrasing of a question may to some extend invite particular kind of answers
scenarios invite certain design challenges. In turn, these challenges invite the identification of
respective design opportunities. In the section above, the recognized design challenges were
connected with the scenarios they emerged from to make the links explicit. In this section,
the design opportunities are linked to the challenges they address. All challenges that yielded
additional noteworthy context are linked to opportunities, except for ‘organization’. This
challenge is considered to lay outside of the scope of the iTEC project aim, this challenge is
not addressed by any of the following opportunities.

Figure 6: Illustration of Design opportunities

Again, while the quantitative design process by definition cannot bring about a holistic list of
opportunities, the following is considered to be a representative cross section of practices,
situational snapshots and attitudes that can be build on in the design of digital tools for
learning. Similarly to the design challenges, this certainty was achieved by comparing the
design opportunities of cycle 2 and 3 with those of cycle 1. This resulted in profuse overlaps.
Where this applies is pointed out in the discussion. Figure 6 provides an overview of the
design opportunities and the project cycles they correspond to.
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As Figure 6 shows, the design opportunities are presented in relation to broad groupings,
themes. The themes initially identified in cycle 1 (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and
Leinonen, 2011) remained mainly the same. However, ‘Assessment’ and ‘Peer learning’
were added as new theme, and the theme ‘Forming small teams’ was omitted. The omission
took place, because no additional context was identified to the opportunities of the theme,
namely ‘Supporting teamwork’ and ‘Teams based on the interests of students’. D3.1 Reports
on Design Prototypes and Design Challenges in Education presents detailed information of
these opportunities (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011). Here, the other
opportunities are presented.

3.1. Guiding for design
In the design of prototypes for learning, particular design opportunities reflect more general
principles that guide all further design steps. In cycle 1, this included, for example, the
opportunity ‘Intuitive navigation saves time’. In this opportunity it was documented that
improved and well considered interface design could minimize the time resource
consumption or lower the learning curve of teachers when using the tools. While this
opportunity still remains important for further design steps, no additional context was
recognized in cycle 2 and 3. Here, only opportunities that were further contextualized are
presented. Figure 6.1 illustrates the guiding for design related opportunities.

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the guiding for design related design opportunities

Clearly state motivation, duration, learning outcome and pedagogical approach – For
teachers to fully appreciate the value of collaborating with colleagues, educational reasons
were wished to be communicated more explicitly (see PD workshop summary ‘Professional
development in the global classroom, Slovakia’). Teachers also expect recommendations on
how to initiate an inquiry, perform an interview, and guidelines for other methods for
contextual inquiry (see PD workshop summary Using Multiple resources and technology to
research a common topic, Estonia). The expectations include the clear identification of the
motivation, duration, learning outcome and pedagogical approach of a particular prototype.
Examples of this are: (1) although an activity is time consuming, it can recover time on other
areas, (2) the activity clearly represents long term sustainability, (3) teachers refresh their
knowledge and/or learn valuable skills, (4) the activity meaningfully links theory with practice.
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These expressions show that teachers consider the current format of scenarios to be
unsuitable for performance in the classroom. The expectations on the presentations of
advanced learning activities should be met in the design of prototypes. A presentation of
subject unspecific scaffold activities paired with concrete examples for application might be
most inspiring for teachers to perform a given activity. A transparent presentation like this
might inform the teacher’s choice for or against a tool more by having to invest less time in
getting to know a tool. Teachers may also communicate the learning value of an activity
more convincingly to students.
!
!

Addressed challenges: Unclear relation between theory and practice, Ambiguous time
value balance, Lack of vision and fear of unknown
Related cycles: 1, 2, 3

Building on teachers’ expertise – While some teachers prefer to see careful
documentation and illustration of the link between the practical task, an underlying
pedagogical approach and addressed curriculum requirements (see: Using Multiple
resources and technology to research a common topic, Estonia), teachers are better
equipped than any other professional to perform this abstraction. The merit of ideas
presented by teachers during the PD workshops illustrates their expertise of concretizing a
scenario or abstract pedagogical concept,. Teachers are apt to bring these abstractions in
relation to curriculum requirements on highly practical levels. Several teachers mentioned
subject unspecific content learning outcomes in relation to, for example, the Virtual Engines
scenarios, including “questioning underlying assumptions”, “realizing the software is written
by humans”, or “assuming ownership”. Further, media production related project have been
performed, where teachers matched the activities with the curriculum requirements for a
Civics class (see Developing collaborative approaches to learning about business, Hungary).
Overall, teachers have competing ideas about how to start and proceed with a media
production process. Some mentioned brainstorming sessions, others to start with basic
content knowledge transfer, or presenting ideas. Considering the expert ability of teachers to
choreograph learning paths by matching subject specific curriculum requirements with
learning activities, designs can be created based on supporting teachers to follow their
personal ideas about how a particular activity should be best approached.
!
!

Addressed challenges: Unclear relation between theory and practice: Ambiguous time
value balance: Complex media production process
Related cycles: 1, 2

Value adding technologies – As classes shift rooms frequently, a class of students might
not have walls for leaving collection of post-its for a longer amount of time. Digital media
tools could be used for storing notes and displaying them in large screens when needed.
(see Developing collaborative approaches to learning about business, Hungary). This may
not be the most elegant example of using digital media. Nonetheless, it presents an example
of how the role of technology is perceived to be by teachers. Teachers stated that digital
tools should not replace non-digital tools, but rather augment them by offering activities that
would not be possible without them. With this, they mean that digital technology could add
value to some classroom activities, but should also be used in conjunction with non-digital
media.
!
!

!

Addressed challenges: New technology replicates old teaching, Usability is
counterintuitive, Keeping up with market developments
Related cycles: 1, 2
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Design towards a changed teacher role – Advanced learning scenarios consider teachers
to adopt practices that are essentially placing them into different roles. These roles not only
differ to the teaching methods that teachers are already used to, and ask teachers to change
roles within the course of the day. For example, teachers may be required to act as
facilitators during one activity and as peer learners during another. The design of digital and
non-digital tools and services for learning should build on this understanding and support the
changing roles of teachers.
!
!

Addressed challenges: Ambiguous time value balance, Change of teaching practice
Related cycles: 1, 2

(Collaborative) progressive planning – Project based learning activities may result in a
variety of artifacts, for example, business plans, product ideas or marketing strategies. The
resulting artifact may not be known at the beginning of an activity. Thus, teachers suggest
choosing methods as projects unfold and more concrete foci and frames emerge would be
beneficial. This progressive planning and possibly individualized tailoring of activities bares a
certain resemblance to the way design is taught in secondary education: activities may be
flexibly combined and varied based on the context. Further, through brainstorming, teachers
may select activities in collaboration with students. This may prepare students to plan their
learning in relation to logical progression and duration of learning activities. Such a
collaborative planning of learning progression may clarify complex media production
processes, support assessment of personalized projects, foster trust between teachers and
students. Teachers may further suggest activities that support exam preparation based on a
collaborative assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of individuals. Taking part in such
an exchange may, lastly, present the benefits of collaboration and peer learning to teachers.
!
!

Addressed challenges: Complex media production process, No consensus about peerlearning, Vague assessment guidelines , Activities do not match exam requirements,
Lack of vision and fear of unknown, Lack of Trust
Related cycles: 2, 3

Design towards wider access to technology – Teachers suggest that 4 to 5 classrooms
could share expensive technological equipment, such as response systems (see PD
summary ‘Combining formative and summative assessment, Italy’), or substitute the same
with mobile phones. Further, it was considered useful to schedule Internet use, for example
by enabling offline preparation of wikis. Sending feedback to students through mobile phone
SMS service could be another possibility to bypass Internet contingency. Sometimes,
schools collaborate with technology sponsors, such as for the creation of subtitles for school
science films. Visiting the industrial sponsors would not only be a valuable learning
opportunity for students, but using the sponsors’ equipment could widen the accessibility to
technology that students of a school are exposed to (See PD summary ‘Students creating
science learning resources, Turkey’). This points towards the need to invest creative thought
into ways how existing and available technology may be used in new ways. As teachers are
key informants of what technology is accessible to them, it is important to include them into
the design of such practices.
!
!
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Addressed challenges: Divide between ‘connected’ and ‘book teachers’, Limited
access to technology, Usability is counterintuitive, Existing tools or services cannot be
used, Keeping up with market developments, Low reliability of digital tools
Related cycles: 1, 2
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Encouraging jamming and repurposing – The example of using digital tools for storage of
notes, mind maps or research collections, mentioned in context of the design opportunity
“Value adding technologies”, presents how a particular level of comfort with the use of digital
tools can turn teachers into explorers and designers. They identify new ways of using tools
and/or making the tools work for their purpose. To create this level of comfort, the design of
digital tools needs to consider a certain flexibility and possibility to miss-use at the outset. For
example, when a tool is open of tailoring, there is not only one correct way of using it, but
many. Teachers may use combine available tools and share their practices. Encouraging this
kind of exploration, and lowering the threshold for breaking a tool or its settings, may present
teachers with a certain comfort that releases apprehensions against using technology in the
classroom.
!
!

Addressed challenges: Limited access to technology, Divide between ‘connected’ and
‘book teachers’, Usability is counterintuitive, Low reliability of digital tools
Related cycles: 3

Students are concerned with their learning – Critical comments by students on employing
programming activities for learning mathematical skills conveyed a certain lack of vision for
advanced learning activities. However, the comments also demonstrate a critical approach
towards activities that are labeled “fun” and “engaging”. The comments show that students
see themselves as sincere individuals with concerns about their learning achievements
opposed to being consumers who strive for entertainment. The design of prototypes for
learning needs to build on that, addressing the role of students respectfully.
!
!
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Addressed challenges: Questioning the value of games, Lack of vision and fear of
unknown, Lack of trust, Assumptions about the flipped classroom
Related cycles: 3
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3.2 Media production
As media production related activities enter the classrooms, some European teachers and
students have already had experiences with such projects. Their experiences that can be
build on in the design of prototypes for school reform are presented here. Some of the Media
production related opportunities of cycle 1, namely ‘Recommending documentations to
others’, ‘Translating meaningful tasks of librarians’ and ‘Attribution tips and copyright
practices’ (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011) were not further elaborated
during cycle 2 and 3, and hence, these are not discussed. Figure 6.2 presents an overview of
the media production related opportunities.

Figure 6.2: Illustration of the media production related design opportunities

Transparent and guided media production – As discussed above, it is important to build
on teachers’ expert skills of mapping a particular learning activity and/or story to curriculum
requirements and underlying educational theory. Nonetheless, some teachers require a stepby-step guidance towards, for example, the media production process. This process
guidance may serve as a basis that is open for modification.
!
!

Addressed challenges: Complex media production process
Related cycles: 1, 3

Design projects to foster creative skills – When summoning back on their participation in
design projects in school, most teachers recall positive experiences. For example,
Portuguese teachers remembered that the projects awakened students’ reflectiveness
through the presentation of productions and learning progress to younger students (see PD
workshop summary ‘Students creating science learning resources, Portugal’). Designing
digital tools that support the development of such autonomous thinking skills may foster the
formation of creative and critical skills of students and teachers. The inherent activities of
accomplishing a design project, such as taking responsibility and assuming ownership, may
support students in thinking independently, and in ideating solutions and implementation that
are significantly different to those of others. Teachers’ creativity is stimulated, as support of
individual projects requires a stretch of the imagination and an ability to empathize with the
projects aims and objectives.
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Addressed challenges: Complex media production process
Related cycles: 2, 3

3.3 Reflecting on documentation of learning
Design or production related projects are often only worse as much as their documentation.
When no documentation exists, how can the findings that the work achieved be appreciated?
Especially in learning a reflection on the learning achievements is considered to support the
development of a child. Here, design opportunities are presented that relate to reflecting on
documentation of learning, and Figure 6.3 provides an overview.

Figure 6.3: Illustration of the reflecting on documentation of learning related design opportunities
according to cycle 1-3

Guided and fast documentation – With an increased amount of project based learning
activities, tools for guided and fast documentation of project progression are needed, last but
not least to support rapid assessment of highly individual and personalized works.
Documentation at early stages of the project, when the project is still malleable, is as
important as documentation at the end of a project. For example, documentation can be
used to retrace the decision making process of students, comments by others on the
documentation may refine the direction and frame of a project, listening of the
documentations of other students may present insights that also further one’s personal
project. It is noteworthy that voice recording for homework and exam preparation is not
uncommon in European schools. U.K. teachers reported that students are asked to share
recordings with one another, answer through a recorded voice message and provide points
of view to others this way. Teachers use the recordings as basis for pedagogical
conversations, and listen to them together with students. Sometimes, teachers record verbal
feedback for students as well.
!
!
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Addressed challenges: Individual assessment is time consuming, Vague assessment
guidelines
Related cycles: 1 (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011, “Step-by-step
documentation”), 3
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Immediately perceived value – For students and teachers to see value in documenting
their project work, it was suggested that e-books could be created that may be distributed to
future students or to people outside of school. It was also mentioned that project
documentations could be shared among schools across Europe through digital walls. These
walls would enable students to see how other students address a project of a similar context.
Supporting more visual presentation of school works and activities could motivate students to
create documentations of their work, because the value of doing the same may be more
immediately appreciable. Thinking about how to present their work might enable explicit
identification of learning outcomes, and, in turn, provide teachers with personalized insights
on the learning achievements of students. Even more so, when teachers compare the
documentations of the students in their class with those of students in other classes.
!
!

Addressed challenges: Individual assessment is time consuming, Ambiguous time
value balance, Lack of vision and fear of unknown
Related cycles: 1, 2

3.4 Peer learning
Peer learning often occurs incidentally, during coffee breaks or informal chats. Fostering
more informal learning encounters between teachers and students may support the
development of horizontal communication structures within schools. What follows are the
design opportunities related to peer learning. Figure 6.4. presents an overview of the
opportunities.

Figure 6.4: Illustration of the peer learning related design opportunities

Peer learning between teachers and students – While teachers are the pedagogical
experts who can guide students in their development, students are frequently better
equipped in the use of digital tools. Teaching the teacher how to use a software and
recognizing that the teachers are learning from them can be empowering for students.
Further, students spend time with several teachers and have detailed knowledge about each
subjects content. Together, teachers and students could prepare plans and proposals about
how to connect course content. A last example is to open up teacher projects to students, for
example representing the history of the school could be exciting for both, teachers and
students. These example of how teachers and students could collaboratively learn from each
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other, and develop trust for each other may narrow apprehension against peer learning, as
well as the divide between digitally savvy and non-savvy teachers.
!
!

Addressed challenges: No consensus about peer-learning, Lack of trust , High
threshold for collaboration, Divide between ‘connected’ and ‘book teachers’
Related cycles: 2

Teachers, students, parents, and experts: Different forms of collaboration – PD
workshop participants mentioned different forms of collaboration. To name but a few,
collaboration may happen between teachers of the same school, of a different school within
the same country or a country elsewhere in Europe. Collaboration may further happen with
experts outside of school, such as people working in museums, universities or businesses
located in the vicinity of a school. In relation to cycle 3 scenarios, that are strongly related to
design, design experts could participate in everyday classroom learning activities together
with teachers. Parent involvement is another form of collaboration with outside experts, and a
way of connecting school with other parts of society more closely. Students to student
collaboration is attractive to teachers overall, as they can integrate the same topic at different
levels of difficulty through 2 school years. While some teachers may prefer peer learning
inside of one classroom, others are open to peer learning beyond school level collaboration.
Overall, the courage that students have to build up to teach others is positive for their
development seems to present a motivational and meaningful learning experience,
regardless of the success of transferring their knowledge. After all, it requires preparation to
produce meaningful resources and sensible peer reviews, and developing commenting skills
is a longer-term process. To afford variations in the time span of collaborative projects, social
media tools may afford students to initiate and establish collaboration independently and
without the support of the teachers. Offering the students to initiate and establish
collaboration may afford ad-hoc collaboration rather than long-term engagements. This may
save time for the teachers as they would not need to contact unknown people and negotiate
with them.
!
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Addressed challenges: No consensus about peer-learning, Lack of trust , High
threshold for collaboration, Non-constructive parent involvement
Related cycles: 2, 3

Raising awareness about ICT in learning through practice – As stated earlier, many
students across Europe use social media tools, such as Facebook. For example, the iTEC
Facebook group ‘iTEC students collaborate’ held over 800 members at the time of writing
this report. Norwegian teachers note that social media tools may be faster and more efficient
for disseminating information and reaching students than the official Learning Management
Systems (LMS) of schools. Nonetheless, apprehensions against the use of these tools have
been documented. For teachers to personally evaluate the benefits of the tools, and to
narrow their apprehensions, teachers suggest conferences for teachers and parents around
the students’ reflections on their personal use of social media to raise awareness about the
value and purpose of the tools in learning (Information literacy: Researching online social
behavior, Norway). Overall, teachers concur that including parents into project work may
minimize skepticism of using social media tools in learning.
!
!
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Addressed challenges: Divide between ‘connected’ and ‘book teachers’, Existing tools
or services cannot be used
Related cycles: 2
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Building trust in the classroom – In collaborative learning activities, in which teachers,
students, experts and possibly parents are considered to closely work together on shared
projects, the kind of relationships people share affect the working atmosphere, and, hence
the learning outcomes. Trust is an important aspect of a respectful and productive encounter.
While students already rely on their teachers’ pedagogical abilities, advanced learning
scenarios suggest that teachers may, in the future, also rely more on students. For this to be
possible, certain levels of trust need to be established. The design of prototypes for learning
is recommended to build on this recognition.
!
!

Addressed challenges: Lack of trust
Related cycles: 3

3.5 Assessment
As advanced educational scenarios shift learning further and further towards activities that
build on the personal interests of students, assessment activities need to follow suit.
Arguably, new assessment methods would not be based on a comparative analysis and the
attempt to objectify learning achievements. Here, the recognized design opportunities that
may inspire design ideas for innovative assessment tools are presented. Figure 6.5 presents
an overview of the assessment related opportunities.

Figure 6.5: Illustration of the assessment related design opportunities

Visible learning achievements and learning journeys – Creating Mind maps and other
forms of externalized thinking could support students to develop independent thinking skills.
Further, creating visual representation of schedules and learning activities could also support
students in practicing organizational and time management skills. Students could, for
example, build their personal roadmap or visualize mathematical concepts in form of
practical applications that they could share with their teachers and fellow students. Sharing
these visualizations with peers (teachers and students) may result in a motivating and
meaningful exchange. The visualizations could further be used for assessment, as teachers
mentioned that they prefer qualitative and narrative assessment above learning analytics.
!
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Addressed challenges: Individual assessment is time consuming, Vague assessment
guidelines, Lack of trust
Related cycles: 1, 2, 3
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Peer assessment – Portuguese teachers consider group work and peer evaluation
alternative options to examinations (see PD summaries ‘Embedding exam preparation in
learning activities, Portugal’). Suggestions for fast peer-review included rating activities on
criteria such as creativity, communication, critical thinking and collaboration, as well as
questions such as ‘What would you do differently?’ and ‘How would you have approached
this?’ Peer review may create focused yet enjoyable situations for the students, in which they
may critically evaluate each other’s works. Ideas for peer assessment related activities
further include self-assessment of individual or teamwork as well as receiving feedback from
younger or older students. Prototypes for learning should build on the openness towards
different forms of peer-assessment.
!
!

Addressed challenges: No consensus about peer-learning, Individual assessment is
time consuming, Vague assessment guidelines
Related cycles: 2

3.6 Other relevant opportunities
Design opportunities that do not relate to any of the other areas presented above are
discussed here. The opportunity Formal support for learning networks that was identified in
cycle 1 was not further specified.

Figure 6.6: Illustration of the other relevant opportunities.

Using personally meaningful resources – While searching meaningful resources online is
time consuming for teachers and students are frequently reported to superficially gather
information, teachers suggested that students present examples of their personal
experiences. Examples could be, local and personal content, rather than examples found in
literature or online. Through a pool of resources shared with and recommended by others,
teachers may be better able to support their students’ projects effectively.
!
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Addressed challenges: Unclear relation between theory and practice, Superficial
information gathering, Ambiguous time value balance, Lack of trust
Related cycles: 2
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4. Prototypes
One of the main goals of work package 3 is to create prototypes that support teachers and
students to perform advanced learning scenarios in school. Prototypes refer to perceivable
ideas and concepts on how to design or use new media tools in the classroom. The
prototypes that are presented in this section include functioning new media tool prototypes,
some of which have been tested with teachers, visual representations of software tools are
intended to be further developed and beta level services (learning activities) that concretize
advanced learning scenarios to teachers and students step-by-step. Some of the prototypes
have been illustrated in D3.1 - Report on Design Prototypes and Design Challenges for
Education (Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011), but have since been further
developed. All prototypes are linked to the design opportunities they address, as well as the
scenarios that would benefit from them. The prototypes address the design challenges that
are linked to the design opportunities listed under each prototype description.

4.1 TeamUp
TeamUp (see http://teamup.aalto.fi/) is a web-based and open-source tool for forming teams
based on interests and for recording teamwork reflections in form of 1 minute audio updates.
The tool is a functioning product that has been tested in classrooms across Europe during
project cycle 1 and 2 pilots and cycle 2 and 3 pre-pilots. TeamUp has also been discussed
with teachers, students and educational experts through focus group sessions. Based on the
findings, TeamUp has been further developed since its release in cycle 1.
The findings have presented that the largest value of the tool for classroom interaction lays in
the activity of recording reflective audio recordings and the visualization of team formations.
This conceptual change lead to moving the function of forming teams into the background,
and highlighting the recording of reflections, also in the visualization of the team formations.
The concrete design implementations to achieve this change are presented here.
Overall, a more coherent interaction design was created, including a redesign of all buttons,
fonts and other visual elements.
The team view, showing team formations, and the grid view, showing students in a grid,
display the amount of recordings created (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: TeamUp team-view (left) and grid-view (right).
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The possibility for students to listen and review the recordings of other teams, and recording
reflections for others prevailed. To accommodate minimal time investment for reviewing
reflections, the limited time of the reflection records as well as the three step scaffold for
recording reflection (1) what did you do, (2) what are you planning to do, and (3) what
challenges did you face remained (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: TeamUp recording function.

The formation of teams is still possible using TeamUp. Further a preview of the formed
teams was included in the last step of the team formation. Figure 7 also shows that teams
are differentiated by colors. The colors are chosen automatically. Each students is outlined
with the color of their team, to support rapid identification of teams in the grid view.
TeamUp builds on the design opportunities !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

Building on teachers’ expertise
Value adding technologies
Design towards a changed teacher role
(Collaborative) progressive planning
Encouraging jamming and repurposing
Students are concerned with their learning
Transparent and guided media production
Design projects to foster creative skills
Guided and fast documentation
Immediately perceived value
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Peer learning between teachers and students
Building trust in classrooms
Visible learning achievements and learning journeys
Peer assessment
Using personally meaningful resources

All cycle 2 and 3 scenarios would benefit from the a tool for forming teams and recording of
team reflections, except Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy and Professional
development in the global classroom. Both are cycle 2 scenarios.

4.2 ReFlex
ReFlex is a new media tool for individual student reflection. Following the TeamUp design
metaphor, students can record one-minute audio updates about what they learned. The tool
is a visual prototype and is currently implemented by the Aalto University. The visual
prototype of ReFlex (see Figure 9) has been discussed with teachers and students in Focus
Group sessions. Based on the findings, ReFlex has been further developed since it was first
presented in cycle 1.

Figure 9: Visualization of ReFlex interface.

ReFlex was redesigned to better resonate the design metaphors of TeamUp. Now, ReFlex
includes only one screen for recording reflections and for viewing reflections, both happened
on separate screens earlier. Educational experts found the limited recording time particularly
relevant for the individual reflections. According to them, the limit could support the formation
of a shared pool of challenges and strategies. Hence, the limit prevailed and a function for
sharing recordings with teachers or the entire class was included (see Figure 10). Students
especially embraced this.
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Figure 10: ReFlex function for sharing reflections with the teacher or the entire class.

ReFlex builds on the design opportunities !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Building on teachers’ expertise
Value adding technologies
Design towards a changed teacher role
(Collaborative) progressive planning
Encouraging jamming and repurposing
Students are concerned with their learning
Transparent and guided media production
Design projects to foster creative skills
Guided and fast documentation
Immediately perceived value
Peer learning between teachers and students
Building trust in classrooms
Visible learning achievements and learning journeys
Peer assessment
Using personally meaningful resources

All cycle 2 and 3 scenarios would benefit from the a tool for recording of individual
reflections, except Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy and Professional
development in the global classroom. Both are cycle 2 scenarios.

4.3 Ambire
Most classroom management systems place the teacher at command of when to share,
which students work with the class, for example, by way of a wall projection. With Ambire, a
more equal form of sharing is anticipated, which may support the building of trust and a
sense of community in the classroom.
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Figure 11: Photograph of the Harvard School of Design, Department of Architecture.

Ambire is the Latin root for ‘ambient’, which refers to the immediate surrounding. The tools is
inspired by the interior design of the Harvard School of Design, Department of Architecture
(see Figure 11), that integrates sharing of work in progress or design results and finding
inspiration when strolling around the room into the work culture. Ambire is a web-based tool
for classroom reflection. The tool streams the content of all student screens to a large
screen, visible to all. Not all screens are projected at the same time. Instead, Ambire slowly
rotates through the screens. The rotation may be stopped, paused, forwarded or tracked
back by anyone in the classroom. The tool has been introduced in project cycle 1. A visual
prototype of Ambire has been discussed with teachers and students in Focus Group
sessions. Based on the findings and a design instructions by Aalto, SMART has developed
Ambire into a beta version product, comparable to a functioning prototype. Figure 12 shows
a screenshot of the current implementation of the tool.
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Figure 12: Screenshot of the Ambire prototype - by Michael Boyle

Overall teachers and students positively received the concept of Ambire, mainly because it
integrates well with other classroom tools, such as personal or moveable document cameras.
The only time teachers cannot imagine using the tool would be in testing situations. Some
teachers have unsuccessfully tried to implement similar functions using AppleTV, a videosharing tool. Teachers recognized the value of the tool in supporting student-centered
approaches to learning, as information moves between background and foreground
attention. Everyone may know what others are working on, and work can be discussed within
small groups or the entire classroom. By facilitating students to glance at the wall and to
relate other student works to their own, teachers suggested, the tool supports introspection.
Figure 13 is an illustration of Ambire in a classroom.
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Figure 13: Illustration of Ambire in a classroom.

Teachers commented that they appreciate the openness that Ambire facilitates over the
control other tools provide. A learning activity unrelated screen appearing on Ambire may
raise a pedagogical classroom discussion. A teacher mentioned use cases, including
pausing the rotation to draw attention to particular students’ works or to start peerassessment. Nonetheless Teachers mention that they often do not know what the student is
looking at and sometimes an activity unrelated screen may appear on Ambire. However, this
may give rise to a pedagogical discussion between with the entire class.
Ambire builds on the design opportunities !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Building on teachers’ expertise
Value adding technologies
Design towards a changed teacher role
Design towards wider access to technology
Students are concerned with their learning
Peer learning between teachers and students
Building trust in classrooms
Peer assessment

All cycle 2 and 3 scenarios would benefit from the a tool for ambient classroom reflection,
except Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy, a cycle 2 scenario.

4.4 Reflection tool for teachers
So far, three reflection tools for learning have been designed, ReFlex, TeamUp and Ambire.
These tools address personal, team and classroom reflection. The tools’ focus lies in building
the reflection abilities of students. The reflection of teachers on the work of students is
supported through these tools. However, the tools do not present a scaffold of a reflective
practice for teachers.
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Reflecting on workplace encounters, for example by setting a pedagogical goal, testing
different approaches to reaching the goal, and then reflecting about the effectiveness of the
employed strategies, foster continuing development of the pedagogical practice. Awareness
about their practice may bring about challenges that are too wicked to solve by one teacher
alone, allows them to address these challenges to colleagues. Possibly someone has
addressed the challenge before. In addition to sharing learning materials, sources, activities
and technological tools alone, teachers could share recognized pedagogical challenges, and,
similar as students are suggested to do with ReFlex and TeamUp, collect strategies of how
to overcome the challenges.
A prototype that specifically supports the reflection practice of teachers is currently designed.
No illustrations of the tool exist yet, it holds idea status. Questions that need to be answered
before launching further design activities include:
!
!
!
!

How does a scaffold for teacher reflection need to differ from one for students?
What role does sharing play in the reflection of teachers?
What artifacts are most useful for teacher reflection, e.g. written documents, images,
illustrations, audio recordings, videos etc.?
What interfaces and interactions would support the reflection of teachers?

A reflection tool for teachers builds on the design opportunities !
!
!
!
!

Building on teachers’ expertise
Value adding technologies
Design towards a changed teacher role
Using personally meaningful resources

All cycle 2 and cycle 3 scenarios may benefit from a tool for teacher reflection.

4.5 Tiny: Micro sharing of learning projects
Collaboration of teachers, students, parents and experts also across the borders of a country
is a recurring theme of advanced learning scenarios. In cycle 1, it was recognized that formal
support to establish learning networks is desired, but that there is a high threshold to contact
unknown people and to tap into the networks of others. Cycle 2 and 3, specified the
challenges and opportunities in relation to collaboration. Based on these findings, Tiny was
designed.
Tiny is a web-based tool for students to share links to documentations of their work, and to
initiate collaboration with others in a safe environment. The tool’s affordance for ad-hoc and
short-term collaboration that are established by students may narrow the threshold for
collaboration to become more frequent in school. The tool is a visual prototype (see Figure
14) designed and partly implemented by the Aalto University, further development has been
paused, because the scenarios of project cycle 3 have not explicitly focused collaboration.
The visual prototype has been discussed with teachers and students during Focus Group
sessions.
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Figure 14: Visual prototype of Tiny

Overall, Tiny was well received by most teachers and students. Comparison was drawn to
eTwinning, a highly successful and respected tool for international classroom collaboration.
While eTwinning also shorter-term collaboration organized by students, eTwinning is more
frequently used for longer-term collaboration. Other teachers compared the tool to EdModo
(see: http://edmodo.com) and other services that adapt features of Facebook and Twitter for
formal learning. Although some features of Tiny, such as sharing and commenting, broadly
resemble features of other tools, teachers consider these features and the tool in general to
engage students to create and share online documentations of their work. Tiny is focusing
on initiating the collaboration through sharing, rather than trying to manage all aspects of
collaborations. For example, students may voice their interest in a particular work shared by
someone else and agree on another channel, such as Skype or Email, for further
collaboration.
Teachers appreciated shifting the responsibility of establishing collaboration into the court of
the students, as this minimizes the time investment of teachers. Teachers suggested their
role to be to promote the use of the tool.
To better support the collaboration with professional experts, Tiny may be integrated in the
intranet of a university or a company close to the school, to enable experts to contact the
students, and to comment on their works. Overall, teachers embraced the possibility to share
work with parents, as that might minimize skepticism of using social media tools in learning.
Tiny builds on the design opportunities !
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Value adding technologies
Design towards a changed teacher role
Students are concerned with their learning
Design projects to foster creative skills
Immediately perceived value
Peer learning between teachers and students
Teachers, students, parents, experts: Different forms of collaboration
Raising awareness about ICT in learning through practice
Building trust in classrooms
Peer assessment

All cycle 2 scenarios would benefit from the a tool for micro sharing of learning projects,
Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy and Professional development in the global
classroom. Although cycle 3 scenarios do not explicitly focus on collaboration, in retrospect
the tool may benefit all of these scenarios.

4.6 Participate blog
The Participate Blog (see: http://itec.aalto.fi/) is a shared platform by WP 2, 3 and 6. It
presents activities of how teachers can participate in iTEC’s design work. Essentially, these
activities are tests to identify which activities teachers find valuable to be involved with. So,
although the Participate blog is primarily a research tool, it is further considered a prototype,
inasmuch as it tries to represent a community platform for teachers with the aim to eventually
share experiences and material with each other independent of iTEC. These platforms
include the EUN teacher community page (see: http://itec.eun.org/web/teacher-community),
the Promethean Planet forums (see: http://www.prometheanplanet.com/), and the Participate
blog. The following activities are currently offered on the Participate blog:
!
!
!
!
!

Scenarios – Teachers are asked to develop scenarios with WP2 project partners
Participatory Design – Information about upcoming PD workshops is distributed,
including guidelines of facilitating PD workshops and of reporting on them.
Focus Groups – Teachers are called to participate in online focus group sessions to
comment on prototypes developed by WP3. Pan-European participants join the online
focus group sessions.
Learning Stories and Learning Activities – Dissemination through the Participate
blog, and teachers are asked to share their experience with them.
Prototypes – WP3 prototypes are introduced on the website and teachers are asked
to comment on them.

The Participate Blog originates from WP3 project documentation. Initially, the documentation
of current project activities was communicated to other project partners only. During spring of
2012 overall project changes lead to a partial merge of WP2 and WP3, for more meaningful
collaboration between both work packages, it was considered valuable to use the project
blog as a platform. As both work packages are increasingly interested in collaborating with
teachers and students, the blog was redesigned to publish calls for activities and be the
platform for activities. The Participate blog is a functioning prototype and a beta version
service.
It is interesting to note that some teachers added WP3 project researchers to their social
media contact list, including LinkedIN and Facebook, and initiated Skype chat conversations
with the same after the official activities.
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It is considered that the Participate blog may be hosted and maintained by the EUN after the
iTEC project. The existing community of teachers may be retained without asking them to
migrate to another platform. While some activities, including commenting on learning
activities and participating in online focus group sessions with pan-European participants,
were considered to support community building, others require further attention and
maintenance to foster the same.
The participate blog build on the design opportunities !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Clearly state motivation, duration, learning outcome and pedagogical approach
Building on teachers’ expertise
Value adding technologies
Design towards a changed teacher role
Design towards wider access to technology
Encouraging jamming and repurposing
Transparent and guided media production
Raising awareness about ICT in learning through practice

All cycle 2 and cycle 3 scenarios may benefit from this prototype.

4.7 Mind map annotations
The ability to navigate the web in safe and productive ways to critically read texts, to
understand their structure and the meaning of individual words, phrases and sentences
within them likely to remain in the future classroom. To support students in developing critical
reading skills, a prototype for visual assessment of texts was ideated.
Mind map annotations is a tool for students to visually annotate texts by creating mind maps
in context of the text passages they are reading. The tool is a visual prototype that has been
discussed with neither teachers nor students.
When integrated into the browser, the tool may support students to interpret websites and to
differentiate trusted from non-trusted sources. The tool could also be used for peer-review of
texts written by fellow students, visually mapping complex concepts, learning how to read
charts and other visualizations, and sensibility comparing sources. Further, the mind map
annotations may be used in conjunction with other media pieces for creating project
documentations and a representation of the students approach to the study topic.
For the further development of the prototype, it is recommended to consult teachers and
students.
Mind map annotations build on the design opportunities !
!
!
!
!

Value adding technologies
Students are concerned with their learning
Visible learning achievements and learning journeys
Peer assessment

All cycle 2 and 3 scenarios would benefit from the a tool for recording of individual
reflections, except Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy and Professional
development in the global classroom. Both are cycle 2 scenarios.
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4.8 Plates
Due to mushrooming of teamwork and collaborative media project between schools, sharing
media files is becoming increasingly important. Plates is a visual prototype of a new media
tool that simplifies sharing of files between teams of students, classrooms and schools. The
design of Plates focuses on the keywords ‘interaction design’, ‘visual metaphor’ and
‘usability’. It is intended to primarily enable the documentation of student work and sharing
student work on various levels, including publicly with parents.
Plates has been introduced in project cycle 1. During cycle 2 and 3, interesting design ideas
for the further design of the tool have been discovered through the PD workshops and focus
group sessions with teachers and students. For example, Plates is envisioned to be a tool for
connecting and augmenting a collection of tools, for example, TeamUp and ReFlex. Similar
to a portal, students could publish to their networks, including parents. The people that the
students share with may then be able to listen and comment on the reflection recordings that
would otherwise only be shared within a class.
For Plates to become a functioning iTEC prototype, it is recommended to consult teachers,
students and parents.
Plates builds on the design opportunities !
!
!
!

Value adding technologies
Design projects to foster creative skills
Using personally meaningful resources

All cycle 2 and 3 scenarios would benefit from the a tool for recording of individual
reflections, except Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy and Professional
development in the global classroom. Both are cycle 2 scenarios.

4.9 Learning activities and learning stories
The scenarios provided by WP2 are inspirational artifacts that support teachers and students
to imagine performing them in school. As the scenarios cannot be performed in their original
form, which was pointed out in the Report on Design Challenges, Opportunities and
Prototypes for learning (see Keune, Toikkanen, Purma and Leinonen, 2011), the scenarios
had to be analyzed and reconstructed into prototypes that, in fact, can be performed. For
example, creating prototypes that extract the common parts that co-occur across the range
of scenarios of a cycle. These prototypes are learning activities, practical descriptions that
break scenarios into small steps that teachers can be performed by teachers in the
classroom. These prototypes may be modified by teachers to suit their particular context, and
to include suggestions of how existing technology may be employed. In each of the reported
cycles (namely 2 and 3), two packages of learning activities were introduced and pre-piloted.
Cycle 2 Learning activities focused on collaboration, while the learning activities of cycle 3
focused on design learning. Further, example stories of how the packages of learning
activities could be performed were disseminated to teachers. A total of 7 learning activities
and 3 learning stories were the outcome of cycle 2 (see Figure 15). In cycle 3, 7 learning
activities and 4 learning stories resulted (see Figure 16). They are considered to be a beta
version service.
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Figure 15: illustration of the learning activities of cycle 2.

Figure 16: Illustration of the learning activities of cycle 3.

The aim of the pre-pilot phase was for teachers to test the learning activities. Teachers were
asked to choose on of the learning activity packages and one of the related learning stories.
Teachers were unconstrained to modify and arrange the activities to suit their context. The
image collection of cycle 2 pre-pilot plans of teacher presents examples of how differently
teachers
chose
to
arrange
the
learning
activities
(see: http://www.flickr.com/photos/media_lab_helsinki/sets/72157629154476283/). Based on
the pre-pilot results the learning activities were modified to accommodate teachers even
better. These modified learning activities were taken forward to full-scale piloting. detailed
documentation of the cycle 2 and 3 pre-pilot findings can be found in Appendix E and F. The
modified learning activities and stories can be found in Appendix G and H.
In section 1, it was presented that the cycle 2 and 3 scenarios were analyzed based on
patterns. Section 1 presented the process of how learning activities are extracted from the
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scenarios. What follows is an illustration of how learning activities link to scenarios, at the
example of cycle 3.
The cycle 3 patterns are engaging classroom, design activities and presenting works. Further
analysis of the scenarios related to the pattern “design activities” presented that each
scenarios narrates a design discipline, which is linked to one additional area of expertise. For
example, the designing with multi-touch technologies is tells of spatial design and
understanding the behavior of people. The design disciplines that the cycle 3 scenarios
outline to are: Spatial design, engineering design, design for learning, entrepreneurial design
and graphic design. The additional areas of expertise that the scenarios mention are broadly
described with the terms understanding people, experiments with nature, logic and planet
surface. Figure 17 illustrates how the cycle 3 scenarios connect design discipline with
additional areas of expertise. Figure also aims to convey that any of the mentioned design
disciplines could be linked with any of the additional expertise areas. Hence, Figure 17 may
be employed as a tool for teachers to create their own design related learning stories.

Figure 17: Illustration of how cycle 3 scenarios grouped under “design activities” connect design
disciplines and additional areas of expertise.

The scenario Homework-Schoolwork Flip, group under the pattern Engaging classroom
informed the creation of all learning activities. In relation to the pattern Presenting works
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(scenario Home school communication), it is interesting to note that PD workshops showed
that constant contact with parents, an aspect of the Home School communication scenarios,
is not positively welcomed by teachers. However, sharing course outcomes with parents is.
Thus, the final activity of this scenario was taken forward. It may be performed at the end of
any learning story. Overall, the cycle 3 learning activities present a design learning process
for schools.
The learning activities and stories build on all documented design opportunities. All cycle 2
and cycle 3 scenarios may benefit from this prototype.
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6. Conclusions
This section raises a few additional points that are considered important, but were not
mentioned in in preceding sections of the report.
As several scenarios mentioned collaboration with parents as a way to connect school with
the rest of society, it is recommended to include parents in the PD workshops of future
project cycles. This can deepen the contextual understanding of European formal school
learning.
Further, gamification has been recognized to present a challenging yet promising theme that
is increasingly discussed in relation to school reform, also in relation to iTEC (see Schoolville
scenario). It is recommended to further inquire this area.
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7. List of abbreviations
Acronym*
DoW*
ICT*
LMS*
NPC*
PD*
T*
WP*

Meaning*
Description of Work!
Information Communication Technologies!
Learning Management System!
National Pedagogical Coordinator!
Participatory Design!
Task!
Work Package!
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Introduction
This document presents the participatory design workshop summaries of cycle 2. The summaries have
been written by National Pedagogical Coordinators of the iTEC project, who facilitated the workshops
with teachers and students.

Austria: 3 secondary school teachers
Date and Time: 21.06.2011, 15.00 – 17.00
Participants: Three teachers; Monica –science/computer assistant in a secondary school .Holger –Head teacher in
5B; Bettina –Biology teacher in 5B
BetResearcher / Designer: Hermann Morgenbesser
Setting (pictures at_outdoor studies project)
All classrooms are equipped with interactive Beamers and IT-workplaces for the use of teachers. Students use a
Netbook to connect to the internet and the Intranet.
Basic information: Scenarios discussed: Outdoor Studies Project
Practising research skills
Starting point of the work in this scenario must be the classroom.

1

Monica (involved to the project:It is important to guide the pupils not to use only one source of knowledge. Students
must be engaged in collecting and sharing documents. They have to work in Groups and design their own videos
and pictures.
Teachers just help them to finalize their work and to provide help.
Students write a storyboard to follow the trac, they design a PPT after finishing the work.
Students define their goals and cut the videos. They search for Experts at the Buildings they filmed
Students have to look up the basic information, teachers just help to find the correct Information
Talking about the Scenarios
Did the story generate any thoughts?
Monica: “Yes we would be interested two work interactive in different classes, because students work engaged in
“their” project.
Is this a possible story?
Holger (Head of the class): It is possible in language teaching, creative teaching and science teaching. Maths would
be hard work for the teachers…
Is there something they would like to change in it?
Bettina and Monica: the method is not clear at the beginning, something like a “lesson plan” would be necessary for
techers, that are not involved. Plans should be more detailled
Could they imagine themselves in the role of the teacher?
Yes, they are used to work in “open courses”
What part would they find most difficult to manage if they were in the role of the teacher?
Organizing the media, hard and software.
How would the story continue?
Holger: Organizing workshop with experts would be necessary
In general all of three teachers are interested to continue the work in this project

Estonia: 2 secondary school teachers
15th June 2011
Tallinn
Particpants
NPC – Ingrid Maadvere
NTC – Martin Sillaots
T1 Teacher of Musics
T2 Teacher of Math
T3 Teacher of Natural Sciences
S1 9th grade student
Scenarios involved in PD:
3. Using multiple resources and technology to research a common topic
8. Students creating science learning resources
== Using multiple resources and technology to research a common topic =
1? Did the story generate any thoughts?
T1: This kind of learning process consist lot of work (time-consuming). What is the expected duration? One school
year? One semester? … Or one lesson?
T1: How many groups are needed? NPC: teachers can decide that.
Is it mandatory to organize work in teams? – NPC: No I’f you prefer individual work. Team work is just one option.
Focus is on using multiple resources.
T1, T2: Teachers are stacked in the example – history of our school. They don’t see how to use similar framework in
their own subject. NTC: To avoid this problem in the future the structure of the scenario should be divided in to 2
parts: 1. overal framework of the scenario, 2. concrete example
T1: I could use this scenario for exploring biographies of famous composers.
? Is this a possible story?
T1: We have had already similar project about our school history. Do we have to do this again?
Is it single (one-time) project?
How we will present the outcome of the project?

2

T2: My students are from grade school. They are not able to set objectives. But maybe they are able to collet data
and media pieces by taking photos, … TPC: At what age students will have ability to set goals? Lets ask this from a
student
S1: We are able to set personal learning goals. And we are able to plan steps that are needed to reach to the goal. We
have done already several interviews. Collecting data and uploading media items is also not a problem – we have
done this too.
? Is there something they would like to change in it?
T1: Learning activity starts from the discussion. Isn’t there some recommendations to students how they should start
and what to study?
T1: Isn’t there plan for making interview? E.g. what happens when students go to interview somebody? How we can
be sure that students ask important questions?
T1: Scenario should contain some specific milestones – how to split and control the longer process. Also list of data
collecting methods could be handy. Interview is only one example … right?
T2: I would like to see shorter scenarios (not the text of scenario but the duration of scenario and workload). Then
it’s easier to start. NTC: Maybe its enough when iTec teachers implement only one or some iTec activities (e.g.
using 1 minute long video reports or making multimedia presentations, or …) or iTec tools (e.g. TeamUp or …)
? Could they imagine themselves in the role of the teacher?
Yes
? What part would they find most difficult to manage?
T1: How to find time for all of this? The curriculum is full of mandatory topics we don’t have time for extra
projects. NPC: Maybe it is possible to integrate mandatory topics with the scenario? E.g. How to plan and execute
interview is a part of Language curriculum. This can be integrated to current scenario. How to analyze data can be
part of course of statistics – if this subject exists in the school (some schools have it but mostly in high school level).
T3: This scenario requires that students have high technical skills. Although students do most of the activities
teachers also must have similar skills – students probably will ask teachers help. Teachers don’t have those skills.
They need support from educational technologist or from iTec NTC.
T2: Also I would like to have technical support: how to edit media, how to uppdad, … I wold like to start from
technical activities.
S1: Students have those technical skills.
? How would the story continue
T1: How the students get results? How to evaluate their work? Will it be voting, earning some points, … NTC:
Seams like putting the grade is very important issue to teachers … and to students.
== Students creating science learning resources ==
? Did the story generate any thoughts?
T1: This scenario sounds very interesting.
T2: Is this resource – this model that students have to create – is it virtual or real? NPC: It can be also real but the
presentation must be virtual.
T1: I desired already long time ago that older students teach younger ones.
T1: I would like to use it as an activity where students have to create some musical instruments
T2: I would like to let students to create some math models
T3: I really like this scenario because at first student must learn something very deeply because otherwise it’s not
possible to teach others. Another good thing is that I can integrate the same topic through 2 school years.
? Is this a possible story?
T1: It’s really realistic to combine musics and physics – to create modules how the sound is made.
NTC: I had one experience where 4th grade taught to 3th grade the rules of the grammar. After short teaching 3th
grade had a test. Then 4th grade students had to correct the test and observe the errors. They had to give assessment
to their students and to asses themselves as teachers.
? Is there something they would like to change in it?
T2: I would like to use this scenario during several school years: every next year or grade more difficult tasks. The
same topic but different difficulty levels. I would like to see such kind of incremental cycles in the scenario.
T2: I think it’s OK to ask students to teach fellow students but only inside of the same class or group. I don’t like the
idea that older students have to teach younger ones.
T3: How to asses the students? I guess if they already had courage to teach somebody … this is worth of maximum
result. Even if they fail.
T1, T2, T3: other assessment options are:
1. self assessment or analyze of the team.
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2. assessment of younger students (those who were taught)
3, feedback from younger students
? Could they imagine themselves in the role of the teacher?
Yes
? What part would they find most difficult to manage?
T2: Is it mandatory to organize work in teams? Can it be individual task? Teamwork is sometimes over estimated.
NPC: Teacher can modify the scenario if they like. NTC: But to learn how to work in teams is also important skill. It
is important that students can have team working experience.
? How would the story continue?
T1: I have concrete example how I can use this in the music education: Students learn how to play flute. The task
can be exercise where in a small range of notes they have to compose short melody.
Then they have to teach this to younger students.
Younger students must learn and play this melody.
The melody can be recorded and presented in the internet as midi note notation.
T3: One specific activity in biology can be making poster about human body … different layers and topics.
T3: Another idea is to let students to create stuffed animals.
T2: In math one idea is to make diagrams based on real data. Data source can be the students of the class. E.G. short
surveys about different topics. E.G. who loves to drink a milk? Data can be gathered through several years. Results
can be compared, trends discovered, …
S1: This is suitable scenario for the curriculum of physics. There I would like to test things in practice, not to learn
the theory.

France: 2 secondary school teachers
Session Date and Time: 29/06/2011
Participants: Two secondary school teachers:
- Christophe : English language teacher since 1986, he implemented a Moodle learning platform for his students
and was for 16 years the school’s ICT coordinator, experimented the use of netbooks associated with Moodle in a
class for one year
- Francis: History/Geography teacher in a European class since 3 years.
Researchers / Designers : Claude, Michael
Scenarios discussed : Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy, Professional development in the global
classroom
Scenario 2 : Mentoring teachers to improve digital literacy
First thoughts
- There is no scale to measure teachers’ digital literacy. Teachers should possess technical skills before teaching
students with ICT.
- Students are in a different digital world (social media, chat, etc.) they don’t use e-mails or basic file formats.
- People have to be continually exposed to technologies to be able to follow upgrades.
- When talking about ICT, teachers mostly ask technical questions, not pedagogical ones.
Is it a possible story today ?
Very often, one or two colleagues in the school are interested in the use of new technologies and they “go
ahead”, while other colleagues are left behind.
- The progression should be institutionalized: teachers should learn how to use ICT, at least at a basic level, then
follow constant training to improve this basic level
- When you ask students what technologies could be used in class, they don’t have many ideas because they don’t
know what’s available.
- A main problem: to find the right resources online?
- Teachers share online documents and comments outside the classroom
Identification with the scenario
- Some teachers can be uncomfortable with the idea of other teachers sitting in their class
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- It might be difficult to communicate internationally
Next step of the scenario
- The base-knowledge has improved, thanks to stocking and sharing documents online
- But human interaction (face-to-face) is still very important
- The communication should be more “horizontal” (among peers) than it is now
Scenario 5: Professional development in the global classroom
First thoughts
- “How can I become a connected teacher ?”
- When a teacher has a problem with ICT, where can he go ?
- No mention of other colleagues in the scenario ?
- If colleagues can’t help, I find answers to my questions by browsing forums
- Maybe connect with other teachers, but lack of time and which forum ?
- Ideally: to have an “officially approved” website with exercises and resources for teachers, because browsing is
time-consuming
Identification with the scenario
- Personal experimentation of Moodle
- Technologies bring in motivation and a variety of approaches but it isn’t fully integrated in teaching yet
Next step of the scenario
- No need of short talks anymore on Scratch
- Training sessions: leaders need to move on
- Set up a group who can develop online applications
- A problem : the time people put to get used to a software, there’s already a new one on the market
- Help the “technophobics”
Ideas for tools
- Having online experts available
- Database of pedagogical resources
- Forums
- A user-friendly flash content producer (piece of software)
- Journal of new technologies
- Coordination with other countries
- Hardware : netbooks, tablets, e-PC

Hungary: 2 teachers
Budapest, June 9, 2011.
teachers:
Judit, history teacher (9-12. grades)
Géza, science teacher (7-12. grades)
Vali, math and ICT teacher (5-12. grades)
coordinators: Gabi, Ildikó, Attila
Developing collaborative approaches to learning about business
Did the story generate any thoughts? Is this a possible story?
Judit found the scenario not impossible but quite challenging. In Géza’s school a similar activity is already in
practice so he did not find it difficult to implement. In Vali’s school there is no such practice and she expressed her
opinion that this scenario could be a cross-curricular project with more than one teacher involved. Children see
similar school activities in American films and would love to have similar tasks in class. Vali expressed her doubts
whether there was one single subject which could host this activity within the school timetable, because it could not
be integrated into the curriculum of any one subject. Judit said that the activity could be involved in Civics, which
was a compulsory subject in Hungarian schools. Its actual content and the grade(s) in which pupils learn this subject
might vary from school to school, but learning about business is a possible option among others. Economics is only
taught in secondary business schools.
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Géza explained the practice of their school. In his school business activity is an individual subject with the
timeframe of one hour/week during the 10. grade. It is a compulsory subject. Pupils form groups of 10-12 members,
who are from the same grade but not necessarily from the same class. Groups develop a product and try to sell it.
There is real money circulation. All groups begin their activities with some capital invested in stocks. First they need
to sell their stocks to be able to invest the money in the production and selling of their product. The teacher – who is
not necessarily a teacher of economics – acts as facilitator and advisor. All the groups present their work at the end
of the term.
There are a few schools in Hungary which have a similar practice. Most of them follow either the Young Enterprise,
or the Junior Achievement model. According to theHungarian Junior Achievement site around 450 schools are
involved in the JA program.
Is there something they would like to change in it? Could they imagine themselves in the role of the teacher?
Géza expressed his opinion that the database of experts was problematical. Only a few schools have such a good
relationship with another school that they would help each others’ pupils in their projects. Judit’s school has good
relationship with three other schools, because all of these schools are connected to the university in her town. The
relationship is good enough to ask for help in projects like this.
Géza had the opinion that it is neither easy to involve local businesses, nor the task of a teacher to build up such
connections. Attila said that the involved experts could be parents. His experience is that parents who were active in
such cases were rare, but still it is a possible solution. In Vali’s school parents are easy to mobilize, it is more
difficult with colleagues. So it can be concluded that depending on the previous practice the involvement of different
sorts of local expertise may be easy or challenging.
The participants were also in doubt about a database which offers webinars: webinars are not common in schools
and the teachers were unsure about how and with which tool they could organize a webinar. Attila had the opinion
that Skype might be an alternative to webinars.
Géza could imagine himself in the role of the teacher in this scenario, while Judit was unsure about her role as a
facilitator. She had never been in such a role but she would like to try herself out in it. Vali can also imagine herself
in this situation; not in the frames of her subject (maths or ICT), but maybe during her class teacher’s tutorial lesson.
Géza suggested not using post-its at all; he considered this as an old-fashioned solution which pupils would not
choose. Géza would use a digital tool. Classes may not have their own classrooms but have to go from room to
room, so they might not have their “own wall”.

Italy: 1 primary school teacher, 1 junior secondary school
teacher, 1 senior secondary school teacher
Date and Time: 29.06.2011, 10.00 – 13.00
Participants: Three teachers: 1 primary school teacher, 1 Math teacher from junior secondary school, 1 Science
teacher from senior secondary school teacher.
Researchers / Designers: Laura (Pedagogical NC), Andrea, Leonardo (NC),
Scenarios discussed: Combining Formative And Summative Assessment, Mentoring Teachers to improve Digital
Literacy
Main points:
1. Combining Formative And Summative Assessment
● Classroom response systems are not very popular among Italian teachers, they tend to be considered too
connected to US/UK teaching styles and they prefer qualitative/narrative assessment
● All teachers agree that technologies can be very helpful to make assessment (formative assessment
especially) a more accurate and less time consuming; Tthey all agree that classroom response systems can
anyway be useful to combine individual student assessment with collaborative activities
● The Math teacher notices that in this kind of students centered activities technology can help self and peer
assessment. This practice is not very common in Italy, but according to her, this approach may help shy
students
● According to the Science teacher, this type of activities can lead students to a deeper learning level, as
students discover their misconceptions by themselves. The primary school teacher thinks that negotiation in
group activities is also very important
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All teachers agree that this learning story can be reproduced in an ordinary Italian classroom equipped with
a classroom response system. The primary school teachers thinks that this technology is still to expensive
and maybe 4/5 classes could share the same system
The Science teacher points out that this type of assessment could be questioned by parents as it may not be
considered formally valid. The primary school teacher notices that classroom response systems allow to
print report of each student’s performance
The Math teacher thinks that is quite easy to involve experts from labs, museums and universities, while
colleagues may show some resistance as this kind of activity require a change in the daily routine.
The three teachers disagree about the time required to perform the activity. The primary and senior
secondary school teachers think that they it requires extra paid time for planning, while the junior
secondary school teacher consider the activity compatibile with her routine. She also thinks that if you
involve students with this actiivity it could be hard to come back to traditional methods

2. Mentoring Teachers to improve Digital Literacy
● They all agree that cooperation and collaboration among colleagues is always very profitable and that peer
learning and mentoring is also very strategic: it creates positive relationships, it’s money-saving, it allows
to experience networked and informal learning in professional contexts;
● However they also agree that generally Italian teachers are still not mature to engage this type of peerlearning. As it doesn’t lead to any certification or career advancement, it could be considered a waste of
time
● Regarding digital competence, all teachers agree that in many schools there a few expert teachers, while the
majority of their colleagues are still lacking of basic digital skills. The general need for training and basic
technology literacy may easily turn any peer-learning project into a more formal learning activity. The
Math teacher has experienced this circumstance supporting her colleagues with IWBs
● The Science teacher points out that ICT usage has generally increased, but it usually is not deeply
embedded in lesson planning, it doesn’t effect teaching methodology, as little impact on students: teachers
generally do not have a “professional” digital competence
● The Science and Primary teachers notice that, in their experience, peer learning occur accidentally, during
coffee breaks or occasional conversations, but it it’s could be hard to manage a more “formal” activity.
● All teachers point out that 20 o 10 years ago it would have been easier to involve their colleagues in peer
learning and mentoring activities. Today, the lack of incentives a progressive decrease of school fundings
are strongly demotivating teachers.
Teachers’ assumptions on what we are doing in iTEC
● They all agree that this project should develop web 2.0 tools and an operative system to support teaching
and learning activities. This would help the management of school computers and network and would allow
teachers to access a wide variety of resources
● The project should support activity planning with technologies
● It should provide technologies to enhance the most widespread classroom settings (IWB) with tools and
resources
● It should provide solutions to overcome digital divide among wealthy and poor students. Access to digital
tools is still an issue in Italy, especially among immigrant families.
● It should support the development of an european teachers community to share experiences and resources

Norway: 2 secondary school teachers
Date and Time: 17th of june 2011, 9.30-12.00
Participants: Two secondary school teachers:
Cathrine – teaches maths, Norwegian, religion. Team leader on the school
André – teaches Norwegian, social sciences. Team leader on the school.
Both teachers are relatively experienced with ICT, but the school suffers from poor ICT-infrastructure, the
computers are old, slow, and are regarded as unstable. So even though there are many good ideas circulating in the
teacher staff, it is difficult to bring these ideas to life. They describe their teacher colleagues as relatively openminded to using ICT as learning tools (except for the ones who never read their e-mails, and who not use the schools
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LMS (fronter) at all). The school doesn’t have many plans or a systematic pedagogical use of technology, so the use
depend in many ways on the teacher’s interest.
The interview is done in one of the schools Computer -labs.
Researchers / Designers: Jørund Høie Skaug and Vibeke L. Guttormsgaard, Norwegian Centre for ICT in Education.
Scenarios discussed:
● Researching online social behaviour
● Using multiple resources and technology to research a common topic
Main points:
Researching online social behaviour:
Both teachers gave a very positive response to the scenario. The questions of online behaviour raised in the scenario
are themes that are often discussed at the school. However, the teachers felt that the scenario also should address
other teachers and parents more clearly. Many teachers and especially parents are negative or sceptical to using
social media integrated in learning or communication. They consider social media as playing and wasting time, and
as a threat to the teacher’s authority. Some of the fellow teachers (and parents) are ”refuseniks” that don´t want to
touch computers, and much less consider using them to learn, about behaviour online or anything else that´s
remotely digital. So the scenario should also include strategies to make the parents and the schools staff less
negative to computer assisted learning.[VG1] This could be done through courses in blogging as a classroom tool, or
working with Facebook as a supplement to the schools LMS, which few pupils use.
André communicates with his students on Facebook, and likes it because it gives him the opportunity to give
information to the class faster than the LMS, and reach all of his students rather than the few that are regularly
logging into the school LMS.
Both teachers felt that a conference for other teachers and parents, where the students present their findings from the
project, is a good goal for the scenario as a whole. By showing how the students actually reflect on their own use of
social media, might work as an eye opener for those who are negative to the use in school.
Cathrine suggested that the project takes place in the 8th grade (first year of upper secondary), and that the
conference/presentations can be held at the beginning of
next school year, at a parent/student meeting for next
year’s students.
The teachers felt that no existing, available software would give them a good and secure way to collect data. But
they were not against using a social network, like Facebook or Ning. The most important aspect is that the user
interface/technology should be very easy and intuitive to use.
André formulated a wish for a platform where you can feed info both from and to i.e. Facebook as well as the
schools LMS. That would make learning and communication easier, as the teachers wouldn´t have to log in to too
many different tools and sites.
Both teachers found Facebook a more interesting social media to research on, rather than the suggested blogs, since
“everyone” is on Facebook, many without thinking much about what they post or comment.
Using multiple resources and technology to research a common topic
Both teachers gave a very positive response to the scenario. Partly because themes like multiple sources are often
discussed at the school, or to put in another way: the teachers feel that the students are relying on Google and
Wikipedia in everything they do, and will not go longer than their computer when they search for information. The
teachers regarded this project in many ways as a project centring on reading skills. Many of the students have poor
reading skills, and all the students are said to prefer to read only the ingress, some only the heading. Very few to
none go into the full text body while reading articles, also in Wikipedia.
Andre was very interested in how the scenario could be used to differentiate between students. He would have liked
to split the class into groups who should use their preferred way of learning to do the project: those who are very
auditive could be put in one group, those who are strong textual or visual in other groups, and so on.[VG2] This
way they could use their different strengths (or intelligences, competences).
The teachers felt that the schools library should be an integrated part of the scenario. As part of the preparation for
the project, the teacher and the librarian shold make a database of relevant sources the students can use, in addition
to what they find themselves.
The teachers also told us a story which really had touched their students: at an excursion where they learnt about
Second world war-history, the guide told them a story in which one of the students grandparents actually appeared,
in 1943. The guide did not know this in beforehand. This story had made the students reflect over sources and
storytelling, and the teachers felt that digging in local history by using other sources than the Internet is something
that they would like to do more.
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The school had their 40th anniversary last year, and many of the teachers contributed to a collection of history
articles related to the school. Both teachers felt that bringing in students to do a research project based in their
community would be an exciting idea.
They also looked at this scenario as a way of broadening the horizon for other teachers. Many of their colleagues
teach quite traditional, and this would be an interesting challenge for them, to work differently and more crosscurricular.
The result of the research project, a website or a wiki, should be owned and evenly accessed for both the students
and the teacher. All that is published is worked through and all the information is validated. This publication is open
for students next semester to elaborate on.

Portugal: 3 secondary school teachers
Date and Time: 16.06.2011, 17.30 – 19.30
Participants: Three secondary school teachers: (1) Maria Manuel, teaches Physics and Chemistry. She has been a
teacher for 24 years and is very keen on implementing projects with her students in a subject called Project Area: (2)
Sofia, teaches Mathematics. She has been a teacher for 13 years and is a regular user of ICT for preparing her
classes. She uses ICT with her students and the local Moodle platform; (3) Francisco is a Geography teacher. He has
been a teacher for 36 years and is a highly proficient user of ICT. He is a teacher trainer in the educational use of
ICT in Geography education and is the ICT coordinator at his school and has been involved in various research
projects pertaining to the educational use of ICT
Scenarios discussed: Students creating science learning resources | Embedding exam preparation in learning
activities
Main points:
1. Students creating science learning resources
· All three teachers found that the scenario and the methodology that is exposed in it are very interesting and
valuable. All three agreed that it applies wholly to the so-called Project Area, which will be discontinued next school
year. This is the kind of project that can be done with or without technologies but in and for which ICT can bring
some added value.
· One of the teachers mentioned that some of her students had once used computers to actually create a Faraday
flashlight and then showed younger primary school colleagues what they had done. Some others created a Galileo
telescope with the aid of a computer simulation.
· Heterogeneous groups are important when using ICT and setting them up brings results that homogeneous groups
do not seem to be able to replicate.
· This kind of scenario promotes learner autonomy.
· It also triggers students’ creativity and the freedom that students are given is crucial in awakening their creativity.
· Teachers should “give clues” to their students rather than providing them with the actual solutions to problems
they are set.
· Resources that students access should not be confined to those they can find on the Web. Other valuable resources
include textbooks and other books that can be found in school libraries.
· The fact that students are given a chance to show younger ones what they have done is extremely valuable both to
the younger kids and for those who actually created the resources.
· Assessing students is a hard and harsh activity, even though teachers know that it is one of their staple tasks.
· In spite of all the excitement that surrounds putting this scenario into practice, the actual curriculum has to be
taught and learned and it is often necessary, due to time constraints, to teach kids in a more “old-fashioned” way.
· However, it was also stated that when students have to explain younger kids what they have done, they are
showing not only what they have learned but also the ways they have gone about learning.
· The emphasis should be placed on what is suggested in the text as “learning experiences”, of which this scenario
is but one example.
· This kind of scenario clearly motivates students to want to learn, even though, as will be seen next, there are
obstacles to its implementation.
· The main obstacle is indiscipline in some classes and in some age groups. Not full disruption, but a generalised
lack of interest that is contagious and leads to talking, lack of attention and general apathy. This applies mainly to
8th year students, aged 13-14, according to one of the teachers.
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· The main obstacle, according to another teacher, is to motivate students to win over that first resistance to making
an effort to learn.
· According to all three teachers, there are no infra-structure obstacles or constraints in their respective schools.
· A sequel to the scenario would be to try it again with other students and other classes. Sharing the experience with
other colleagues and creating a teacher network to that purpose would be very welcome, a network where they could
share their experiences, ideas and their students’ output. A contest could also be rather motivating for students.
· Finally, all teachers agreed that with all the paper work they have to do and all the meetings they have to attend
there is little time left for activities which involve more time and preparation and effort on their part.
2. Embedding exam preparation in learning activities
· For Maria Manuel this type of scenario does not in any way seem to help students better prepare for the national
examinations they have to sit.
· Francisco really liked the idea of ending the gap between learning and exams. The response of many teachers to
the use of ICT is “I don’t have the time for it because I have to prepare my students for the final examinations”. This
kind of attitude does not, in his opinion, make any sense. The emphasis should be on learning and not on exams. If a
student learns, then s/he will have a good performance in exams. He liked most of the examples given, some of
which he has tried himself with his students. His experience of the use of the Moodle platform includes student
creation of glossaries which are added on by each student and then accessed and completed by other students the
following year. He also mentioned wikis as a rather useful tool and gave the example of students sharing
information they had gathered on rivers in Portugal in one wiki. Finally, he drew his colleagues’ attention to a
paragraph that cautions teachers to the fact that these activities should be integrated cautiously at specific times
during the school year.
· Sofia said that the main constraint regarding the implementation of this scenario is the time it takes to create
resources such as the ones indicated. Teachers have to teach the whole syllabi and these are, in most cases, rather
large. In secondary education, exams are high-stakes tests and you need to be rather careful when you teach students
who need high grades to enter university. This really conditions teachers and the way they teach. That is a
tremendous constraint. She also said that she creates some of the materials which are mentioned in the scenario but
that she had never thought of asking students to do them themselves.
· Maria Manuel commented that it is difficult to create credible multiple choice quizzes, as you have to be very
careful about scientific accuracy and distracters. This is even more the case when it is students creating them
themselves.
· Francisco added that this year his students had created a quiz in the Moodle platform. He believes that the very
activity of creating a quiz helps them structure their knowledge. A constraint he identified has to do with the fact
that skills and competences students acquire while doing this activity may not be the ones that are later tested
formally. From his point of view, group work and evaluating other colleagues’ work seem useful options.
· Sofia and Maria Manuel commented that if teachers want to implement this scenario they will have to be trained
beforehand in the use of specific tools so that they can help their students when creating resources.
· Francisco then went on to say that there are more and more tools which are easy to learn how to use. An example:
it takes 10 minutes to learn how to use a wiki. Quizzes are also very easy to create. However, in some cases, training
is a must.
3. Specific ideas concerning iTEC technologies
· Teacher training: face-to-face, distance and b-learning. There should be no “abstract training”. There must be a
kind of “tripartite system”, comprising training, support and collaboration.
· Support system: experts would help teachers. It could be an informal system. There could be some kind of
“helpdesk”, which is crucial when you are learning how to use new ICT tools.
Peer network: Specific groups could work around specific tools, exchanging ideas, experiences and difficulties.
Local help is also always welcome.
· Student-created resources: some resources could reside in local Moodle platforms, while others could also be
transferred to a more pan-European repository. Teachers must be very cautious about what student-created resources
they share with other people outside their school.
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Slovakia: 2 teachers
Session: 13.6.2011
Researcher: Viera Blahova
Teachers: Barbora, Samuel
Scenario: Our school, our environment: using technology to raise environmental awareness
● Barbora really likes this scenario. She is more attracted by the environmental awareness then by using
technologies.
● To protect environment and give skills to students by engaging them in solving real problems is good idea.
The students are very creative, highly motivated and able to do far beyond first expectations; just the
teacher must show flexibility to understand their freedom for expression.
● The scenario is feasible in our context, just teachers are not very much used to collaborative projects, so
some preparatory work should be considered with teachers to arise their motivation to make a team.
● Some definition of what is expected is needed.
● Students will use technology to monitor their progress, to prepare presentations, to communicate.
● It can be problem with teachers to use technology and they will not help students to use them properly.
● There is lack of real time active monitoring devices.
● Collaborative activities between the schools may be also problem.
● Students are sometimes overenthusiastic about the project and work too hard and spend too much time on it
and less on other duties, time schedule is needed.
● Most of the teachers probably will not accept such way of outdoor activities and using technologies by
themselves due to their lack of management and technology skills, but younger teachers will accept it, so
the scenario is feasible, similar activity was conducted by the colleague of the teachers.
● Presentation of activities which students have experienced by themselves instead of just collecting
information from literature and websites is of great benefit for them.
Scenario: Professional development in the global classroom
● Teacher will need to find a way how to encourage themselves to start contacts with teachers they do not
know, Barbora suggested to start with workshops, where the teachers can meet first and then they continue
to keep in touch virtually.
● Some teachers are involved in teacher training where they improve their digital competencies, so it could be
motivating to participate in such activity; they are motivated to learn even more.
● Facebook and other social networks as tool are highly welcomed by students, some teachers hesitate to use
them said Samuel. Some teachers started and then refused to continue to use them. Barbora said that she is
not a celebrity and cannot prevent students to share her information from such environments.
● School provides for teachers access to commercial environments with digital learning resources, forum for
teachers and test authoring system. Teachers can keep track of students progress and marks in marking
schemes. They would appreciate more elaborated learning resources which they need and are not able to
make by themselves due to lack of digital competencies.
● Programming is not usual to use for teachers, it is environment for IT teachers. This school can provide
teachers with some support from IT staff.
● The scenario is feasible, but it is still too general, some elaboration would be necessary in order to share it
with teachers.
Assumptions on what we are doing in iTEC
● Helping them in their work – to teach better by provided supporting materials and to motivate students to
enjoy learning.
● To find some really good teaching/learning scenarios and provide some teacher resources.
● To give an idea of using appropriate technology in their subjects or projects.
● To show Web 2.0 based tools.
● To engage students in innovative practices using technologies.
● To share ideas with other active teachers from different schools.
The translation of the jokes were not needed, we had very good time together. The teachers were very open and
share their opinion and attitudes in a very clear and friendly way.
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Spain: 2 teachers
Spain Cycle 2 – PD 1 (by U.K.)
Date and Time: 24/6/11
14:00 to 15:00
Participants: Two teachers: Gill (Secondary ICT teacher) Chris (Head of Geography)
Researchers/Designers: María Florenzano (Pedagogical NC)
Scenarios Discussed: Mentoring teachers to improve Digital Literacy
Q: Did the story generate any thoughts?
There is definitely an issue with ICT and some teachers that still find it threatening or too challenging. The head of
ICT would be more than willing to go through departments and help to raise awareness about ICT and help teachers
with the use of ICT in their subjects.
The benefits of a forum were discussed and agreed, perhaps at its infancy an internal forum on useful websites
which could be later developed to include resources. The need to establish greater dialogue between ICT teachers
and teachers of other subjects was discussed; this could involve face to face training and help with writing schemes
of work so opportunities to use ICT are established. The demands on teachers to have high levels of digital literacy
can have the impact of making teachers feel fearful or unconfident in any use of IT from even simple emailing and
power Points.
So any ICT strategy or mentoring programme will only survive and thrive if time is given for whole school
discussion and the backing and prioritising from senior management. In small international schools there is often a
culture of focusing on a wide range of aims which can at times dilute the overall impact and improvements in
teaching and learning.
An ICT focus would demand a huge commitment from all parts of the school community in order to ensure teachers
feel supported and encouraged, as teachers undoubtedly approach ICT with a wide range of background experiences
and abilities. Part of this would also encourage the culture of utilising the abilities and experiences ofstudents to
both, help other students and perhaps, more importantly, other teachers in developing ICT use in their classroom.
There is a failure in many schools to recognise and link the ICT skills that students use outside the classroom such as
video editing social networking to help them in their school based studies.
The issue of both iPads and iPhones has been raised as some schools feel these tools have an important part to play
and can be utilised in the classroom. However, other schools have banned such devices the dilemma is all too
obvious.
Q: Is this a possible story?
The story was seen by both teachers as a feasible scenario but with some potential problems specifically around
team teaching. This would again require a commitment from the senior management as it would involve issues with
cover, training sessions etc.
Willingness from teachers is a key point for any mentoring programme to succeed. Maybe a beginning with smaller
groups would be more feasible. There could however be difficulties reaching those teachers with less experience in
ICT and entry level for them will be much lower, the wide age range of teachers in a school can in itself mean a
range of teaching approaches and styles are held.
There are not many teachers aware of the technology that the school has, and what they are able to produce or
achieve with it. It would be necessary a system to connect teachers with ICT tools and uses, maybe through an
internal forum in the school Moodle.
The potential barriers to the story are the organization of team teaching and the importance of Senior Management
involvement and support.
Q: Is there something they would like to change in it?
No
Q: Could they imagine themselves in the role of the teacher?
Yes, both have the knowledge and expertise on ICT in order to carry out a mentoring programme.
Q: What part would they find most difficult to manage if they were in the role of the teacher?
Team teaching and to encourage the whole staff to get involved, with the habits change that would be required.
Q: How would the story continue? What would the design/ technology look like?
This would depend upon the backing and support from management, during the course of a school year many
schemes have a tendency to fade out. To avoid this regular training and evaluation would be needed as well as
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celebration of good practice. Perhaps the aims of any ICT programme would have to be tailored to individual
departments or even teachers, possible in smallish secondary schools.

Turkey: 3 teachers, individual written responses
Turkey Cycle 2 – PD 1
Didem - CAKMAK PRIMARY SCHOOL / ISTANBUL
Participatory Design workshop results of Cycle 2 below are the same for The Scenarios 7. and 8:
● Did the story generate any thoughts?
Actually, the stories have generally been applied in our classes depending on the curriculum throughout the year.
The stories generate the idea that through this kind of approaches teachers can adopt a variety of techniques into a
system to fit the individual learner that actively involved in the process by using ICT tools.
You get the same feeling as when you walk into a great party. We bring a really positive message with our music
and the live show. We want learners to have a great time and walk away feeling better about life. It is a great
philosophy for the learning process and has proven effective as their assignments spreads like a wildfire.
● Is this a possible story? Therefore, the stories are possible to use in the classes. It creates a challenging and
motivating environment to improve themselves.
● Is there something you would like to change in it?
No need to change because they can establish a clear context.
● Could you imagine yourself in the role of the teacher?
While providing the instructions or creating the instructions with the students, I take the control at some extent.
However, as a teacher I feel quite relaxed because most of the time I am a guide or a moderator for them and the
students take the responsibilities for their own learning process. Especially, peer feedback step provide them an
intense focus and an enjoyable atmosphere for them to correct each other. Hence, the learner-oriented tasks takes the
role of the teacher.
● What part would you find most difficult to manage if you were in the role of the teacher?
Peer feedback and group work encourage learners self –exploration (interacting with a mentor may develop certain
questions that otherwise wouldn’t have been addressed) so there have some disadvantages at some points. If you
have a crowded class, it can be difficult to mentor them.
● How would the story continue?
The story continues for developing more social group works and visual exhibitions that may defined as an
educational process emphasizing the development and social adjustment of an individual through voluntary
association of a variety of ICT tools and the use of this association with as a mean of furthering socially desirable
end. The more self -efficacy the students improve (learner-oriented process, problem solving, communication,
interaction) , the better they learn.
Turkey Cycle 2 – PD 2
Participatory Design workshop results of Cycle 2 for The Scenarios 7 and 8
Opinions about the 7th and the 8th Scenarios;
1. Did the story generate any thoughts?
2. Is this a possible story?
3. Is there something you would like to change in it?
4. Could you imagine yourself in the role of the teacher?
5. What part would you find most difficult to manage if you were in the role of the teacher?
6. How would the story continue?
My answers for the 7th scenario;
1. Yes, the story generated some applicable thoughts.
2. Yes, this is a possible story to practice in Turkish Education system.
3. Yes, there are some parts that I would prefer to change;
“At the beginning of the year students and I brainstorm different ways and methods of revising, and how
these might be used for different topics. As the year progresses I choose appropriate revision methods to be
used during the teaching process. My colleague decides to plan this in advance, but I prefer to choose a
method from the list for each part of the curriculum when we get to it. “
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“As the year progresses” is a very long period; it is not possible for students to perceive or comprehend all the
topics which are going to be studied or learned throughout the year progress. To cover this story effectively, the
teacher may introduce the revision techniques to the students. Then, when it is time to start a new topic, the teacher
may refer the revision techniques they learned at the beginning of the year and the students to choose a revision
technique which is appropriate for their own learning style and which is also appropriate for the topic they will
study.
“Divide into groups of five and each team produces a resource. These are thenpeer reviewed, improved and
posted on the revision collections site.
“ peer reviewed, improved” ; here, the peer correction is a very effective way of learning. However, a student/ a
learner who is still in learning progress may not get the enough proficiency to make a completely true correction.
The revision resource should be put online collection sites after getting the last control by the teacher.
“Each student prepares their resource at home and uploads it to the revision collections site. The students
vote for the ones they think will be most useful when they come to the revision period. (eg like/dislike on
Facebook, print them out and post comments or votes).”
“Each student prepares their resource” ; this is a very nice idea; however, there will be many misleading parts if
the student is not leaded how to prepare and control his own resource by himself. Therefore, a control list or a
control table should be provided to the student, or the teacher should control student’s resource before uploading to
the revision collection site.
“After exams at the end of the year, the class votes for the resource for each topic that they found most useful.
With the consent of the authors, this is also made public on the school website. I am also invited by the head
of the school to share my experiences with other teachers in the school. “
“After exams at the end of the year, the class votes for the resource for each topic that they found most
useful” ; this will be ineffective because it will be very difficult for students to remember a revision resource which
is done at the beginning of the year in order to evaluate and then vote it . It is better to do this evaluation and vote is
done just after each topic.
1. Yes, I could imagine myself in the role of the teacher who leads the students and monitors them. However,
I am not sure that the role of the teacher in this story and the teacher who will put this story into practice in
his own classroom matches or not. This question needs to be answered carefully. Or, it should be clearly
stated that “the teacher is this story has the role of ………………”
2. If I were in the role of the teacher in this story, I would find difficult to manage the part I highlighted down;
because it will be very difficult for students to focus on all the topics which are going to be studied/ learnd
throughout the year. Therefore, brainstorming different ways and methods of revising might be done just
before each topic.
“At the beginning of the year students and I brainstorm different ways and methods of revising, and how
these might be used for different topics. As the year progresses I choose appropriate revision methods to be
used during the teaching process. My colleague decides to plan this in advance, but I prefer to choose a
method from the list for each part of the curriculum when we get to it. “
1. This learning story will help students learn how to prepare an online question bank. These students will
help other new students in a peer-education system and may take the role of the teacher in out-of class time
activities. Therefore, this story will have many many continuing results.
My answers for the 8th scenario;
1. Yes, the story generated some applicable thoughts.
2. Yes, this is certainly a possible story to practice in Turkish Education system; because I and some
colleagues of mine have just being using it.
3. No, there is nothing that I would prefer to change in this story.
4. Yes, I could imagine myself in the role of a teacher who monitors the students, helps when the students
need any and leads them.
5. No, I do not find difficult to manage any part in this story.
6. This story will continue as the students who will learn how to learn own their own; who will be
autonomous learners; help other students around them and share what they learn with them.
Turykey Cycle 2 – PD 3
Participatory design workshop results cycle II
Embedding exam preparation in learning activities &
Students creating science learning resources 1- Did the story generate any thoughts?
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Scenario 7: Yes,sure. As well as posters and slide shows,we have been preparing online interactive quizes (on
www.mystudio.com). This activity of us is done to revise the school subjects before the exams or to evaluate the
lesson(to see if they have learnt). I started thinking that such activities may become our usual if insert them into our
yearly lesson plans as our method of revision and/or evaluation.
Scenarion 8: Yes,sure. I have been acting on this idea this year.
We shot approx. 8 science videos working in groups.In these groups, there were two types of students: the ones keen
on science and the ones keen on technology and/or social sciences. I have seen that they helped each other a lot to
carry out the assigned experiment. While doing so,they learnt from each other a lot, too, as they have different
interests. We sometimes used equipment coming from our sponsor Fourier Inc.(digital data sensors) and sometimes
our school’s basic lab equipment.Now we are sneding soem of them to Fourier upon request so that they can subtitle
them professionally.(previously,the English subtitles written by my students in B1 level English.)
Plus, we prepared online quizes -as I have mentioned before.), which was a task that could be done in groups, too.
So were the slide shows. They were not necessarily for their science classes,though.
2-Is this a possible story?
Scenario 7: Yes,sure.But,to me, it needs some minor edits. Scenario 8:Yes, sure.
You can examine some of the examples:
http://istanbuluskudarlisesi.wikispaces.com/JUNE%2C+2011 http://www.mystudiyo.com/ch/a124864/go
3-Is there something you would like to change in it?
Scenario 7: The scenario says, ‘At the beginning of the year students and I brainstorm different ways and methods of
revising, and how these might be used for different topics. As the year progresses I choose appropriate revision
methods to be used during the teaching process. My colleague decides to plan this in advance, but I prefer to choose
a method from the list for each part of the curriculum when we get to it,’ I guess I would behave like the author who
says s/he chooses a method at the moment it is needed rather than doing this in the very begining of the academic
term/year. Though the other option sounds ‘more orderly’, the one I would prefer would bring ‘space’ needed by the
teacher to update herseflf/himself to the needs of the moment in question.The brainstorming activity is a good way
to prepare the students for the upcoming term if not for making a virtual and feasible list.
And again the scenario says, ‘Divide into groups of five and each team produces a resource. These are then peer
reviewed, improved and posted on the revision collections site.’ I sincerely believe in the feasibility of peer feedback
but I also believe that it might not be enough when preferred on its own. If the teachers at school are in cooperation,
they might be given each other’s classes’ outcome to check if not it is their own teacher doing the ‘final checking.’
Scenario 8: Yes. This part is not applicable here in Turkey, I guess: ‘ At a timely and appropriate point in the school
year, all the students in my class present their exhibits to children from an earlier grade (possibly at a feeder primary
school). ‘ This is because the curriculum of one upper grade would prove to be too difficult for the a class from an
earlier grade.
On the other hand, particularly, the part which goes as ‘I give them sample problems and worksheets that they can
use to check that everyone in the group understands the concept sufficiently,’ is great.
3-Could you imagine yourself in the role of the teacher?
Scenarios 7&8: Yes, a good teacher is not the person who does everything herself/himself to teach a subject because
it shouldn’t be forgotten that the learners are not us but them.So ‘practising’ being the best way to learn a piece of
knowledge, the scenario must work quite well to help them learn.Furthermore, this mothod of teaching lets the
pupil’s autonomy raise,which is also important in the formation period of their character while paving the way to
adulthood.
4-What part would you find most difficult to manage if you were in the role of the teacher?
Scenario 7:
At the beginning of the year students and I brainstorm different ways and methods of revising, and how these might
be used for different topics. As the year progresses I choose appropriate revision methods to be used during the
teaching process. My colleague decides to plan this in advance, but I prefer to choose a method from the list for
each part of the curriculum when we get to it,’ What I would find most difficult would be planing everything in
details in advance.
Scenario 8:There is none.
5-How would the story continue?
Scenarios 7 & 8: Everybody(as it might be open to public) would have an online data bank for possible activities for
various different school subjects in a few years. Students might gather what they did in a school year and prepare an
e-book and publish it,which would be a very nice beginning bussiness life no matter what it will be as these are the
years in which technology is our ‘eveything.’
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U.K.: 2 teachers
U.K. Cycle 2 – PD 1
Date and Time: 21/6/11 9:30 to 11:30
Participants: Two teachers:
Michael (Assistant Head of Maths & Director of ICT and Numeracy across the school – main teaching subject
mathematics)
Andrew (Head of STEM – main teaching subject, design and technology)
Researchers/Designers: Gill (Pedagogical NC)
Scenarios Discussed: Embedding exam preparation in learning activities
Q: Did the story generate any thoughts?
Students’ revision and research skills are limited. Experience suggests that they seldom question what they are
copying and pasting from Google/ Wikipedia. A scenario that questions their choice would be good.
Peer review is very important. Students need lots of guidance. They are able to review/ evaluate presentation skills
well but content less so.
Using Mind maps is a good way of drawing out what they know. Smart phones/ handhelds with APPs would give
quick access and do not rely on getting to a PC. Access to good information quickly is crucial.
Timing is really important for students to understand how long they have for particular tasks and this needs to link
to external demands such as exam boards criteria. A visual cue, such as a Cascade chart or Gantt chart would
help.
A Gantt chart for examination groups with number of units identified and associated resources linked could work
across any subject.
Q: Is this a possible story?
The story was seen by both teachers as a feasible scenario but with some potential problems specifically around
developingindependent learning skills of secondary aged students is a challenge.
The Gantt chart could replace a scheme of work mapping what needs to be covered and by when adaptable for
teachers and students.
There are not many students who are able to produce meaningful resources out of the box. It would take time to
embed this practise. Exam preparation embedding over the course of a year is a good idea.
The potential barriers to the story are the quality of student resources and theamount of direction required.
There is a risk that if there is too much teacher input then every student would produce the same thing which makes
the peer review process a non starter.
This scenario would require a lot of preparation beforehand to enable students to product meaningful resources and
meaningful peer reviews. It appears overambitious for one teacher with one class. It should possibly be at least
whole department or a whole school approach.
Collaborating on a video would need teacher guidance in advance of the activity.
The issue of how to monitor the relevance of the student’s resources would need to be addressed.
Q: Is there something they would like to change in it?
Working with Year 10 students, age 15, could bring more problems than benefits. It willtake time before you get
meaningful output in terms of resources or peer reviews.Developing these skills is a long term strategy starting
with year 7.
The importance of having the easily accessible resources eg requiring the collaboration on a video resource will
need a huge amount of additional planning and preparation. Ok if students have laptops with cameras but if not and
the teacher has tospend curriculum time showing them how to use the technology- this could be a distraction and a
barrier for the teaching of mathematics. Whatever they need to do needs to be accessed quickly and with accessible
materials.
The teacher liked the idea of being able to like/dislike on facebook but there would be practical considerations
needed to be taken into account such as is facebook allowed in school. A website that they could quickly access and
evaluate work is a good idea.
Make the mind map more interactive with links.
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One of the problems with peer review is not having a common review framework. Developing a common process
and a common set of criteria would make it easier to roll out across the whole school. Again the scenario was
thought to be too ambitious for one teacher and one class to undertake.
Q: Could they imagine themselves in the role of the teacher?
Yes – One of the teachers described how he had been working with Year 7 students, age 11, using multimedia to
prepare a script, film and evaluate after a unit of work on how they approach different fraction, decimal, percentage
calculations. The videos then provide a resource for next year’s classes. Building in the peer review process in
subsequent years is important with key questions such as how would you do it? Would you approach it differently?
Q: What part would they find most difficult to manage if they were in the role of the teacher?
Time span of activity and access and availability of resources – see previous comments.
Q: How would the story continue? What would the design/ technology look like? The teachers chose to revisit
the initial idea of the Gantt chart and suggested that a cell linked to an interactive mind map. The interactive mind
map would allow students to link resources to it, text, pictures etc The interactive mind map may already have some
preloaded examples for reference.
The teachers then discussed how assessment could be linked to the interactive mind map.
The resources the students created for revision would then be reviewed on line or through the interactive mind map.
The resource would already be linked to specific curriculum content by the Gantt chart and exemplification of what
success looked like would be provided to mirror the whole school assessment criteria. In this school, 4 Cs would
be the criteria for assessment. (Creativity, Communication, Critical thinking and Collaboration). Students could
review each others’ resource and rate it using the sliders. This information would be stored and available online
helping students to decide which areas they need to improve on and also to look up others examples of good work
on their own weaker areas. Over time the reviews would increase and change to reflect a more general
consensus. The teacher would have a bank of resources, easily accessed for supporting student exam preparation.
Mathematics in a mulitcutural setting
Q: Did the story generate any thoughts?
This story generated quite negative feedback.
Immediate feedback from one of the teachers was that mathematics was not a universal language, particularly if you
had dyscalcula.
There was concern that if there were different languages being used to compare mathematics this would be
confusing.
However the teachers felt that if the mathematics was placed in a practical context then it has potential to bridge the
language difficulties.
Concern was raised that for students to explain their mathematics to others implied they would have to have a secure
grasp of the mathemaitcs themselves, which is not always the case.
One teacher was concerned that different methods would confuse and possibly cause misconceptions and reduce
understanding. Eg In China the axes are labelled from L to R.
The story runs the risk of putting additional barriers in the way of students who already are struggling with
mathematics. They could say “ well I didn’t understand this being explained in my lanaguage so why am I lucky to
explian it in a different language?”.
Language and mathematics are often seen as the two most difficult subjects so using a probability model we can see
that we have 4 paths already with different issues arising for the teacher, ie
- Students understand the maths but not the language
- Students understand the maths and the language
- Students dont undertand the maths but do understand the language
- Students don’t understadn the maths or the language.
However after the initial negative feedback the teachers started to see some positives of the story.
Studying different approaches to the same problem can help understanding of mathematical concepts.
Evaluating the effectiveness of different approaches improves review skills.
Seeing mathemaitcs in context, through applications being used in different countries increases engagement and
interest of the students.
Taking the context and using it to explore and celebrate cultural differences was a good idea. Eg
- Probability through card games is not acceptable in some countries because of potential links with gambling.
- Negative numbers in cold countries gives it a real and relevant context for understanding.
- Percentages used in street markets encourages mental mathematics
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Also looking at the history of mathematics in different countries could enhance understanding. If students are given
the chance to learn about problems from the past that led to the development of particular areas of mathematics, they
can begin to appreciate that people of all cultures use mathematics to make sense of the world around them. They
may be fascinated to find out that pure mathematical findings sometimes precede practical applications, and their
curiosity may be aroused when they learn that mathematics continues to develop and evolve. This will engage and
motivate pupils to become more aware of the nature of mathematics and of the mathematics around them.
The technology would require the same platform. There are currently ways of ding this; Skype, Elluminate,
Promethean Planet etc However the different school timetables and problems with live connections would be a
problem.
A LIVEWALL was suggested. Ie a screen that is common to the classrooms in the different countries. The problem
would be set and then students could work on it and this would be seen in real time in other classrooms on the live
wall. This could also support peer review.
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D3.2 Report on design prototypes and challenges for education
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Introduction
This document presents the participatory design workshop summaries of cycle 3. The summaries have
been written by National Pedagogical Coordinators of the iTEC project, who facilitated the workshops
with teachers and students.

Austria: 2 teachers, 3 students, 1 parent
Date and Time: 3.2.2012, 15.00 – 17.00
Members oft he workshop:
Teachers: Günther: math teacher at a gymnasium; Renate: Teacher of Arts
Students Caspar, Kolin, Clara members oft he international class; 16 years old
Parents/carers club: Bettina (Scenario – Home school Communication; mother oft wo sons in BG K‘burg)
Researcher / Designer: Hermann Morgenbesser
Setting of all three workshops: Contact with the basic texts y students and teachers, discussion of the statements –
podcasts –text (see below)
Interviews were made in English
Place: International School BG/BRG Klosterneuburg/Lower Austria
Scenario: Designing Math Games (Günther, Caspar, Clara):
Günther: I have worked for 3 Years designing math games with scratch; Students are very engaged in it, Teaching
works students orientated. Students work with online wikis (e.g. http://virtuelleschule.bmukk.gv.at/wikipskills/index.php/Scratch) available in german;
Students (16 to 17 years old) have to create documentations (Powerpoint) of this lessons and have to teach the 13
year old kids in my math class.
Caspar (16) was great, I am not the best in Math, but it felt cool to teach them kids
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Clara: we had a lot of preparing, kids shot photos of our programmes.
Caspar: It was cool, that we were better in programming games than our teacher ( J that’s me, Hermann)
Did the story generate any thoughts?
Yes, comparing the own project with the scenario created the following ideas.
Is this a possible story?
Yes we did it more or less the samein our scratch games workshop.
Is there something they would like to change in it?
Yes they will create Android apps next time, using eclipse.
Could they imagine themselves in the role of the teacher?
Yes they could…grat fun…
What part would they find most difficult to manage if they were in the role of the teacher?
Organizing the workshop with the younger kids – it was hard work two define the rules and the workload for the
younger kids
How would the story continue?
Challenge with Austrian/European partners.
Scenario 2: Designing with multitouch technology:
Renate: We do a designing lesson every year in 3rd class (13 year old kids). They have to create Models of
buildings. I would be interested in programms where you can create Buildings, We have different Picture animating
software (Adobe; Ikea in design programm….)
Did the story generate any thoughts?
I think the experts must plan the goals and students should work with the professionals (architects) before doing
their work. You also need some Mindmapping to make the work clear tot he students, and, they have to create a
model in reality too. Companies do that to show the models live to their clients. These models look different to
users, you recognize the gap between virtual reality and model.
I would use „Second life“, it is an elaborated tool and you have a lot of real cities in there
Is this a possible story? The story is possilbe, but the setting should be reorganized. Experts should be brought in
earlier, at the beginning of work
Could they imagine themselves in the role of the teacher?
Yes Renate could, but she would bring in real models, she would share in groups and give one group the workload
of designing real models
What part would they find most difficult to manage if they were in the role of the teacher?
Start up, Renate would take mindmapping tools to organize the project at the beginning of hrer work.
How would the story continue?
Renate would start a challenge between different models, may be different classes, that work on this scenario.
Scenario3: Home –School Communications:
Did the story generate any thoughts?
Bettina: I think it is necessary to organize daily feedback to the parents, but it should run on a school plattform.
Social Networks are nice but not the right method, because students should have a room for free to communicate
with the peers, If you start a parents network students may be in there, but they don‘t have to. Parents networks must
be organized professionally. Nobody will work for free, Informations mus be correct and the data hast o be saved
and secured
Is this a possible story?
Yes, but you should change social software
Is there something they would like to change in it?
Communication should be on a special board, where teachers and parent may work together
Could they imagine themselves in the role of the teacher?
Bettina: no, not really… J
What part would they find most difficult to manage if they were in the role of the teacher?
Bring the teachers to the software
How would the story continue?
Bettina:crate a new software….
What I miss in this scenario is the possibility to look up lesson plan, events etc. at one software application ore one
place. Parents are needed to produce content in there, as teachers and students do. Some Companies run systems like
these (e.g live at edu) but normally students don’t like to work with these applications.
Sharing content on handhelds, … is reality in our shcool (BG Klosterneuburg) but there is a need of content writing
(homeworks, tests,…) New partnerships between parents,,teachers and shakeholders should be found.
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At the end:
We had lot of fun, I think cooperation was better, we needed more time, but I was impressed about the products of
this lessons
Photos are kept in school network, email addresses can be transferred, if needed.
End of Workshop: 17:20

Finland: 2 teachers
25.1.2012
Metsokankaan koulu/ Metsokangas Primary School
Teachers: Otto Otto has been a class teacher in the primary level for six years now. He’s been very active in
developing the ICT-based learning environments and using the mobile devices in teaching. He’s taking part in many
projects, teams and co-operative networks in this field for example SUS-project in Oulu City (Smart Urban Spaces),
the Data administration group in Oulu City Education Department , Pathfinder –programme of Microsoft and also
co-operative projects with VTT (Technical Research Centre of Finland).
Päivi Päivi has been teaching 12 years out of which 8 years in the international school. She’s very experienced in
using the mobile devices in teaching. Päivi has also been involved in developing the use of the mobile devices in
education. And additionally she has taken part in many projects with Otto.
Designing with multitouch technology
1. Did the story generate any thoughts?
Both teachers think that the idea of the story seems to be nice but challenging. Good technological skills are required
in carrying out this learning story. The benefits in this learning story are the active role of the pupils and also the
outdoor studies part. The experts testing and evaluating the ideas is also good. The easiness in using the model
programme is regarded to be important to both teachers and pupils.
2. Is this a possible story?
The story could be possible by taking the age of the students into consideration. It could be carried out as such in the
secondary school but it has to be adjusted in the primary school. The functionality and usability of the programme
are essential factors in succeeding in practice.
3. Is there something they would like to change in it?
The teachers interviewed did not suggest any particular changes but brought forward the searching and benefiting
different kind of integration possibilities (for example mathematics and art). In this form the teachers considered the
story still rather specific and directed to a narrow subject area.
4. Could they imagine themselves in the role of the teacher?
The both teachers could see themselves working in this kind of learning story. Accomplishing the story demands
thorough planning and preparation in advance. Defining the subject area and creating clear evaluation criteria and
also selecting the devices and the programmes should be done thoroughly beforehand.
5. What part would they find most difficult to manage if they were in the role of the teacher?
The most challenging part for the teachers is to learn and teach the 3D- programme. In practice the programmes
should be so easy to use that you do not have to spend too much time in teaching them. It also could be challenging
to find the experts but maybe it could be possible by the remote internet access and contacts.
6. How would the story continue?
The teachers considered that this kind of practice could be possible and widely used in the school environment
especially when taking advantage of the integration possibilities..
Schoolville
1. Did the story generate any thoughts?
The teachers were excited about this idea and they thought that this kind of activities are needed. Anyway they
considered this story to be the most demanding for the teacher from all these three stories. Accomplishing this story
demands well organized and broad coordination by for example a coordination team. A lot of good things in this
story but challenging to master. Also the usability of the programme/application programme is really important.
Who will develop and build this application? The other problems or questions aroused were for example linking the
different contents to the subjects and curriculum and also accomplishing the evaluation. Teachers’ awareness of the
curriculum has to be really strong so that everything will be focused.
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2. Is this a possible story?
The story is extremely ambitious and great as an idea. In practice it’s really challenging if it stays as large as it is
described here. Also the precondition of developing a programme was seemed to be a great challenge. This story
was considered to be great but not very realistic to carry out in this extent.
3. Is there something they would like to change in it?
At this point it was difficult for the teachers to figure out any changes because the structure and contents of the
application programme used is difficult to perceive. The teachers would be very pleased to take part in this kind of
developing work if possible.
4. Could they imagine themselves in the role of the teacher?
The teachers would be really eager to be involved if the programme would exist
5. What part would they find most difficult to manage if they were in the role of the teacher?
There are a lot of challenges in this story as mentioned before. The most important challenges are controlling and
organizing all the activities, adjusting to the subject areas and to the curriculum and evaluation. Bringing this kind of
working method to the school environment would take 2-3 years but it would really open great new possibilities to
the whole school community.
6. How would the story continue?
This kind of activity could be part of the school practice and for example the student council could be the
coordinator.

France: 2 secondary school teachers, 1 primary school teacher
and 1 educational advisor
Date and time: 26.1.2012, 14.15 – 16.25
Participants: Two secondary school teachers, one primary school teacher and one educational advisor (who
collaborates with our team in the organization of iTEC pre-pilots). The first secondary school teacher has 15 years of
experience, teaches Biology and Geology from 6th to 9th grades and uses a dedicated science class with 7 computers
and simulation software on a daily basis. The second secondary teacher has 23 years of experience, teaches
Electrical engineering in a vocational school and is the ict-coordinator of his school, in charge of a Moodle VLE and
the development of online resources. The primary teacher has 7 years of experience, teaches in a rural school to a
class of 22 pupils from 4th to 5th grades, with seven computers (Win98/XP, high-speed Internet connexion), a
videoprojector and a printer.
Researchers / Designers: Mônica, Karine
Scenarios discussed: Homework and Schoolwork Flip,Virtual Engines, Digitally Mapping Local Biodiversity
Main points:
Homework and Schoolwork Flip
Teachers considered this scenario unrealistic. First, they said most pupils do not do homework, only the betterachieving students work at home. Moreover, they said “pure” lectures are rare. Most frequently, their whole class
teaching includes asking questions, gathering feedback from students, and giving students tasks to work on. Only a
small amount of time is dedicated to pure information delivery. Therefore, the idea of using video lectures to deliver
learning content at home seems inefficient.
One teacher said: “Students need to interact with the teacher, ask questions and get answers, while they are exposed
to content”. Simply watching a lesson is not sufficient to build deep comprehension of the subject.
Another teacher showed an example of what he does in class. He asks his students to build concept maps (see
pictures), by working collaboratively in small groups. At the end of the lesson, the groups present their results to the
whole class and, as a next step, the teacher builds on the representations given by students to develop his own
lesson.
Thay also raised other concerns, such as “who is going to check that students really watch the videos at home?”,
“online resources would have to be tailored to my students’ needs, but developing resources is very time
consuming”, “online videos require high-speed connexion and not all students have access to it”. Using other media
such as CDROMs was mentioned as a way to provide access to video materials for all students, but the cost and time
for burning CDROMs several times per year is not acceptable.
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Teachers were also aware that this scenario might be perceived differently in other countries. They noted that France
has long school days, running from around 8.30am to 16.30pm, five days a week. The practice of giving homework
is limited and students do not spend much time with assignements outside school. Additionnally, at the primary
school level, homework is “not allowed” (the curriculum states that students should not have written homework),
although most teachers give reading and revision assignments to their students.
Virtual engines
The secondary teachers said they use simulation software regularly in class. They expressed a concern about how
simulation is presented in the scenario, because as they said “simulation is not reality”. “When using simulation we
often obtain a different result from what we expected”, one teacher said. Therefore, the idea that the virtual
prototype “behaves reallistically” and “does not take off when picking up speed” did not correspond to their own
representations and experience of simulations.
Teachers also think that starting the scenario with a lesson on basic content knowledge is not the best way to
motivate students. They prefer to begin with a brainstorming session (“do you know what a rocket-propelled racing
car is?”, “what do you think will happen if I do so and so…”?) and present mathematical equations later in the
sequence. They also noted that simulating how an engine works involves more than the laws of physics and
mathematics. Other subject matters should be an integral part of the activity.
According to the teachers, the simulation should come at later stage in the scenario. “It is important to make
students observe before they put their hands on simulation”, one teacher noted. This can be done via demonstrations
and other resources. Students can “see the moves” and a start a discussion on the basis of these first observations.
The primary teacher did not consider this scenario suitable for his class.
All teachers considered it important to include a “concrete” product (real object) as an outcome of the scenario. In
their view, manipulating a real object (e.g. a racing car mock-up) is important when working with school students
(primary as well as secondary grades). Virtual prototypes can enrich the experience, but students need more concrete
objects.
Digitally Mapping Local Biodiversity
This scenario was considered the most interesting by all teachers. They said the scenario was “centered in the
project, not in the means”, “linked to the local reality”, and “involving different subjects”. The scenario gave birth to
several ideas for implementation. One secondary teacher said he could conduct a multi-year project, in which
students would progressively describe several aspects of the local eco-system to build a final multimedia product.
Another teacher said a simple way for exploring digital mapping resources was to upload pictures to Google maps.
The primary school teachers saw a potential for promoting the scenario at the local level (contacts with local
government, etc.). The educational advisor informed us of a recent French learning scenario using the same ideas
and available via “PrimTICE” database:
- http://www.primtice.education.fr/cycle3/culture-humaniste/fiche-detaillee-du-scenario.html?sheetid=1442 (text)
- http://www.primtice.education.fr/cycle3/video-cycle-3.html?idvideo=4 (video)
One important characteristic of the scenario is that it is open and rich in ideas and possibilities of implementation.
Some limits were identified: (a) implementing the project can be expensive because mobile tools such as
smartphones and other GIS/GPS tools are not readily available, (b) digital mapping is not included in the primary
school or vocational school programs (though it can be attached to the national ICT standards “B2i” at the primary
school level); however it is perfectly identified in the Geology program.
Participants also emphasized that this scenario can be used to build a bridge between primary and secondary
education, by involving teachers from different schools and keep students working on mapping the environment in
different school years.
Final remarks and ideas for iTEC technologies
Teachers identified the idea of building an online library of learning objects behind iTEC. They find it interesting,
but emphasize that usable learning objects should be fine-grained and adptable to their needs (e.g. short videos of no
more than 5 minutes). Complete scenarios are not usable objects in their view.
One concern is the time required to find good learning objects. There is so much information online that it is hard to
choose the most appropriate resources. Teachers would value an easy-to-handle, user-friendly and familiar interface
to search for resources.
Finally, teachers said they would be willing to share their learning objects in open-source not-for-profit platforms,
but expressed a concern with possible commercial use of these objects.
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Hungary: 7 students, 3 teachers (1 teacher via Skype)
26. January 2012. Szeged, Hungary
Paricipants
Pupils Tamás, Balázs, Bence, Kriszti, Zsófi, Blanka, Fanni (grades 11. and 12.)
Teachers Katalin, Maths, English and ICT teacher teaches grades 5-8. (takes part via Skype),
Kriszta, English and ICT teacher, teaches grades 5-8.
Zoltán, History and Philosophy teacher, teaches grades 9-12.
Coordinators Gabi, (via Skype), Ildikó, Attila
We conducted two different sessions, one for the pupils and one for the teachers. It was not intended to separate
them but we couldn’t find a time that was suitable for all.
Designing Maths Games
Kriszti: for programming and Maths you need similar thinking skills, programming will be also hard for those who
are struggling with Maths.
Zsófi: It is an additional burden, an extra task.
Tamás: it is interesting when it is new.
Balázs: likes the idea that you learn by teaching others. But learning in the conservative way is more effective.
Bence, Kriszti: it is suitable for small kids. (They are in 11th, 12th grade.)
Zsófi: it is hard for the teachers. You need to teach the teachers how to use this software. It is good for pupils to see
teachers learning something.
Bence: would it mean that certain pupils do programming all the time during the class? It would be better if it is
done only once a week.
Blanka: It would be a suitable task for the best, who volunteer for the task, not for the ones struggling.
Zoltán: too far from his subject to be able to judge, but he feels that the teacher have to go through all concepts with
the pupils before they are able to actually begin programming. It is like you get a nice dress after the ball.
Kriszta: knows Scratch and thinks it is really good software with sufficient support on the web. (Even in Hungarian
language) But it is an additional load on the pupils: you first need to make them familiar with the concept of
programming in general, and show the use of Scratch.
Katalin: considers developing games or tasks with pupils anyhow, so she likes the general idea. But she plans to
work with an advanced ICT class. She can’t imagine that pupils can develop serious games. It extends their limits
even to introduce a variable in a program.
Gabi: the pupil needs to be a developer, a Maths expert and a teacher at the same time. These are too complex tasks
for a pupil.
Attila: It is like when you want to learn to swim, you first need to build an ocean liner.
Kriszta: I can imagine the idea that pupils make programs for each other.
Schoolville
Bence: this scenario tackles too serious issues, you shouldn’t play with them.
Tamás: we should have economics class. We don’t have that.
Tamás: this scenario is fun and it teaches things you need in life.
Kriszti: Pupils might draw false consequences from the game.
Blanka: Kids won’t want to learn in a ‘normal’ way anymore.
Balázs: you profit more if a teacher simply tells you about this. Perhaps for little kids it’s ok.
Fanni: it is good as a simulation video game that you buy and play at home for fun.
Fanni: this simulation can’t be real enough.
Balázs: the whole school wouldn’t take part in our school. It wouldn’t extend beyond the history department.
Tamás: there’s similar praxis in other schools, in Kőrösi. (Kőrösi is another school in the town which is active in
Young Enterprise) This might be an extracurricular activity, and you can decide whether to take part.
Zoltán: this is not about the adults’ world, but about the kid’ world. It is worth thinking it over.
Kriszta: it is a strange idea. I try to convince kids and parents all the time that computers are not only about
Facebook and gaming. This can ruin my efforts.
Katalin: parents are against gaming. It might work better in a secondary school. In Hungarian schools you have an
institution called learners’ council, which is an elected board with some responsibilities and topics to discuss. But in
our school it is not functioning really well.
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Zoltán: I agree, pupils would need more guidance in the learners’ council. For this scenario as well, you would need
a lot of preliminary work with pupils about constructive ways of communication etc. Compared to this the actual
“action” would be like nothing, the balance would be bad.
Zoltán: you can’t always reward every little completed task. This distracts the inner motivation.
Kriszta: pupils have a problematic virtual self, an online personality. They behave extremely light-mindedly on the
web. This scenario recommends serious behavior in an online environment, I doubt they can do this, because they
associate the web with freedom. They won’t take the responsibility.
Attila: you need to really carefully plan this, otherwise it won’t be authentic. Even Young Enterprise projects are not
authentic enough.
Gabi: It will develop no skills. We shouldn’t make a simulation if there’s a possibility to try things in the real world.
Attila: it is not worth doing it, too much work and too little benefits. From the developers and from the teachers side
as well.
Home-school communications
Tamás: I would be terrified. (All agree)
Tamás: with little kids, to help parents inform about deadlines, organizational things…
Balázs: parents have electronic access to assessment. And they should have no voice in teaching anyhow. The
teacher is the expert.
Bence: parents should instead call the teacher on telephone or go into consulting hours. They should discuss
personally.
Blanka: some parents would behave in an inappropriate way on these forums. They might want to assign us extra
work or get across with other parents or teachers.
Ildikó: are you sure parents would get across?
Bence: Not necessarily. Perhaps sometimes. It can happen.
Bence: it might be useful for sharing information that the kids usually don’t consider to be important. Like paying
for the lunch, date of consulting hours etc…
Kriszta: they wouldn’t write anything. But if yes, who cares about the opinion of someone else’s parent? Parents
should tell their opinion to their own kids.
Blanka: parents don’t need this. And anyhow one’s motivation for learning is not that you want to show it to your
parents.
Fanni: parents don’t have time for that. Neither do teachers.
Fanni: we have the eLearning (Moodle) which have far more potential than what is used. If parents would have
access to that, they could see a lot of useful things.
Blanka: yes, if parents would have access to that, they could have a look at the learning material as well. If they are
interested in that.
Balázs: even before Facebook you thought that you have all the communication channels needed and now
everybody is on Facebook.
Kriszti: it is not compulsory. If a parent doesn’t want to be involved, it’s ok.
Zoltán: we have mixed results in moving kids and parents towards the VLE. It is much harder to influence parents
than pupils. Parents have virtual access to assessment but they often ask their kids to open the surface for them.
Most reliable is if we call each other, they react on e-mails in 2-3 days time.
Kriszta: parents in our school used to have virtual access to assessment but not anymore. The school was turned to a
church school from a public school and the new leadership doesn’t consider it important. Until we had that we
provided free access to the computer lab on the evenings.
Kriszta: I use Sulivilág with my pupils and it is a compulsory task that they invite someone to the community.
(Sulivilág is a web-based interface where groups can store material and collaborate.)
Katalin: me too, and parents asked me to invite them to the community. It is new for us, I have shared the planned
music and choreography of the carnival dance. Parents use computers. The ones who don’t want to use them
wouldn’t also come in to the school.
Gabi, Attila: this scenario would intend to support parents in helping their kids in learning. They are involved in it
anyhow, so why not recognize this and help this.
Zoltán: yes, in this scenario the aim would be not only to follow improvement, but sometimes even this is hard to
realize. About half of the parents would be ready to do somewhat more. Parents work a lot.
Zoltán: there is a “nothing” period of about two years in almost all kid’s life. During that time they talk more to their
form teacher than to their parents. If you ask them as a parent what happened in school, they say “nothing”. To
bridge this a more active communication between teachers and parents would be desirable.
Kriszta: parents wouldn’t be interested in pedagogical, methodological explanations.
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Katalin: on the school level it would be impossible to implement this in my institution. I made the school website
and I had to create a static site with no possibility to interact. But my headmaster would let me do this if I wanted.
Zoltán: I have planned to introduce such things, like giving access to parents on different platforms, but until now I
had little success on the school level. This scenario would “legalize” my ambitions. But it can’t be compulsory, only
a possible alternative or a good example for other teachers.
Kriszta: it would form parents’ and learners’ attitude about the internet and learning.

Italy: 2 teachers
Date and Time: 23.01.2012, 16.30 – 18.30
Participants: Caterina and Anna, two primary school teachers (they teach all subjects to 6-11 years old students).
Anna has a 25 years experiece in teaching, Caterina 12.
Researchers / Designers: Andrea Benassi (NPC)
Scenarios discussed: Homework and Schoolwork Flip, Schoolville, Designing Maths Games
1. Homework and Schoolwork Flip
Anna: “It reminds me of the era of “full time” school (morning plus afternoon), with lab activities… But that time is
gone, and now we’re more “on the desk”. I remember how much “work-before” there were in the full time school.
It usually led students to good results, even if not all the parents appreciated it. They are so used to see the teacher
teaching and the students listening…”
Caterina: “In my opinion, this scenario looks quite as coming from another planet, in comparison to the italian
school. It would be impractical with our classes… even if we can count on a good group of parents. Because the
schoolwork is actually the 90% of the work. To reduce the schoolwork to lab activities, exercises, debates…. Maybe
it would be possible on some subjects like history… certainly not maths. Plus, it depends too much on the “home”
state of the students…. Maybe it could work on the secondary school… But, on the other side, the students should
start with it from the primary school, therefore….
Anna: “To keep open the will to learn. It’s something you can do only at school, at least in the primary school.”
Both teachers don’t see theirself in this role. Caterina: “It would mean to deny all my beliefs about learning. I would
become a sort of mediator…”
Anna: “Maybe if the classes would be in a certain way, especially the parents… but otherwise it could create too
much differences from student to student, not counting the digital resources, that a few people are able to manage, to
date.”
Caterina: “Certainly the most difficult part would be to enable every students to effectively work at home.”
“Certainly, if it would be possibile, it could be a good thing…”, “… even if, in this new dimension, the teacher
would have less space… No more “right” or “wrong”: I can’t intervene at home. My role would become a sort of
“coordinator”…”
2. Schoolville
Teachers agree that this is a possible story. Anna: “It could start from the first year up to the last one.” Caterina: “It
could be linked to various subjects.”
Teachers didn’t know Farmville, so I explain it to them, and the success it earned on Facebook. Caterina: “Well, we
could work on it, with some changes and maybe scaling it a bit…. It’s very difficult to involve the whole school.
But, with only some classes…”
Both can imagine themselves in the role of the teacher. “There are a lot of possibilities in it!”.
3. Designing Maths Games
Anna: “This is beautiful too! At one of my recent refresher courses, a professor was talking about introducing pupils
to videogame programming. But IMHO it was a very ambitious program…. The computer itself was a kind of
strangeness for many of us… and teachers should have been get out a lot of time from their normal plans… It was a
very time consuming application. Teachers lacked both time and skills, and we’re always so aware to master
everything from the start… Nevertheless, some male colleagues made some efforts on it, and they succeeded in
making the pupils to be able to create some simple games. But they were already mastering Logo and
MicroWorlds… and they were doing it as a lesson of Informatics, not Maths. And… Logo is not so easy to learn!”
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Caterina: “Nevertheless it’s a possible story. At least theoretically… The worst part is when I try ro do something
and technologies doesn’t work! We don’t have an ICT coordinator, and we often experience technical issues. The
ICT coordinator is indispensable. We as teachers can’t manage such technical issues.”
Anna: “The most difficult part, as a teacher, is to thin the goals, cause we often are redundant. Therefore we always
miss time. Maybe we’re not able to identify the onlyreally important goals. It’ all about mentality. Yes, a project like
this can be very time consuming, but we could recover time in other things… We don’t have to be afraid to waiste
time.”, Caterina: “Plus, we absolutely need to refresh our skills. We’d need an expert that lead us in this kind of
projects. Cause we can’t really know if this project is really feseable. If left alone, we risk to lost in a world that we
like, but that we’re not really able to manage.
CAterina: “How this story could go on? Well, this story is already good as is. Maybe we could wonder about some
connections to other subjects… but it’s really just good as is”.
Teachers’ assumptions on what we are doing in iTEC
Teachers agree that iTEC should ease the innovation paths for teachers.
They have some ideas about it. They’re wondering about tablets for each student, capable of comunicating with the
IWB, so the students could interact by standing on this desk, they all could “contribute” to the lesson through their
own “processor”, instead of coming to the whiteboard one at a time. Caterina: “I’m wondering about a sort of
collective text”.
Anna: “But technology can take a great improvement on communication too. A way to share what we’re doing in
the classroom. I think it’s a very important point”

Norway: 2 secondary school teachers, 1 representative of the
education department Oslo City
Date and Time: 26th of january 2012, 12.30-13.30
Researchers / Designers: Jørund Høie Skaug, Ola Berge, Ove E. Hatlevik, Cecilie Aurvol
The interviews were done at The Norwegian Centre for ICT in Education at the Oslo office
Digitally mapping local biodiversity
Participants: Two secondary school teachers, one representative from the education department from the city of
Oslo.
● Thomas, ICT Coordinator at Hundsund School.
● Nina, principal at Hundsund School.
● Camilla: UDE (Utdanningsetaten, the city of Oslo)
Hundsund Secondary School is a modern school, ranged among the best in its area. As it is quite new, it is also well
equipped with technology and digital tools, and has just started offering a special technology curricular to part of its
students.
The two teachers first impression is that this project is quite comprehensive and will require much time and quite
heavy resources. The project suggests putting in play a lot of technology in a short amount of time. By involving
more subjects it would be possible to allocate more resources to this kind of interdisciplinary project, but the main
thoughts of the teachers is that it would be necessary to scale down the project in order to make it feasible.
One teacher mentions that it would perhaps be a good idea to include physical ed., social sciences and art into the
project if one wanted to extend it to more subjects. In physical ed it would be possible to include geocaching and
orienteering. In the art subjects the students could work with images, photo etc. derived from the GPS. By including
more subjects there would be more time available to work on the project.
If the school wanted to build on this project, one idea would be to have this as a school project. The classes could
contribute to part of the project, doing limited tasks each year, for instant working with a local bird watching group
and deliver statistic material about one ore more species. The school could involve classes in this each year and
build on the collected material over the years. The project opens up to the possibility of working with different
expert groups, and it is especially interesting for the interviewed teachers to imaging the possibility to work with
local expert groups such as local hiking associations and other interest groups.
In the matter of equipment and technology the project could be relatively simple. Much of the technology, as tools
and software is already available on the Internet, likr social network-tools, QR-coding etc.
The school would have to be in possession of GPS-devices and mobile phones/camera for the students to use.
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Both teachers agree that one key factor of success in a project like this is to be detailed and specific about the
learning goals, and about what the project is trying to achieve. It is important first to view the learning goals and
then decide what activities and technology would be appropriate and necessary in order to achieve those goals.
Home-school communications
Participants: Two secondary school teachers.
● Vegard, pedagogical ICT-coordinator and teacher at Kastellet School
● Linda, teacher at Engebråten School
Engebråten School is a combined primary and secondary school in Oslo. It was built in 1997.
Kastellet School is a secondary school which was built in 2004.
About the scenario:
Both teachers gave a positive response to the scenario, even though they were both quick to point out potential
privacy issues in Home-School communications, and also issues with age limits in certain services.Linda thought
that this scenario could engage parents initially, but that they also could fast lose interest. The reason being that
parents are interested in their own child, but not neccessarily in the rest of the class. Vegard agreed to this.
Vegard thought that the scenario could work as a way of letting students be active producers, not just consumers of
online content. Linda had some second thoughts about making it mandatory for students to publish their work
online. Vegard replied that is important to make the students reflect on what steps they need to do to publish their
work in a safe way, and that these are important steps in building digital literacy.
The teachers also said that it is not so easy to get teachers to use new tools and technology, but this could also be
connected to specific tools and technologies.
An example: teachers on their schools have the opportunity to send text messages to parents and students in the
LMS, but few do.
Vegard: – The parents can already log on to the LMS, and follow some of the learning activities of their own child,
but few use this possibility.
Linda: -Most parents are on Facebook, so using Facebook would probably be easier. But at the same time it is
important to draw a line for teachers between work and time off.
The teachers agreed that Facebook Pages could be a solution, rather than a Facebook group. To be a facebook friend
of students, raises quite a few questions.
What should be changed in the scenario?
Vegard: -The way I read it, it seems like the teachers need accounts for several services, like Facebook, Blogger, and
Twitter, to mention some.
Linda: -Some of these services are in conflict with our schools security policy. But I think that much of the activities
could be done in Fronter (The School´s LMS), we have the possibility to make presentations available, and to
comment on different posts.
Vegard:. -It might be more motivating for the students to publish their work to another audience than their parents,
like a class in another city or country.
Linda: -On the other hand, if your mother will see what you are about to publish, you will be sure to do it properly.
The teachers had a lot to say about privacy, security and legal issues.
Vegard: – A while ago, it became clear that schools in Oslo can´t use Dropbox for sharing files, it is against
regulations, there are too many potential conflicts about the storing and security of the data. What is interesting, is
that this case fully shows the need for a secure file-sharing service for teachers.
Linda: – Several classes at Engebråten use Facebook as an administrative tool, it is a much more effective way to
communicate between teachers and students, than the LMS. My class has their own group, which I am not a part of.
If I want to have something published on Facebook, I send a text message to one of my students. On the other hand:
one of the students is not in the class´ Facebook group, and I am not sure why.
When asked if the scenario could work in another social network, with similar qualities to Facebook, like Ning, they
responded that getting both parents and students to make profiles in a whole new social network, could be difficult.
They were both positive to having one class testing the scenario first, and opening up for the rest of the school given
positive experiences with the scenario.
Gathering specific design ideas
Vegard: -I think we are in fact talking about several tools, if there was a way to connect them, in a sort of portal, it
would be nice. Alternatively, a LMS with some extra features could do the job.
Linda: – It should be possible for a student to publish their work to just his or her parents. Not to everybody. And
vice-versa. This is sort of how the LMS works today. But I am a bit worried about the students privacy, it could end
up in a situation where they feel pressure to be available everywhere and anytime.
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Vegard: -When I went to secondary school, my parents were little involved in the school work I was doing, and I
didn´t really experience that as a problem. So I think there should be a choice of some kind,
Linda: -Or we could define specific tasks as task who should be published and commented on from parents.
To really make the scenario successful, the teachers suggested that there should be some kind of incentive for the
parents, not just the possibility to monitor their childs learning.
Homework and schoolwork flip
Participants:
● Brian, Utdanningsetaten, the city of Oslo
● Torill, Principal at Kastellet School
● Kristin, Teacher at Høyenhall School.
The main thought of the teachers interviewed is that this project has great potential in motivating otherwise
unmotivated students, and getting them to prepare for school better than what is the case today. They think the
students will be motivated because this is a different way of organising schoolwork than they are used to. This way
of doing it will help the students take more part in the learning process, and be more active in class, instead of only
listening in to what the teacher is saying. They also agree that it will be utterly important to think through and be
specific about the learning outcome, and get all the students to participate.
The teachers interviewed are concerned that the project will require more of the teachers than what is the situation
today, in order to secure that every student gets the necessary attention in class, and the necessary help to understand
and manage the tasks. It is more likely that the project will be a success if it is possible to implement into how they
organise classes today. The project will be more vulnerable if it requires extraordinary conditions for the school.
The teachers think this project will work especially well in oral subjects like social science, history and religion,
because these subjects already requires that students read a lot of the material at home. This project would then let
the teacher focus even better on the students discussing and solving problems in class, instead of mainly listening to
the teacher.
In organising the project they emphasise on the importance of starting slow and evaluate the project as one go along.
A key factor, they say, is recruiting teachers that are motivated and enthusiastic about new possibilities of teaching.
It also will be important to be specific about what they expect from the students, and how they will organise the
students and the teacher’s time in the classroom.

Portugal: 3 lower and upper secondary school teachers
Date and Time: 18.01.2012, 10:00 – 12:00
Participants: Three lower and upper secondary school teachers, two of them currently seconded at Competence
Centres (one at a teacher association, another one at a university) : (1) Ana Pedro is a member of the Competence
Centre of the Institute of Education of the University of Lisbon. (2) Maria João teaches Biology, lower secondary.
She has been a teacher, a teacher trainer and an in-service training supervisor; she is currently seconded at a
Competence Centre of a teacher association; she was involved in one of the key national projects which aimed at
integrating ICT into schools ; (3) Francisco is a Geography teacher. He has been a teacher for 36 years and is a
highly proficient user of ICT. He is a teacher trainer in the educational use of ICT in Geography education and is the
ICT coordinator at his school and has been involved in various research projects pertaining to the educational use of
ICT.
Scenarios discussed: Designing with multitouch technology | Digitally mapping biodiversity | Virtual engines
Main points:
1. Designing with multitouch technology
There was consensus about the fact that implementing this scenario may be difficult, for two main reasons: (1) the
lack of multitouch technology (multitouch tables, in this case; all Portuguese secondary schools are equipped with
interactive whiteboards); (2) working with various colleagues at school.
Francisco noted that technology itself seems to be “accessory” to the scenario, in the sense that what is actually
important are its pedagogical components, namely collaborative work among students, a panel of experts and the
proposed approach to assessing students. He also said that there are obstacles but these do not seem unsurmountable.
Ana was of the opinion that it might be difficult to find schools keen on implementing the scenario.
Maria João thought it was highly difficult to implement as few schools have the necessary equipment (multitouch
tables), but she also said that the main obstacle had to do with organizational issues.
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If they had to put the scenario into practice:
Ana would first and foremost concentrate on finding colleagues willing to participate, talking to experts who could
help from the very start and in motivating students in co-designing the project.
Maria João thought that the main obstacle could be to motivate students. The assumption that technology per se
motivates students is clearly wrong. In a gaming context this is certainly true but in a “serious” learning context this
may not be the case. She also said that the scenario was very demanding on students, namely on respecting
deadlines. They had to be fully accountable, which is not always the case.
For Francisco the main challenges would be to motivate students, to involve colleagues and to design practical
activities that are motivating and challenging.
Next steps:
Giving back what had been accomplished to the community.
Transforming the project into a transdisciplinary one.
2. Digitally mapping biodiversity
Consensus about the fact that this is a very interesting but also overwhelming scenario. It is one of those projects one
reads in books. It is interesting in the sense that it is subdivisable into smaller chunks. You can be more “modest”
and implement it at different levels of difficulty and depth.
One of the main problems seems to lie in mapping the curriculum of the different subjects involved. All teachers
involved must be rather flexible over what topics to teach when. This may make the project unmanageable, because
of dependencies.
Study visits are rather complicated these days, both because of a lack of time but also due to financial constraints.
It is a “rich” scenario in terms of the methodologies involved. It may be necessary to pick up elements of the
scenario and implement them, rather than the whole scenario. In 3 months, it is clearly not feasible as a whole.
It is an exemplary project, too exemplary, in fact. It seems to hold all that a project should be, should have.
The main difficulty is for students to monitor their area for 3 months.
What could/should change? /What are the main challenges?
Francisco: Time and time management. It is much easier to work with colleagues teaching other subjects in shorter
time spans. One possibility would be to alternate periods of time devoted to the project and others studying other
topics in the curriculum. He would adapt and select some of the proposals in the project.
Maria João: Scientific accuracy is of paramount importance. So teachers should be very careful about tentative
species identification.
Ana: She would adapt the scenario in face of the time available. This seems like a repository of subjects,
methodologies, technologies, people, students, teachers, self-regulation strategies, etc.
3. Virtual engines
The scenario has good points in it. However, a possible “gender gap” should be taken into consideration. Girls get
easily bored when using technology. Other methodologies may attract them more easily.
They all agreed that this is the least developed scenario and that there are unnecessary generalities in it, such as “The
ideal outcome of this scenario is therefore that the students and the teacher reach a balance by bringing something
valuable to the process.”
Challenges
Francisco – the choice of software to be used that is simple enough for students to learn to use quickly. Another
difficulty may be to define the initial problem to be solved, the initial question to be answered.
Maria João: It must be much more specific. Also, students have to master a number of concepts and variables which
take time to sink in.
Ana – Motivating all students from the outset may be difficult.
The group in general thought that of the three scenarios, Designing with multitouch technology and Digitally
mapping local biodiversity would be implementable and interesting to try out in Portuguese schools. If one were to
be chosen, it would beDesigning with multitouch technology. The Virtual Engines scenario didn’t get any “votes”.

Slovakia: 3 teachers
Session: 8.2.2012
Researcher: Viera Blahova
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Teachers: Barbora, Samuel, Lubos
Scenario: Designing Math Games
Lubos likes this scenario. His first thought was that he would appreciate to have pedagogical materials how to
introduce this topic to children, e.g. sequence of tasks from simple to more sophisticated. To design games without
thoughtful approach will be useless.
The scenario is feasible in our context, the teacher thinks he and also other teachers in Slovakia can perform such
scenario
Lubos is not able to define what he would like to change in the scenario, he would need to have first some piloting
and experimenting and than he can suggest changes
The most difficult part to manage seems to him to motivate students, students would not like to do games for
younger students, this motivation will be difficult in our context. Lubos does not think that this motivation will bring
interest of students for the subject and for their career. Another problem is that teachers need training in
programming.
Samuel suggests some changes to the scenario. He already developed with other teachers in London iTEC workshop
scenario where kids could make virtual tour through the city, where children are designing the 3D models. They
learn some mathematics and geography and history in this scenario. This could be very meaningful and attractive
and it has added value. Usually students have problems to develop spacial imagination.
Lubos suggest to make the scenario more general, and than give 3 possible alternatives how to implement this
scenario. So than the teacher can get the idea of the pattern and can imagine what is the aim of the scenario, what
concepts are important and what is behind the scene.
Lubos really likes the idea of implementing scenario to develop 3D buildings with apps (GoogleEarth)
This scenario seems to be very difficult, because we need students who are able to study on their own, there are
some students, but on average there are not capable to study by themselves.
Barbora asks what happens if only one student will study the materials? How can the teacher than teach? We cannot
send the students out of the classroom, if they do not fulfill their tasks.
This scenario is appropriate only to good students.
This scenario has to be changed in such a way that it will help the teachers to find very attractive and interesting
topics.
The students are given worksheets and have to learn by themselves also at school, but they are not reliable, they do
not want to do anything. If they would get it for home, at least half of them would not look at it. Barbora has
negative experience that students want to stay in peace. What do they not do at school, is lost.
The teachers have also negative experience with e-learning for teachers. It was not managed well. Even the highly
motivated teachers have problems.
The biggest problem with this scenario is to have enough high quality resources.
Another problem is the technical problems; many students still do not have access to internet.
Teachers like the scenario, first thoughts were which teachers can implement such scenario, because not everybody
can implement microeconomics. Samuel thinks the scenario is suitable only to older students (17-18 year old)
because younger students will do not have enough background knowledge for such activities. The scenario is too
rich, it has too many activities.
Samuel is against Facebook, he would prefer different community
The scenario is so full of activities, so it should be implemented the whole year round, but in that case it is not
feasible. Barbora and Samuel suggest to reduce the scenario. They also think there should be a project leader in this
scenario so it would be too demanding for implementation.
The Farmville on Facebook was attractive for students at the beginning, but to keep the interest of them for one or
two months´ project is difficult.
From the three scenarios discussed this one was the number one.
Scenario: Homework and Schoolworkflip
Scenario: Schoolville

U.K.: 2 teachers
Date and Time: 25/1/12
14:00 to 15:30
Participants: Two teachers from Ashmole Academy – North London
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Godfrey (Assistant Head of Maths & Advanced Skills teacher across the school – main teaching subject
mathematics).
Jennifer (Head of Chemistry). Has taught for 8 years and has been a keen advocate of ICT in teaching during that
time. Jennifer was one of our case study teacher for cycle 1. Her IMMS is in the dropbox for reference.
Researchers/Designers: Gill (Pedagogical NC)
The teachers were given 4 scenarios a week before the workshop. They wanted to discuss the scenarios with their
departments before the workshop and share their feedback too. The scenarios offered were “Virtual Engine”,
Designing maths games”, Homework and schoolwork flip” and “Designing with Multitouch technology”.
The workshop started with a brief overview of the scenario development process and the important part they were
playing in the process – see slide below.
Scenario: Homework and schoolwork flip
Q: Did the story generate any thoughts?
Already has a huge video library which is currently used for support work, he is keen to extend this for main
teaching. The videos have been created using the slate, visualiser, ActivInspire software ( video and voice recording
functions) and Fronter VLE to download videos at home.
Many topics could be covered in this way, particularly in maths.
Also possible in science. There is a wealth of videos available on the internet. This approach will free up classtime
especially for Gifted and talented students and A level(16-19) where there is pressure to get through the syllabus in
the time allocated.
Other positive comments.
Something new so will get instant interest.
Will help speed up and make revision more constructive if pupils have prepared for lesson in advance and already
identified problem areas. Saves time going over areas already know.Personalises learning. Eg don’t come to me
and ask me to reteach the whole topic just come to me with which parts you are not understanding.
Teaching time will be more productive but also potentially more challenging as the routine of exposition,
example and exercise with exposition fairly predictable is turned upside down with the lesson starting with
issues/problems
Learning skills for later in life and good preparation for university with student’s owning their learning.
Teacher’s already excited by this approach in US. There is a thread on Promethean Planet and we have had some
comments in our forum too. See separate word document.
Cover work is already set by one of the teachers in this way so cover teacher just has to select pause and play. Again
this is a way of making time savings and easing burden when teachers are absent.
Encourage teachers and pupils to share each other videos. Often a different approach to your usual teacher can
clarify things. Also a great resource for a new or struggling teacher to look at other teachers video explanations.
Also to see different approaches based on teachers background. Eg a non mathematician will teach certain
Chemistry topics in a more visual way to break down the maths concepts.
Use of video for cover teachers is already in place making cover lessons more productive and reducing stress for
cover teachers,
Also making videos of practical situations to play back again during the lesson or post on the VLE for access at
home. Eg geometric construction or science practicals.
The school also has a video making club which has been successful which they would like to extend.
Other concerns.
Set it as homework and one student doesn’t do homework you have a problem to face straight away in the lesson.
Strategies will need to be thought through on how to manage this and ensure that dealing with this student does not
distract from engaging rest of class.
May be sceptism as there is no substitute for a teacher and the immediacy of feedback you get in a classroom.
Would need extra time to plan lessons to get the structure required
Discussion on “Designing Maths game” and “Virtual engine” took place – although this was much briefer. See
video 2 and notes below.
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D3.2 Report on design prototypes and challenges for education
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1. Introduction
Some of the prototypes that were considered to be most promising for future iTEC cycles were discussed
with teachers and students in Focus Groups sessions during cycle 2. Here, first the focus group sessions
are described and then the received comments about the prototypes are summarized.
● TeamUp: A tool for creating functional and motivated small groups and following their progress
(already involved in 1st cycle pilots)
● ReFlex: A personal tool for recording student thoughts and experiences and later reflecting on
them (visual sketches)
● Ambire: A tool for creating the classroom atmosphere by sharing individual screens to the whole
classroom (visual sketches)
● Sessions: A service for finding collaborating teachers, students, and classrooms (visual sketches;
directly related to the people and events database iTEC research topic)
● Learning Story Editor: A tool for composing lesson plans from available activities, widgets, and
other resources (visual sketches; directly related to the iTEC Composer)

2. Focus group sessions
A total of 9 focus group sessions were facilitated with teachers and students during the second cycle. Two
focus groups, one with teachers and one with students, were held in the U.K., Austria and Italy. Two
focus group sessions were hosted at the Aalto University with teachers from Denmark, and one brief
informal focus group session with Finnish iTEC teachers about TeamUp during the Virtual Teaching
Days Conference in Helsinki. Table 1 presents an overview of the amount of focus group sessions
facilitated per country, number of participants of each as well as the prototypes that were discussed.
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Country

Participants

Prototypes

U.K.

4 teachers

TeamUp, ReFlex, Sessions and Learning Story Editor

U.K.

2 teachers, 4 students

TeamUp, ReFlex, Ambire

Italy

5 teachers

TeamUp, ReFlex, Sessions, Learning Story Player, Ambire

Italy

5 students

TeamUp, ReFlex, Sessions, Ambire

Austria

5 teachers

TeamUp, ReFlex, Sessions, Ambire

Austria

6 students

TeamUp, ReFlex, Sessions, Ambire

Denmark

7 teachers

TeamUp, ReFlex, Sessions

Denmark

7 teachers

TeamUp, ReFlex, Sessions

Finland

3 teachers

TeamUp
Table 1: Overview of cycle 2 focus group sessions

The focus group sessions in the U.K. were held in Kent, a rural area in the east of London, at the
Holmesdale Technology College. Holmesdale is a school with a lot of opportunities for students to
develop their design and technology skills. For example, the school offers one floor with facilities for
engineering, textile projects and food design. Interestingly, the students are presented with a “learningmenu” of what they might learn by participating in activities within a particular room. Four teachers
participated in the teacher focus group session along with a WP3 partner and an iTEC partner from the
Promethean Maidenhead offices. The teachers taught subjects such as Math, English and Design and
Technology. During the 1,5 hour session, the benefits and challenges of the prototypes TeamUp, ReFlex,
Sessions and Learning Story Editor were discussed. Four students (two girls and two boys) between 14
and 15 and two teachers participated in the student focus group session in the U.K. The teachers had
previously participated in the teacher session and, hence, guided the conversation with probing questions.
During the student-teacher session, we discussed and tested the TeamUp tool, ideated benefits and
drawbacks of ReFlex and lastly spoke about the Ambire rotating classroom idea.
In Italy, the focus group sessions were performed with teachers and students at the Liceo Classico Chris
Cappell School located in Anzio, close to Rome, Italy. The Chris Cappell School is a public school in a
privately funded building. The very well maintained premises with view to the beach include a student
library, a public library and outdoor as well as indoor facilities for physical education. Both sessions, the
one with teachers and the one with students, were held in English. Five teachers of English, Math, Latin
and Greek participated in the Teacher Focus Group session along with the Italian National Pedagogical
Coordinator of iTEC and a WP 3 partner. After introducing TeamUp, we discussed the ReFlex, Sessions,
Learning Story Player and the Ambire prototype. The teachers did not agree on all points during the
session, which provided grounds from deeper discussion. Five students (two girls and three boys) with
migration background between 15 to 16 years of age participated in the student focus group session.
TeamUp was tested and discussed. Further, the benefits and drawbacks for personal audio reflection in
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ReFlex were considered, pros and cons of the Sessions classroom collaboration tool were pointed out, and
lastly use-case scenarios for Ambire were ideated.
The two focus group sessions in Austria were facilitated in Salzburg at the Ausbildungszentrum St. Josef.
The school is an all girl school that is part of the European Network of Innovative Schools (ENIS) in
Austria. Students of St. Josef recently designed an illustrative multilingual brochure for doctors and
patients that presents essential phrases used in situations related to patient admission, symptoms, drugs
and pharmacy etc. in German, English, Turkish and Croatian. The brochure was recently distributed in
pharmacies and hospitals in and around Salzburg. It represents an inspiring example of online
collaboration between students and experts to address societal challenges with hands-on activities. The
sessions were held in German. Five teachers (Healthcare, English, Geography, Technical staff, and school
principle) participated in this session along with the facilitator form the WP3 and a member of the
European Network of Innovative Schools (ENIS) Austria. During this session, the prototypes TeamUp,
ReFlex, Sessions and Ambire were discussed. 6 students between 15 to 16 years of age participated in the
Focus Group. Previous to the Focus Group session, the students visited the Interpedagogika, an e-learning
conference in Vienna, where they communicated with a Finnish classroom virtually about the brochure
design. Hence, the students were able to draw on their experiences when we spoke about the prototypes
TeamUp, ReFlex, Sessions and Ambire.
The brief focus group session with Finnish teachers at the Virtual Teaching Days Conference in Helsinki
was held with 3-5 teachers, where iTEC was also presented to a larger audience. The session was very
informal and teachers stepped in and out. Although only the TeamUp prototype was discussed here,
valuable feedback for further considerations was received form this interaction. The two focus group
sessions with Danish teachers were held with 7 teachers each. During this session, the teachers were
presented with the TeamUp, ReFlex and Sessions prototypes and discussed how they could work in
Danish schools. In the following the comments of the teachers and students are summarized in relation to
the prototypes. In the following the focus group findings are discussed in relation to prototypes.

3. Prototypes
3.1 TeamUp
Team visualization
In Austria, the students usually form teams and the teacher learns about the team formation only at the
end of the project. Hence, the visualization of the team formations was considered useful. Also the Italian
teachers appreciated that.
Transparent teaming criteria
The U.K. students appreciated that the rules and reasons for forming teams are transparent with the tool,
as teachers’ team formations sometimes appears random without clear objectives. Some of the teachers
mentioned that the possibility of students to choose several topics they are interested in is positive,
because a discussion around the topic choices often takes time. The option of casting votes with clickers
was wished for.
Value of the tool lies in the audio recordings
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The Mental Note icons were perceived differently between teachers and students. The U.K. teachers were
concerned about their academic value. Although it was stated to be intentional, the teachers did not find
this useful. Also the Austrian teachers perceived the icons as delicate. They suggested using the icons
only for a “getting to know round”. The Italian students appreciated the fact that the mental notes were
shared and would embrace making up the meaning together with the teacher.
For the Finnish and Austrian teachers, as well as the Italian students it was clear: The primary value of the
tool are the audio recordings and their reflection possibilities for students and teachers, not formation of
teams (although some teachers also like that), and the value of the mental notes not clear. The teachers
wanted to see the amount of recordings a group made and which ones they had not viewed before.
Further, when mentioned that the idea was that the teachers could listen to the recordings on the MP3
players, the Finnish teachers were very excited. They were, however, wondering how to collect the data to
their personal computer. For the students, hearing voice and speaking about something would increase
their memory of the “fact” opposed to writing it down. See also ReFlex. For the teachers the recordings
were considered as assessment supplements. They could use the recordings in comparison with their
personal observations to see how far the students got within 1 hour. The recordings would reveal in more
detail which of the students were working intensively. Further, the audio recordings were considered
meaningful for learning how to speak and present their point of view. This is discussed in more depth in
2.2 ReFlex. Lastly, being able to see the amount of feedback that another team is receiving might
encourage the students to collaborate with a team that is performing very well, or to speak to that team in
person.
Students record personal learning goals
It was the U.K. teachers’ opinion for the students to see their learning goals at all times. This would be in
line with the “Learning Menus” (see Figure 1) that are widely used in the U.K. school that was visited. In
the menus, the skills that the students are expected to learn from attending the course are listed, which is
understood to make it easier for the students to describe their skills. The teachers pointed out that instead
of our vague guiding questions for reflection in TeamUp and Reflex, the teachers want to be able to enter
their own questions, add instructions for students to guide them towards what kind of information they
should specifically record. The challenge with integrating that into TeamUp is that the students would be
trained to say that they learned what the teacher prescribed in order to pass the course, and neither
students nor teacher might recognize the skills they learned apart from those.

Figure 1: Learning menu as displayed in front of a classroom in the U.K. school
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Sharing recordings
Hearing the recordings of other teams would give the students more ideas for improving their own work.
Sharing the recordings between teams simplifies catching up on teamwork.
Teacher records feedback for students
Teachers in the UK viewed the team recordings and the individual recordings as a two way feedback
channel, in which the students can tell what went well and even better if, and the teachers could provide
tips and comments to students to improve their work. It would have to be tested in practice if this is
something that is found useful by the teachers and students (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Visualization of teacher instructions for audio recordings

3.2 ReFlex
The ReFlex prototype was discussed during almost all focus group sessions, except the one with Finnish
teachers. In the following, a summary of the comments is presented.
Recommendations for when the tool can be used
The U.K. students mentioned that using the tool would depend on the lesson type. For example, notes for
Science related subjects should be written and formulas visualized. They considered the tool to replace
the large amount of paper notes that as easily accumulate, as they get lost of subjects such as English and
Design and Technology. The Italian students suspected that they would record messages from home more
often than at school. As the students felt that their center of life is school, and every social encounter
starts from school, the tool’s approach of mixing home and school learning was positively perceived. On
a general level, more individual work happens in the Italian school. Hence, the Italian teachers
commented that ReFlex, affording individual reflection, would work better for them.
Recording length to stay limited
Overall, the teachers considered limiting the recording to 1 minute to be positive, not only because it
limits the time teachers have to spend catching up on the work that was done. For students to learn how to
summarize their ideas and to present them concisely is an important learning challenge. The students on
the other hand urged to lengthen the 1-minute recording time, which may suggest that it really is difficult
for them to precisely summarize their learning experience. The teachers said that 1 minute may seem
short, but if student were able to speak about what they learned for one full minute they would be
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positively surprised. One teacher stated: “I would find it exciting to limit the length, so that they would
have to think about what the essential bits are.”
Memorizing better through audio recordings
The students of all three countries in which the Focus Group session with students were facilitated
mentioned that speaking content out load would increase their memory of it, opposed to writing about it
only. Further, the Italian students said that the audio recordings would simplify catching up on group
work, and the Austrian students appreciated that the team recordings would be available in the personal
learning case as well.
Practice speaking
Particularly in Italy and Austria the tool was considered to support students to learn how to speak about
and present their learning outcomes, but also to listen to how they speak. Especially in Italy this was an
important effect of the tool, because of the different existing dialects, and Italian being the second
language for many. Listening to the audio recordings of other students could be useful for self-reflection
of presentation and speaking skills as well.
Guided questions by teachers or student topics for recordings
Different opinions were voices towards the possibility of students to record audio message based on
personally selected topics. The U.K. teachers wanted to add specific instructions and project specific
information for students. This was also mentioned to be good by some Italian teachers, while other Italian
teachers said that he students should choose the topics of their reflections on their own. The worries of the
Italian teachers were raised worries about student choosing recording topics, because they might not be
constructive. This would have to be tested. In either case, each recording should have a title, particularly
those that are shared with the teaching staff, so that a teacher may rapidly judge the relevance of one
recording above another. The Austrian teachers were reminded of Rubrics, where students can mark their
competences by ticking formulated sentences. Although marking their competences may be faster and
easier for the students initially, learning how to formulate their learning achievements on their own may
be more valuable. The Italian students considered it as a positive feature to be able to instantly record
ideas and quick thoughts.
Sharing recordings
Both, students and teachers mentioned that the students should decide what recordings to share and which
they want to keep private. Hence, each recording on the timeline should have a separate sharing option.
Teachers wanted to be able to specify how many recordings each student should share with the teachers
and are able to see how many additional recordings each student created without sharing them. Those that
were shared with the teacher should be visually marked in the interface of the students. This, the Austrian
teachers suggested, could be indicated with a letter on the speech bubbles of the timeline. The teachers
wanted a simpler teacher interface, that shows the activities of the students, such as amount of total
recordings created, lengths of recording, time of recording without being able to access the content. The
teachers argued that this information would have the advantage for the teachers to enter into a
conversation with the students and to ask why they recorded a lot of messages but only shared a few.
Also, students are, for example in Italy, not divided in classes but attend different courses in the same
class of students. This also means that different teachers teach the same class. These teachers do not know
much about the learning achievement of the students in other subject areas. Hence, the recordings should
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not be shared based on subjects. The Italian teachers suggested that the ReFlex tool would present them
with the opportunity to learn about each other’s work.
The individual recordings are useful for the students, because they can record their personal learning
challenges and breakthroughs irrespective of the teamwork that they are preparing together with others.
The students further said that the personal audio recordings of ReFlex would add to their teamwork
experience, because “in team work, there are sometimes different opinions, but in the team work we have
to come to one outcome.” Through ReFlex opposing opinions could be recorded, shared and discussed.
Also, it would be easy for students who were ill in one class to catch up on the work that happened by
sharing the reflections. It should be possible to share some of the messages with the teachers and other
students while other recordings should be kept private (see Figure 3). From the student’s point of view, it
would be good if the recordings are used as supplementary assessment material, because the teacher could
see how far students got and how much effort they invested in a work. The recordings could be used as
evidence for the teachers that the students deeply engaged with the topic of the work and that they might
need more time for concluding the work because of that. Based on the Italian teachers, the ReFlex
recordings should not be used for assessment, because this would make the students “freeze up”, “panic”
or “feel judged”. A feeling of freedom and comfort would more likely result positively on the overall
learning of presentation skills and self-reflection practice. However, the Austrian teachers stated that they
wanted to use the recordings to see how they compare their observations during class.

Figure 3: Prototype created during the focus group sessions with Italian teachers and students
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Feedback by teachers in form of audio recordings
The students mentioned that the teacher should give them audio-recorded feedback on their work, because
this way they would be able to listen to the feedback over again. For them to hear a recording of the
teacher presenting a task or giving a feedback on learning progression feels as if they are more in control
over their work, because the teacher would not come over a lot of times asking why the student has not
moved on to the next part yet, because the students it lost. They liked the idea of hearing the tone of the
voice of the teacher. Further, the U.K. students said that the teacher’s audio feedback for teams should be
visible for everyone, but the individual feedback should only be visible to the particular student it was
meant for. Nonetheless, the students argued that it could also enhance positive competition to be able to
see whether other students received more generally positive or negative comments. For this, the students
draw an illustration of a statistical interface showing green and red speech bubbles for each student,
representing teacher feedback (see Figure 4). The audio messages by the teacher should be visible on the
student profile timeline and immediately recognizable as coming form the teacher.

Figure 4: Drawing of the teacher view of the ReFlex tool by U.K. students

As teachers spend a lot of time repeating themselves in class, the teachers considered it to be an
opportunity for saving time to be able to record a message once and send it to several students. One
teacher stated: “And the individual recordings are for the students themselves helpful, because it might
happen that I work in a team and my individual learning results and my problems might be completely
different to those of the rest of the group.”
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Taking written notes
Austrian students stated that “in this interface you cannot see what we did, you can only hear it. It would
be good to be able to choose to record and to be able to add short notes as well.” (See Figure 5) However,
the teachers and other students said that notes are getting lost frequently, or are simply stored away in a
folder and never taken out again. Through the recordings the paper work would be minimized. For the
interface this could mean that the prototype might only need one active recording area that is
simultaneously recorder and player, similarly to the current version of TeamUp.

Figure 5: ReFlex prototype as changed by the Austrian students

Flipped classroom: Using personal mobile devices
Some of the students suggested that they could use their personal mobile devices to record messages.
Particularly, recordings were suggested to be homework. ReFlex could be used for the Flipped classroom
scenario, as the students further mentioned that they could prepare work at home and then present the
recordings in class for discussion. ReFlex was recognized to resemble a personal diary by some teachers.
Overall, the tool could be piloted with existing tools such as Android Rehearsal Assistant, AudioBoo,
VoiceThread, etc.

3.3 Sessions
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The Sessions concept of easily connecting to classrooms of other countries was well perceived by the
students and teachers. However, a similarity with eTwinning was recognized. Hence alternative scenarios
for using sessions that are not addressed in eTwinning were ideated.
The main challenges that were mentioned in relation to the Sessions prototype are: time zones, lesson
plan fixation, organizational efforts, technology failure, and trust. The planning of the collaboration and
how to connect it to the basic lessons take a lot of effort. The teachers are not willing to catering to the
needs of other schools or, more specifically, direct their lessons to the interests of other schools. It is
possible to bring in someone who already created something that could be useful. It would, however, not
be possible for Austrian teachers to adjust their work effort towards the needs of outside of school parties.
Furthermore, in collaboration, trust plays a large role for the teachers. One teacher asked “how to design
the tool to have good partners and contacts that I can rely on?” Trust that people are reliable and do not
only submit their tasks last minute is very important for the teachers. Knowing that one can collaborate
and work with a particular class may only be established through personal contact, for example via a
Skype meeting. Through this, a lesson plan can be created together. Teachers can imagine placing a topic
into the room and seeing who would respond to that, or if another institution is also working on the same
topic. Overall, teachers said that they might not have the time to share their own resources, but would like
to use the resources of other teachers.
Recommendations for using the tool
Two strong themes were mentioned that might need to be addressed in different ways: (1) sharing of
students’ presentations on a “student market”, and (2) using collaboration as a method during project
work. Generally collaboration with different classrooms was considered to work best when presenting
final works.
Serendipitous collaboration
Regarding collaborative classrooms, teachers through that a serendipitously stumbling upon a connection,
based on profile information would be more useful than actively searching of people to collaborate with.
Particularly, because there is no time to add sessions and search for sessions but the interest for
collaborating with other classrooms is given. The U.K. teachers suggested spezify.com and stumble.com
for inspiration. Through making interesting items with starts, patterns could emerge from which
collaboration could be built. This may be a technically challenging feature to implement, however, based
on the Focus Group sessions more feasible for teachers. Still, ad-hoc collaborations would ask for a lot of
flexibility from the teachers, which the Austrian teachers may not be able to provide. eTwinning does not
offer chance meetings, and this could be an opportunity for situating the Sessions prototype.
Broadcasting final presentations
The excitement of presenting group work in front of class or in form of a poster in the hallway is wearing
off with repetition. Teachers suggested that it would be motivating for students to present their work in
front of students outside of their own school. They might be motivated to work towards even better
results. To minimize organizational effort, the teachers suggested the collaboration to happen similar to a
TV broadcast that other classrooms would tune into.
How students share and offer
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While some Italian teachers thought that the students would not like to share their work openly with
others, because it seemed like an open invitation for cheating. Others speculated that the students would
like to share their work, based on the fact that the students use websites for sharing their work already
(see studenti.it and latinovivo.com). The works of peers in other countries may inspire students and use
gathered ideas to improve their own projects. Overall, the students considered it interesting to be able to
share works with students of classrooms across Europe. They stated that it could save time for the teacher
if students could offer sessions and participate in sessions offered by others based on their interests.
The teachers do not feel concerned about sharing of student information, such as video or audio
recordings made by the students of themselves. There are mechanisms for that in place already: The
teachers ask for the parents consent for sharing such data either in the beginning of the year or the
beginning of an activity. The teachers agree overall that the students should not share their personal email
addresses but those provided by school sharing no private information only subject related content. The
system should work without login and password needed.

3.5 Ambire
Peer learning and sharing project work is increasingly becoming more important in schools. Classroom
management systems currently let the teacher control when to share the work of learners with the class,
for example by way of a wall projection. We asked how could existing or new technologies be used to
build trust and a sense of community in the classroom? In response to this question, we designed a
concept of an ambient display for sharing the ongoing work of the students in the classroom. The concept
is called Ambire and Figure 4 illustrates the prototype.
In Italy the word ‘ambire’ is a verb for being ambitious. People use the word in relation to aiming for
success, and in some cases strongly linked to monetary success. The name of the application could, hence,
be reconsidered.
The starting point for Ambire was to make individual computer work visible and shareable across the
classroom. It also became a way to set the mood or atmosphere of the classroom: “here is what we are
working on”. A follow-up idea is to use some other means to create the mood: using music or visuals.
Recommendations for using the tool
One Italian teacher commented: “Students should always remember that they are working in a
community. So, even when they are working on different projects, everyone can help. This kind of a
board makes them remember that and makes them understand how everyone can help other people. It is
really useful. For example in the jigsaw project.” Other teachers did not agree with that, because they felt
that this would disperse the existing healthy competition among the students. The Austrian students
initially questioned the need for the tool, because the students are generally aware of what the other
student teams are working on. Almost all teachers and students mentioned that the tool should not be used
in test situations. Further, the Austrian students considered the rotating classroom concept problematic.
They ideated the scenario of someone finishing a task early and starting to browse the Internet for cute
cats. This might send a wrong message to others, including the teacher. Some said that it would make
them feel uncomfortable to share their screen with everyone, they felt that their computer screen was
something personal. However, the Italian students felt that sharing their work with the classroom was
generally positive, because seeing the work of other people would be used for improve your own work.
The Austrian teachers commented that the classroom rotation of Ambire would have to happen very
slowly, because any additional screen motion might distract class concentration. However, the same
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teachers also speculated about the possibility that the students might simply get used to it. On a general
level the teachers and students suggested that the tool should tested in order to understand particular use
cases better.
Two ideas emerged that seem particularly promising for the further development of the tool. U.K.
teachers mentioned one during the Focus Group sessions and the other emerged from the discussing the
Focus Group sessions within the design team.
1. Mixing digital and non-digital
The U.K. teachers considered the prototype useful on an ad-hoc basis in combination with a “cameraspace” or a “flip camera”. The teachers wanted to be able to take photographs or short video clips of the
practices of the students. The camera space was thought to be for the teacher to share good technical
processes and techniques, such as specific ways of holding a compass, with the entire class rapidly. The
wall could be used for storing these videos and later looking at the good practices collected there. The
teachers would say “you have done this very well, would you mind if I show that to the class? Look how
well this student went about cutting.” The idea was compared with “teaching with the live idea in the
lesson”. The tool should be used for sharing drawings or techniques opposed to right and wrong answers,
in order to motivate people to work hard and to discourage sitting back and waiting until the correct
answer is displayed. The tool was developed from a flipbook to a show and tell device.
This idea build on the disappointment with classroom management tools that only allow teachers to see
students’ screen activity.
2. Teachers share success stories
In addition to screenshots, videos of highlights could be captured and shared, even among teachers of the
school. Teacher could use a video camera that records constantly and can store 1 minute into the past
when something interesting happens.

4. Discussion on possible prototype development
Based on this analysis, the further development of TeamUp should include, if resources are available:
● Interface for adding and removing teams;
● Possibilities for teachers to move recordings from one team to another;
● Possibility for teachers to edit task and questions for recordings;
● Showing the number for new recordings and the number of total recordings per team;
● Download feature for team recordings and exporting data to share them loosely via other devices;
● Make sure that everything possible is done to prevent school firewalls, proxies etc. from breaking
the note recording feature;
● Possibility to manually create teams.
● Bring the recording function more into the foreground in the visual presentation of the tool
Implementations that are less crucial
● Option to allow students to edit teams;
● Drag and drop already existing picture into the profile image space;
● Enable connection to LMS so profiles can be imported;
● Each team member receives the team recordings in their “ReFlex - my learning case” timeline;
● It is already possible for the teacher to record an audio message for student teams. It could be
visually communicated more strongly;
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ReFlex
●
●
●
●
●
●

If resources are available this tool should move forward;
Recording length should stay limited;
Linking of TeamUp and ReFlex tool;
It would have to be further explored if the personal reflection should be guided by teacher
questions, students' personal choices, or both;
Make sharing functions available for recordings or implement possibility for downloading the
data;
Create a mobile version of ReFlex for enabling students to use their personal mobile devices to
record messages;

Sessions
● Make the kind of work mode someone is seeking or offering visible;
● Simple profiles or tasks teachers are planning should be created that can be automatically
matched, to allow for serendipitous collaboration. This would differentiate the tool from
eTweening;
● This should be an interface for students and teachers;
Ambire
● The name should be reconsidered;
● Very slow transitions to minimize distraction;
● Idea 1: Mixing digital and non-digital - a class recorder, an offline iPad like device that records
and plays back video recordings created by the teacher or students. This should not be a widget,
but a physical tool installed in the classroom. The data should be saved locally;
● Idea 2: Teachers share their success stories in class among each other in the teacher-room to
inspire others;
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Introduction
This document presents the documentation of the online focus group sessions that were facilitated during cycle 3.
Participating teachers documented their thoughts on a shared Google document during the session.

Online focus group session 1
Introductions
Designer/Researcher at Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture Helsinki Finland
Austria ICT Teacher in Austria Age of students 10 - 18;
Spain, math and physics in secondary school 14 - 18
teacher in a Primary School in Lastra a Signa, near Florence 6 - 10
researcher at Futurelab (UK) and I am also working with this group of teachers to develop the latest batch of
scenarios, as part of iTEC. I am here as a "participant observer" :)
Our greatest innovations and/or experiences (tools or practices)
Austria: I was installing our new network for 80 rooms/1150 (interactive beamers ...)students last two Years.
Experirences in Spice and Scientix, sharing good practices with partners across Europe. Students train teachers in
using the technology.Students that train teachers are called eCoaches in my school)
Spain IWB since 7-8 years. One of the teachers to choose what model to install in classes. SMART. One of the first
ten SMART teachers in Spain. Some years ago "teachers with tech" were pioneers.
Italy I am one of the Italian pioneers with the IWB; when it was not known in Italy, special lessons with IWB Smart
exemplary educator in Italy. with another teacher
Futurelab: the way teachers use technologies and "innovations" for "unintended purposes". E.g. to reflect individual
aims and beliefs (programming, gaming, sports, etc.)
Use of interactive whiteboards (tools and practices)
Austria: Hardware: Use 2 different hardware systems: Promethean board in IT rooms an Claxan interactive beamers
in classes Software: main software -active inspire software to organize different classes - e.g.geogebra and scratch
apps. Don't use books anymore , I use moodle and dotLRN for documentation. IWB one group is working on their
Scratch in front of everyone while the rest of the students use their netboks. Teacher training in ITEC - Cycle 1 moodle; cycle 2 and following -dotLRN Conversation: Active expression tools (doing polls ...) > ad hoc multiple
choice / yes and no. get them out of "isolation". Good way to converse.
Spain: use big board for projection (movies ...) then find that you can write on the slides, then software permits you
to make materials to use in the class and share knowledge with students. Save what teachers and students are saying,
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and use the Internet to open it up to the world. Write on webpages and change what you are looking at. A big
window.
Italy: Smart board and some promethean (normally uses Smart). Always open. All possible ways: Board, prepare
personal lessons, smartbook notebook, teach English I use free pieces of sotftware found on the web prepare stories,
scan pictures made on my own. IWB as a learning tool more than a teaching one. Iwb permitschildren to meet other
technologies. in iTEC it was the place for brainstorming, writing ideas, report what they did, the Iwb is a sort of
scaffolding to help children to think: using graphic organizers you help them to organize their ideas and you
promote dialogue among children. It can be easily done if they are divided into cooperative groups. Develop
speaking competence of children (English). Working with Paintings, try to think what the people in the paintings
thinkg and say. Write dialogues, record them. Have speaking pictures.
Futurelab - I have no teaching experience with an IWB, but I am very interested in how teachers can use IWBs to
establish a dialogue with learners.
Use of learning management systems (tools and practices)
Austria: dotLRN (new since April 2012) and eduMoodle (main Austrian LMS). steps of science lessons: (stations)
1. Knowledge base (e.g. find informations about programming) 2. Experiments (programs...) physical experiments.
realistic experiments or simulations 3. chat for discussing experiences (different positions, problems,solution)...
moodle chat or class discussions. 4. testing at the end.(challenge,exams).
Not all students have netbooks, 5th (15 years) all work on netbooks, they buy it themselves. can borrow them from
iT rooms. Starting with mobile phones. They are private. First contact. Use facebook at home, work with computers
from 14 - 18. Interested in working with others tools before.
Spain - Alexia, manage educations system of all school. Response/SMART. students give feedback to the teacher.
Evaluation, students can test something new. Doing exams on the move. Prepare tests. All studnets have computers.
school shares netbooks with students. Wide range of students coming from rural villages. 60% of territory is not
covered with Internet in Spain. There are students who don't have access at home.
Issue for using LMS at home.
Italy - Schoology, easy environment system quite similar to facebook. What is similar to facebook/ what do the
children love: don't feel that it is connected to school. permits you to have conversations. No chat. they use gmail for
that. Using it to communicate with children out of school, to send them games and exercises. At the moment using
Google apps with children: for collaborative writing, I use response tools only for tests Anyway, it is a problem
using web tools because not all the children have computers at home. Some of them have computers but they are not
connected to the web. Big difference between schools. Secondary schools have lots of laptops that can be used by
students. But primary schools other consideration of tech: computer labs, with computers that can only be used in
the classroom. Not used around all classes. Usie tech only in "tech hour" but not used across the whole school time.
Futurelab - like before, I have no direct experience of LMSs, although I used Moodle in the past, but from a research
perspective I am really interested in how teachers use LMSs to bridge home and school, and for innovative
assessment methods (e.g. one of the scenarios we are currently developing).
Ambire
Austria - work to the IWB. Likes the idea that everyone knows what is going on. Discuss about other student works.
Would use pausing function.
Train teachers -students orientated tool.
Italy - some teachers try to do that with the iPads. Useful for children to interact more. would love that but those
devices cannot be used all time. Children should also use old tools (exercise - books, for example) because if you
use only computers children may lose the capacity of writing or creating with their hands. Computers help creativity
and develop cognitive abilities but young children need also real experiences.
Spain - Maths, it would be a way of sharing information in wider range than when asking students to go to
blackboard to speak about what they are doing. Useful in those moments. SMART sync has the possibility to do
something like that. Teachers has access to all desktops of children. Teacher can choose. I like this better.
Tiny
Austria - Possibility for students to sign up. Collaboration tool nice to work with. Would use it in collaboration with
Promethean. Facebook is problem. One student is in court with facebook.
Spain - Agree with Hermann. Same issues with data security in Spain. EdModo. A lot of teachers and classes sign
in. But every time a social network appears is a new facebook or twitter. But this examples is interesting. School
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related experiences to share could engage students more. In the interface there are a lot of links to outside.
Educational links..., more focussed and uses of the tool.
Italy - wonderful for children to collaborate with other children in Europe.

Online focus group session 2
Introductions
Designer/Researcher at Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture Helsinki Finland
Estonia - Secondary school. English, educational technologist. Main aim: pedagogical support to teachers. If they
use IT they have an idea, go to class with them teach a tool http://iteclillekyla.blogspot.com/
Lithuania - a primary teacher, uses it in lessons. Using technology safely for students and teachers. Suggested to use
TeamUp. Maths, languages, Science, Arts. Lithuania.
Turkey - English,German ,Drama Teacher at state upper secondary school from Turkey. very good at Ict and 2.0
web tools , Wish to learn LMS very well. (did not attend - added later)
Our greatest innovations and/or experiences (tools or practices)
Estonia - hard to say what is the "greatest innovation". right now exploring tools that can be used collaboratively.
Mindomo - for collaborative mindmapping. Up to 20 students create mind map at the same time. Prezi Prezi - A
presentation tool, creative. work with a group of students at the same time with a presentation. I enjoy it. Use the
tools for cycle 2. Students ask teachers what they like. To view and edit also. Show them they don't have to work
alone, but share and work together. Add pictures and video is more exciting than just google docs.
Lithuania - like to create projects, especially science projects. Children like the technology because it is new and
motivating. We can create new learning together.
Turkey -My great innovation this year after participating ITEC using media in the classroom and the implementation
of learning stories in my lessons.we use lots of ict and web tools with my students . (did not attend - added later)
Use of interactive whiteboards (tools and practices)
tools and practices
Estonia - Smart and promethean but none in the classroom. Age 16 - 19. SMart boards might be better for young
students. They need to touch things, but older students may not. Runs courses that teach teachers to use SMART
boards. How to create own activities. e.g. worksheets to use in the classroom. Revision exercises and games. If there
was funding for boards in all classrooms.
Lithuania - rarely used. Would like to use it. Not available at the moment.
Turkey - I have just started to use LMS with my class ,I assign homework and run a course.The result is very
satisfactory indeed. (did not attend - added later)
Use of learning management systems (tools and practices)
Estonia VIKO, virtual school. Very easy, so easy that students of grade 1 use them (7 years). No interactive tasks.
Just posting of documents etc. Secondary school: Moodle. Use open systems like blogs, in media classes. For
documenting portfolios. (teacher decides, but it is promoted in 2nd school)
All know VIKO E-school system, central Estonian systems for communication between home and schools.
comments and grades and homework access. Post worksheets and links there. Official system. Prefer to post tasks to
VIKO, because there one can see if students was in system and opened something. Into e-school students cannot
upload to e-school, but to VIKO.
Lithuania - Moodle course about science creating together learning resources, a book, gloogsters. Students like that
course. Uses VIKO too.
Ambire
Estonia - classroom management system is used. Teacher can take control over students screen to project for the
whole class to see. SANAKKO It would be nice if students would also see the screen of other students without
teacher teacher control. If the test is about producing something collaboratively, it would be wonderful, but if it is a
classical test of course not so good.
Sometimes have a look at what others are doing and to reflect on the works. Vote on the best work, or give credits
and comments. Used google docs for comments in cycle 2.
Lithuania - feedback used by students, they write comments
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Tiny
Estonia - Reminds of Twitter Used facebook groups. Difficult to say until tried out. Teachers have to promote the
tool and find the usefulness of it. It only works if there are active participants, else it would die soon. How to keep it
alive. Everyone is working in different phases. Some are just starting, some are looking for evaluation. Have to read
a lot of posts to come to it. A lot of information, and it take time to find things I need. Search is good, but there are
no tags in facebook. Both, pre-set tags > project partner, evaluate, collaborate + personal created tags e.g. subjects or
student grades.
Lithuania - interesting. Good way to communicate with children about projects. Speaks with other teachers in
facebook groups also with teachers in other countries. Likes everything about the facebook group.

Online focus group session 3
Introductions
Designer/Researcher at Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture Helsinki Finland
Hungary - 2nd school, 12-19, English and Russian, Language teachers, Hungarian Focus teacher in cycle 1
(pretested and tested the first scenarios)
U.K. - design and technology, 2nd school, 11-16, center of England, pilot teachers, cycle 2 case studies. IWB
courses with Promethean.
Our greatest innovations and/or experiences (tools or practices)
Hungary - in iTEC starting to use web 2.0 applications in English class. Before pre-pilots we had not anything like
that. Project to match examination practice and prep / itec to curriculum. Students loved it. Google applications - 1.5
years ago, prezi, electronic posters, shared documents a bit of wikis. Quite different, large variety, sharing
documents made it easy to use in group work. Working online was interesteing because they could place links to the
presentations. Learned a lot from students. Teachers are motivated to think the tools further.
U.K. - students know a lot about tech, we need to go with that. Favorite is active inspire. using reveal and timers.
Wireless mouse enables her to move around. Sit with students and draw from there. School is moving towards
eveyone to have an iPAD. started with ipod touch. changes the way she teaches. voice recording for homework,
exam preparations, record the main points. email the notes to each other, share your answers to get someone elses
viewpoint on the same questions, give verbal feedback to the students. Listen to the students recordings together.
Nive to have the discussion with them. GCSE (like abitur) apps
Use of learning management systems (tools and practices)
Hungary - web 2.0. Gmail, documents, prezis etc... with LMS understands that it is a management for class, like a
diary. Assign tasks for students and quizzes they can solve tasks online and at home and evaluated online or email.
We don't use LMS in school. Would like to use them. Learning how to use them. There is no help for training.
Learning analytics might make life easier for teachers. Not so complicated.
U.K. - Frog VLE since sept 2011, share resources between staff and students. Get into it from school and home. We
are not using it as much as we could. Some teachers need training to see benefits of their students. Online sharing
files and resources. We can see who uploaded files and when.
Edmodo, like a social network for students, set quizes and assignments and students like to log onto it much more.
Students want to use Facebook, but problems with bullying and it is blocked. There is a wall. Looks similar to
facebook. Instantly know where to look and click. Quizzes are useful. Access feedback at any time. Learner
Response system, Active expression and Active Engage to get Learning Analytics. Email spreadsheet to parents, see
progress. Discuss with students in the class
The handheld thing is difficult to use. Touch screen they are more used to now. Takes time to hand out the tools.
Better when they can use their own ipads. Learning from students how to use the tools, they use them in other
classes too. Teachers would need to know how to set up and start the lessons.
Ambire
Hungary - agree with Fabia. Doubts, if lessons are too digitalized we have to spend more time dealing with e devices
than lesson. Problems with Internet access, and tech devices, spoke a little English in the lesson only... more time
spend with set up etc. Students are more active in the technology supported lessons. A person who to call if there is
an issue. Or helps before the lesson, to upload material.
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U.K. - useful. one of the things that may be difficult. You have no idea what they are looking at when they are using
ipad. Having to trust what they are doing is a little bit tricky sometimes. Teacher monitoring system is useful. Pause
in the middle to do peer assessment.
Would have to get used to. Balance between too much change and innovative practice. For group work a useful tool.
OFSTED come in and observe teachers and grade them. When OFSTED is coming in then tech is not used. There is
the worry that no "learning" is happening. It may ruin the lesson when the tools are not functioning properly.
Tiny
Hungary - one can use e-twinning through chatting and email. And in gmail too. Students can use e-twinning as well
but not all of them do. Experience working with e-twinning. But it would be challenging to find the time to
collaborate live in the classroom.
U.K. - form her subject it would not fit in very well. Maybe more useful for language teachers. Ability to speak with
someone who is a native speaker of the language that you are learning. Speak options.
Both might be interesting: listening to recording and live speech. Ability to respond to questions. Engage into
conversation. Use listening skills and then respond immediately.

Online focus group session 4
Introductions
Designer/Researcher at Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture Helsinki Finland
Turkey - English teacher, 2 ndary school, 10 years, 2 r&d center. Coordinating teacher participants in iTEC.
Working on EU funded and locally funded project. Studying Social Media/Internet use in classroom. Autonomous
learning (MA thesis), Istanbul Turkey 2nd cycle pilot teachers
Our greatest innovations and/or experiences (tools or practices)
Turkey - Internet access in the classroom, find games related to language teaching and test topic in the classroom at
the same time. Tests on the Internet that can be done at home. Takes less time to correct the tests than using paper.
Planning to use Prezi, because of recommendations of other teachers. Using camera outside of class to take home.
Use of interactive whiteboards (tools and practices)
Turkey - uses, but is not so active user. Takes time to get used to it. 2 interactive projectors and whiteboards, was
not very successful preparing personal content, but fixed Just like powerpoint presentation, clicking on links with
ready made material. It is not enough Creating material with others would be good. There is online training, but it
was not enough (2x 30 minutes) Needs time for practice. ACER Interactive Projector Would like to get accustomed
to it and create own material. Training of IWB in Ireland, but when coming back to school there was none.
Use of learning management systems (tools and practices)
Turkey - Learning about it on iTEC, but as she did not teach in the classroom, she did not use it. She showed other
teacher how to use it and they did it. Teacher control system connecting student netbooks to main computer. see all
computers, set questions. In secondary school not so useful (over 15) They can control their own learning pace.
Students controlling themselves. They do everything in order and on time. If you control them, you take that
possibility away. They might think that the teacher is following them. That is a problem. They might look at their
facebook... it is fine to send the message, if they watch a funny video they could, but they can still listen to the
lesson. I don't want to control them. If they are done with a task early they can surf the internet. If I knew how to use
the LMS maybe I would not have the feeling of disturbing them.
Ambire
Turkey - Can be used, but prefer to show all students tasks at the same time on the wall. Open two different words
files at the same time. to be able to compare, otherwise... short memory about them. If someone wants to say
something about 1st group they have to click click... waist of time. You may click on it and make it bigger.
Tiny
Turkey - Reminds of eTwinning. In there, students from Europe work on the same topic. Sending presentation on
same topic and see others and can comment on it. Facebook is doing nearly the same thing. There are 5 students in
pink group and second yellow group. they can share. and then also go to skype. Good collaboration.
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If information is everywhere we need to collaborate with people to pic information up everywhere. Following
groups on facebook and also in eTwinning. Teachers see her as coordinator of the project. Announcing projects on
facebook, accepting teachers to facebook account. It is nice to them to be exposed to ideas, as inspiration. Mayeb
they can use it later. Share and collaborate through SM. e.g. google groups: more than 500 teachers. 40 schools.
email addresses sending announcements about seminars projects and ask about their ideas.
Confident Youth (turkish platform) for teachers and students for sharing their ideas and projects. Others can join the
projects and work on them together. other cities of Turkey or Europe they can work together on the same topic.
Remember about families as well. Give them a link to groups and social networks so that they can also follow the
learning process of their students to get comments on how to "be parents" find a way how to include them. There are
also family surveys
acer1to1computing: 40 netbooks to students for free and for students to use at home. ask parents ideas of how they
think tools should be used.
Surveys to ask them about ideas, include them later in a task project. Cultural values, cultural meals and how to cook
them. Ask parents about them, make videos including parents into the task. Make a new resource together with their
families.
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Conclusion report - cycle 2
Abstract:
This internal report documents the results of the cycle 2 pre-pilots. Chapter 1 presents an
overview of the cycle 2 learning activities, including a presentation of the structure of the prepilot. Chapter 2 documents the received reports of the teachers that performed the per-pilots,
and quantifies them. Chapter 3 relates the findings of the reports to the learning activities,
presenting an analysis. This is followed by a discussion in chapter 4. The report closes with the
presentation of the recommendations for cycle 2 full-scale pilots. The Appendices of this report
include the cycle 2 learning activities and learning stories, as well as a model feedback form that
the teachers were asked to fill in conclusion of their pre-pilot activities.
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1. Learning activities
The 9 scenarios of the 2nd cycle were analyzed and divided into 12 learning activities as
follows:
● Collaborating classrooms
● Working in teams
● Data collection and analysis (select at least 2 of 6)
○ Learning oriented browsing
○ Social media role play for data collection
○ Collecting data outside of school
○ Peer feedback
○ Grouping
○ Working with outside expert
● Design results (select at least 1 of 2)
○ Creating a demo with Scratch
○ Creating a product or a plan etc.
● Prepare results to communicate them
● Share your work

1.1 Cycle 2 pre-pilot structure
As the major theme in most 2nd cycle scenarios was classroom collaboration, a collaboration
between two or more classes of different schools, including classes collaborating across the
borders of a country. This was chosen as one of the principal activities to be explored in the prepilots, also because it was considered to be a rather challenging activity. The structure of the
pre-pilots was as follows:
1. Instructions were prepared that contained all learning activities included in the pre-pilots.
2. A Google document was created as a platform for teachers to negotiate their
collaboration needs and to aid in finding good matches.
3. An online form was provided where teachers could enter their lesson plan details once
they had planned them together with the collaborating teacher.
4. A word document containing reflection questions was sent to teachers towards the end
of the pre-pilot phase.
In practice, several obstacles emerged:
Not all NPCs were subscribed to the pre-pilot mailing list, and were thus not able to keep up
with the latest updates and instructions. While the instructions were also available in the
coordinator section of the iTEC portal, it was clear that not all instructions reached all NPCs.
Several NPCs were not aware of the updated piloting schedule, which was formulated in
February 2011 and passed in the general assembly meeting in March 2011. The NPCs were not
prepared to organize both, cycle 1 full pilots and cycle 2 pre-pilots, simultaneously; most
teachers were engaged in the full pilots. This, and the fact that countries were pre-piloting on
different dates, introduced delays in the pre-pilot, which were problematic in terms of finding
collaborating classrooms. The reporting deadline was extended from the end of November to
mid-December.
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Classroom collaboration proved to be a major obstacle. Many teachers were willing to
collaborate in theory, under the condition that suitable offers are provided to them. However,
nearly no one was willing to ask for collaborators and share their needs via the Google
document. Teachers in several countries outright refused to collaborate even with teachers in
the same country or school, even though the NPCs several times urged them to collaborate.
Further hands-on comments on the activity can be found in section 2.4., which discusses the
Focus Group sessions with teachers and students around the Sessions prototype.

Only 9 teachers filled in the pre-pilot registration form, between the dates 8.11. and 10.12.
The negotiation document only received 6 offers for collaboration, with no visible negotiations.
Communication problems with mailing lists and the teacher portal cause many
misunderstandings, and the pre-pilot deadline, including the feedback from submission, came
as a surprise to many. Some teachers and NPCs were even planning their pre-pilots for the
spring term. The deadline was extended finally to the morning of Monday the 19th, December.
By morning 0 results were received. By the end of the business day, 4 results were received.
One incomplete feedback form was received the day after, including a personal letter with
suggestions for iTEC technology.
It became also apparent, that quite many pre-piloting teachers were not fluent in English. NPCs
were tasked in recruiting teachers advanced in ICT, pedagogy, and English for the pre-pilots,
but this has not happened. Actually some of the NPCs themselves have trouble in
understanding English, which causes further problems in communication.
Teachers mentioned that the instructions for the pre-plots were not straightforward enough,
indicating that the options for choosing activities could be more limited.
Regarding the planning of the per-pilots, many teachers felt that they did not have enough time
to prepare their pre-pilots, and hence, chose to integrate the activities with their own themes
(e.g. Norway).

2. Received reports
Table 1 summarizes and illustrates the countries that intended to participate, the amount of
teachers that participated in the classroom collaboration document as well as the lesson plan
registrations and the reflection forms we received according to country. Table 2 presents the
amount of learning activities performed during the pre-pilots according to country. The
information is based on the feedback forms that were received and the information found in the
collaborative Google document. The list below the tables indicates the themes that were
chosen.
Country / Pre- Hungary Norway
pilot phase

Austria Portugal Estonia Lithuania UK

NPC
yes
confirmation of
participation

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

France

yes yes
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Teachers
2
involved
in
collaboration
negotiations

0

1

0

0

3

1

0

Lesson
plan 2
registered

2

1

0

0

0

0

3

Reflection data 3
received

1
(incomplete)

1

2

?

?

?

?

Table 1. Activity of pre-piloting teachers by country and pre-pilot phase.
Country / Activity

Hungary

Austria

Portugal

Norway

Collaborating classrooms

3

1

2

1

Working in teams

3

1

2

1

Learning oriented browsing

3

1

1

0

Social media role play for data collection

0

0

0

0

Collecting data outside of school

0

0

2

?

Peer feedback

3

0

2

1

Grouping

1

0

0

0

Working with outside expert

0

1

0

0

Creating demo with Scratch

0

0

0

0

Creating a product or a plan etc.

2

0

0

1

Prepare results to communicate them

3

1

2

1

Share your work

3

1

2

1

Table 2. Pre-piloting of specific learning activities by country.
Themes selected by teachers:
● Custom: Austria 1, Portugal 1, Norway 1 (incomplete)
● Preparing for an exam: Hungary 1
● Building on misconceptions: Hungary 1
● Learning centered browsing: Hungary 1
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3. Analysis of activities
Here, the main findings for each performed activity are presented. The findings are based on
the pre-pilot feedback forms that were received and the information stated in the collaborative
Google document.

3.1 General notes on activities
Teachers pointed out that permission to photograph or videotape students may be a challenge
(Portugal). Video conferencing and video calls are unavailable if permissions for all students
and their parents cannot be secured. EUN has a permission document that should be made
available to NPCs and teachers. None of the teachers chose to work with the mandatory
activities that focused on students creating extensive artifacts (see Design results activities 4a
and 4b). It was guessed that the Norwegian teacher performed this activity as the feedback form
was submitted incomplete without indication what activities were performed. Overall, the prepilot phase was executed by the teachers under time pressure, due to reasons elaborated
above. Hence, there was not much time for extensive creative work. The learning activities
“Social Media Role Play for Data Collection” and “Creating a Demo with Scratch” were not
chosen by any of the teachers who provided feedback.

3.2 Collaborating classrooms
Most teachers saw support from the school level crucial. Initiating a collaboration with a
classroom that had the chance to familiarize with international collaboration through past project
experiences is much easier than starting a collaboration with two unfamiliar partners (Austria,
Hungary). The effort of getting two classes of pupils to interact may not be worthwhile for a short
project: in one case students were not interested in communicating with another class, while in
another they were very motivated (Hungary). In cases, the NPCs were actively involved in the
matching of collaborating classrooms; they urged specific teachers to collaborate (Portugal,
Norway). Matching classroom age levels, study topics and naturally the time period seem most
important factors. Obviously language can be a barrier. Once a good partner is found, the
experiences of the teachers seem to be very positive; most teachers mention the view into
another teacher’s methods of teaching as especially rewarding (Portugal, Austria, Hungary).
Tools used: email and face to face meeting for negotiations, Facebook (students keeping in
touch), Moodle (task assignment), Google Docs, Skype, national LMS, Voicethread

3.3 Working in teams
Austria used a local installation of TeamUp to avoid network problems. TeamUp was found to
be very useful. Hosting the service locally and making it available only under the internal
network may solve issues related to privacy and security. The teamwork progresses slower than
the curriculum demands allow for (Portugal). Random group assignments worked well
(Hungary). Regular team updates are crucial (Hungary). Heterogeneous groups are important.
In one Hungarian classroom, the teacher created heterogeneous groups without TeamUp and
reported that this did not present motivational for students. Mixing teams between two schools
poses problems, and probably should not be attempted without good reason (Hungary).
A Hungarian teacher recommended that teachers be prepared to take notes (text, video, etc.) at
all times. Have replacement tools in case one stops working (Hungary). Grouping done by
computer (TeamUp) was a good way to create groups, as students accepted the results
(Hungary). VoiceThread was a good alternative to do status updates.
Tools used: Google Docs, Facebook (each team has a group, teacher invited as a member to
each), TeamUp, blogs, Voicethread, IWB, Diigo, GTalk, YouTube
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3.4 Data collection and analysis
Learning oriented browsing
Giving starting locations for students was seen as useful in getting the process started (Austria).
Small concrete goals rather than one complex goal (Hungary). If the material is engaging
enough, this phase can take longer than anticipated (Portugal). Focusing the browsing with the
research goals in mind helped manage the process. Activity was familiar to students (Hungary,
1 case). The activity was considered useful, especially when the teacher suggested initial
sources and the students find more. However, language of online resources can in some case
be challenging (Hungary). Diigo (see diigo.com), an online bookmarking tool that also allows
sharing and commenting on bookmarks, was considered to be an easy-to-use tool (Hungary).
Nonetheless, students need help in revisiting their findings when they are doing their
conclusions. Students needed guidance and help in time management. Diigo groups can be
used to monitor progress. Instruct students to concentrate on quality, not quantity.
Tools used: Diigo
Social media role play for data collection
This activity was not pre-piloted.
Collecting data outside of school
Repeating a data collection method based on an existing data source is a good way for students
to better understand the data (Portugal).
Peer feedback
Also teachers sharing their work and progress to other teachers in the same school (or virtual
community) was seen as a positive activity; e.g. weekly meetings (Portugal). Facebook
produces more informal comments, while a school LMS more formal ones, but both work
(Hungary). This phase is easily given too little time in the lesson plan (Hungary). Norwegian
students commented on the artifacts that the students uploaded to blogs.
Grouping
Classification seems easy to do, but deviation from the course book structure needs
encouragement (Hungary). Grouping seemed very effective and teachers recommended their
use generally (Hungary).
Tools used: Mind mapping software (VUE) on IWB
Working with outside expert
Another teacher who was expert in the selected online tools was a valuable addition (Austria).
The contact was found through existing connections.

3.5 Creating
Plan what to do with absent students, and how to include them once they return from e.g. sick
leave (Hungary).
Creating a demo with Scratch
This activity was not pre-piloted.
Creating a product or a plan etc.
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Collection of exercises to prepare for an exam (Hungary), with the help of a new IWB system;
students learned to use it and the teacher as well learned of its capabilities.

3.6 Prepare results to communicate them
Geogebra in conjunction with an IWB was used as the presentation platform (Austria).
The editing process needs to be followed by the teacher so students don’t end up trying too
large challenges or spend time in unimportant areas (Hungary). An alternative to students doing
a summary video is to interview them on video (Hungary).
Tools used: office tools, email, Google Docs, Geogebra, cameras, Facebook (for team
communication), presentation tools, VoiceThread, Diigo, blogs, SlideRocket

3.7 Share your work
Oral presentations in pairs (Austria). Some pre-pilots did not finish in time to include this activity
(Portugal). Individual team presentations can be combined into one, although this may be
challenging and hard work for the teacher, it makes the presentations themselves smoother and
allows for shared understanding (Hungary). Controversial topics are useful, as they spark
discussions (Hungary). Giving presentations take a lot of time, but is very useful practice
(Hungary).

4. Discussion
Teachers found out that choosing from several learning activities was considered difficult task.
Disseminating instructions and piloting material in video format may be useful in avoiding
misunderstandings. HTML5-based tools (such as TeamUp and most widgets) are problematic
as many schools use outdated browsers.
The collaborating classroom activity was very challenging for the teachers to perform. The
main challenges were in motivating teachers to collaborate. However, all teachers found the
experience rewarding and valuable. Most teachers found collaborators through existing
contacts. Contacting unknown people is not easy, even when explicitly asked to do so.
The working in teams activity was part of all pre-pilots and was considered useful, albeit quite
a bit of work. The idea of team updates (audio or video recordings) was appreciated. Machinegenerated team configurations were also received well. Voicethread was a working alternative
to TeamUp recordings. An organizational challenge might be that not all curricula allow
teamwork. In a classroom collaboration setting, teams should not be formed across classrooms.
Collecting data outside of school and working with outside experts were piloted by a few
teachers. They found them generally useful. Overall, both activities are more fully explored in
the cycle 1 pilots.
Learning oriented browsing was familiar to some teachers, but an activity that was interesting
to most nonetheless. It is also easy and quick to implement, and could increase the quality of
students’ data collection.
Social media role-play for data collection and creating a demo with Scratch were not
implemented. This might have been because the activities were considered to be not interesting
or too time consuming.
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The pre-pilots were scheduled at a short notice, and the activities required a lot of preparation
and students’ active involvement. In general, time consuming activities that were performed by
teachers, for example creating a product or a plan, was difficult to manage by teachers.
Hence, any activity that includes the creation of artifacts, the time effort to include these
activities into the lesson plan is large: Only the Hungarian classroom collaboration created
learning tools for peers including peer feedback, and the collaborating Norwegian classrooms
created short animations and documentations of a staged theatrical performance.
Grouping of data (post-its, mind mapping, etc.) seems a useful and often novel technique.
Peer feedback: It seems that it was easy for students to reflect on each other’s work with the
help of artifacts they created. Giving feedback via informal networks, such as Facebook,
produces more candid commenting opposed to when using other tools. More time for personal
reflection should be reserved.
Prepare results to communicate them is an obvious phase in project based teamwork, prior
to presenting results. The activity is not necessarily novel in schools, but using digital media
tools to prepare presentations might present an additional value to the learning of the students.
Share your work mainly happened through in-class presentations. The teachers considered
this to be useful, because the students were able to practice their presentations skills.

5. Recommendations for full-scale piloting
At the time of writing this report, not all feedback reports from the pre-piloting schools have
arrived. These recommendations take into account the available pre-pilot results, focus group
results, and ongoing 1st cycle full-scale pilots. The state of existing or upcoming iTEC
technologies and widgets does not play a part in the recommendations of the learning activities.
Overall, the teachers were not satisfied with the word document distribution of the learning
activities. They wished for video cast explanation of the structure of the pre-pilot. Hence, the
availability of the Composer iTEC tool for distributing piloting information more visually
appealing and more easy to use for teachers is recommended to be tested.
The focus of the per-pilot does not lay on the artifacts that the students create but on the
process of learning through reflection. Teachers should be able to choose their own themes to
build the learning activities around.
The recommendations for each pre-piloted activity are as follows:
● Collaborating classrooms: Not recommended. eTwinning already does this, so it is not
innovative unless eTwinning schools are involved and the eTwinning collaboration model
is developed towards faster, ad-hoc type activities.
● Working in teams: Recommended. From the results it was found that teamwork
reflection should be presented as separate activity.
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●
●
●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Learning oriented browsing: Recommended. Useful and easy activity, somewhat
novel.
Social media role-play for data collection: Not recommended. No pre-pilot results
available.
Collecting data outside of school: Not recommended. Explored in cycle 1 full pilots
and results are not available yet. If the conclusions of the pilot suggest that the activities
should be further pursued, this can happen in future cycles.
Working with outside expert: Not recommended. For the same reasons as above
Peer feedback: Recommended. Explored in cycle 1 full pilots, but easy and useful
activity that is essential for teamwork. It is part of the reflection process and could
present insights for the design of learning tools that support reflection in classroom
learning.
Grouping: Recommended. Easy but novel activity.
Creating a demo with Scratch: Not recommended. No pre-pilot results available.
Creating a product or a plan etc.: Not recommended. Time-consuming, so difficult to
include in tight curriculum constraints.
Prepare results to communicate them: Mandatory part in team work. Encouraging use
of new tools is useful, otherwise not innovative.
Share your work: Mandatory part in team work. Encouraging use of new tools and new
sharing methods is useful.
(additional) Personal and team reflection: Based on the pre-pilot and focus group
results, it was found that personal reflection and team reflection would be meaningful
activities to pilot.

Based on the eventual consortium agreement on the 2nd cycle full scale pilot content,
appropriate learning activities will be further developed by WP3 and WP4, with WP6 building
necessary technical and training facilities to support the pilots. WP3 can develop a tool
prototype to support individual and team reflection, based on TeamUp and/or existing social
media services.
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Appendix A: Learning activities and stories for cycle 2
pre-pilots
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to develop their creative and critical thinking skills.(

about different ways of extracting information from data.(
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choosing and planning activities leading to deep engagement with the
chosen frame.(
… to use tools for investigation, collecting data and evidence.(
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… 1(23+,(1'0+$.",-'+%*0')(0+&'/"(0'#2$("#+3"%'/)&=4'%1'(0+<'0%7+'
$+%&,+3'*+&(%",'+3"(",-'1)5(/%&+'1="$$1'),'(0+"&')/,:'

'

#
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#
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1()&<:
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3"1*211"),:'

C)*2#+,('+8.+&"+,*+'%,3'(0+'
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#

G%$$'",'%'#2$("#+3"%'+8.+&('()'1.+%='
()'(0+'1(23+,(1'

'

!(23+,(14'(+%*0+&1'%,3'+8.+&(1'*%,'
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''

'
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#+3"%'
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.&+1+,(%("),:'
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'
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'
'

'

'

'

'
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!+5*%()*%'%&"5"0,&'(0&(/,*.(,/(
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#
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(
(
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… ",(-,..#&0-5"%("+%(0.),*"5&-%(,/(5(",)0-(,/("+%0*(0&"%*%'"(",(,"+%*'(0&(
)#680-3(
… ",($0'-#''("+%0*()*,-%'';(/0&$0&<';(5&$(*%'#8"'3(
… ",()*%'%&"(/0&$0&<'(",(,"+%*'(5&$(+,1(",(#"080'%(-,&9%*'5"0,&(",(.52%(
'%&'%(,/($5"53(
… ",()*%'%&"(:,#*(/0&58(1,*2(0&(5(-,&-0'%(5&$(5))%580&<(15:3(
… ?"+%*('"#$%&"'(8%5*&(56,#"("+%()*,>%-"';($5"5;(",)0-'(,/(,"+%*("%5.'(
5&$(*%-%09%(5(10$%*('#6>%-"(,9%*90%1("+0'(15:3(
… ",(5--%)"(-*0"0-0'.(5&$(+,1(",()*,$#-"09%8:(#'%("+5"(-*0"0-0'.(",(*%90%1(
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(

… "+%('"#$%&"'()*%'%&"0&<("+%0*()%*',&588:(.%5&0&</#8()*,>%-"'(",(,"+%*'(
-5&(6%(5&(%&-,#*5<0&<(5&$(*%15*$0&<(5-"090":(/,*('"#$%&"'3(
… 8%""0&<("+%('"#$%&"'('"%)(0&",("+%(%=)%*"(),'0"0,&;(1+,(2&,1'(1+5"(
"+%:(5*%(')%520&<(56,#"(
… '%%0&<(1+5"(15'(8%5*&%$(1%88(5&$(1+5"("+%('"#$%&"'(&%%$(",()*5-"0-%(
.,*%("+*,#<+("+%()*%'%&"5"0,&3(
… #'0&<("+%('+5*0&<('%''0,&(5'(,)%&(/%%$65-2(5&$(*%/8%-"0,&(/,*#.(
6%"1%%&('"#$%&"';("%5-+%*;(5&$(5#$0%&-%3(
… #'0&<("+%()*%'%&"5"0,&(5'(0&')0*5"0,&(.5"%*058(/,*(/#"#*%(-,#*'%'3(
… #'0&<("+%()*%'%&"5"0,&'(5'(15:'(",(088#'"*5"%$(:,#*(1,*23(

#
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#
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#
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(

#

(
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'"#$%&"'(",(-+,,'%(/*,.;(,*(5'2(
'"#$%&"'(",(+%8)(:,#(-+,'%(,&%3(

K"#&;;<;;=<29(

(

J52%()#680-8:(59508568%(,*('+5*%(10"+(
5()5*"0-#85*(-0*-8%(,/()%,)8%3(

(
(

(

(

N*%'%&"5"0,&(,/('"#$%&"(1,*2(-5&(6%(
#'%$(5'(5&(,)%&(/%%$65-2(5&$(
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!+5*%(0$%5'(,&80&%(5&$(,//80&%(5"(5(
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C,88%-"(/%%$65-2(5&$(0$%5'(/,*(
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M#580":(,/()%%*(/%%$65-2(-5&(6%(
-,&'0$%*%$(5(.%*0"(",("+%(,&%(<090&<(
"+%(/%%$65-23(

4+%(-,..%&"'(*%-%09%$($#*0&<("+%(
)*%'%&"5"0,&(-5&(6%('#..5*0K%$(0&(5(
L(.0&#"%(4%5.B)(5#$0,(#)$5"%("+5"(
$,-#.%&"'("+%(,9%*588(8%5*&0&<(
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/#"#*%('"%)'(",($%%)%&(
#&$%*'"5&$0&<3(

(

!+5*%($%'0<&(*%'#8"'(0&('-+,,8(5&$(0&(
,"+%*('-+,,8';(10"+(%=)%*"'(,*(10"+0&(
5&(,&80&%(-,..#&0":3((

B'%(*%',#*-%'(/,*(%=5.()*%)5*5"0,&;(
)#680'+(6%'"(*%',#*-%'(5&$('+5*%(
"+%.(10"+(,"+%*'3(

!-+%$#8%($%.,&'"*5"0,&'(5&$(
)*%'%&"5"0,&'(6:('"#$%&"'3(

4%5-+%*('+,#8$()*%)5*%(",(<#0$%(
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C,&"5-"(,"+%*(-85''%';(%=)%*"';(,*(
"%5-+%*'(/,*.($0//%*%&"('-+,,8'(5&$(
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!"#$%&'()"%*%+$",+-)./%/"#(0"$1%%!
!!
"#$%! $%! &#'! (')*'+&$,-! ),(.! ),(! &#'! $"/0! +1+*'! 2! 3('43$*,&! 5+&$6$&$'%! 1,7!
3'(),(.'8!9$&#!1,7(!+*5%%:!;,7(!)''8<5+=!$%!$-65*75<*'!),(!7%>!<'+57%'!9'!9$**!
<5%'! )7&7('! 8'%$?-! 8'+$%$,-%! ,-! 1,7(! '@3'($'-+'%! 87($-?! &#'! 3('43$*,&%A! B'!
9,7*8!*$='!&,!5%=!1,7!&,!)$**!$-!&#$%!)''8<5+=!),(.:!"#$%!$%!5!)(''4),(.!)$**!73>!<7&!
9'!5('!5%=$-?!5!)'9!%3'+$)$+!C7'%&$,-%!),(!'5+#!5+&$6$&1:!
!!
D*'5%'!9($&'!5&!*'5%&!2!%'-&'-+'%!),(!'5+#!C7'%&$,-:!E,(!7%!&,!<'!5<*'!&,!('5+&!
&,!1,7(!$-65*75<*'!)''8<5+=>!&#'!.,('!1,7!&'**!7%>!&#'!<'&&'(A!
!!
E,(!1,7(!)''8<5+=!&,!<'!$-+*78'8!$-!&#'!8'%$?-!3(,+'%%>!3*'5%'!%'-8!&#$%!1,7(!
)''8<5+=!&,!&5(.,:&,$==5-'-F55*&,:)$!,(!5--5:='7-'F55*&,:)$!7-&$*!G'+'.<'(!
HI>! 2JHH:! $"/0! $%! <,7-8! &,! 5! &$?#&! &$.'! %+#'87*'>! )''8<5+=! ('+'$6'8! 5)&'(!
G'+'.<'(! HI>! 2JHH! +5--,&! <'! $-+*78'8:! E,(! 5-1! C7'%&$,-%! ('*5&'8! &,! &#$%!
8,+7.'-&>!3*'5%'!+,-&5+&!"5(.,!,(!K--5:!
!
"#5-=! 1,7! ),(! 1,7(! 35(&$+$35&$,->! 9'! 5('! *,,=$-?! ),(95(8! &,! #'5($-?! 1,7(!
#,-'%&! 5-8! %&(5$?#&),(95(8! )''8<5+=! &,! 588('%%! +#5**'-?'%! 9$&#! 533(,3($5&'!
8'%$?-%!&#5&!9,(=!),(!1,7A!
!!
"#$%!8,+7.'-&!$-+*78'%!)$6'!35(&%L!
D5(&!KL!"#'!&#'.'!1,7!+#,%':!
D5(&!ML!"#'!.5-85&,(1!5+&$6$&$'%!
D5(&!0!5-8!GL!"#'!,3&$,-5*!5+&$6$&$'%!
D5(&!/L!N6'(5**!)''8<5+=!

23%4""56#(7%.8%/0"%/0"9"!
"#'!&#'.'!1,7!+#,%'L!!"#$%#&'()*#&*+#,#&-$,#&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9'('!1,7(!('5%,-%!),(!+#,,%$-?!$&O!!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• P,9!8$8!1,7(!3('35('!&#'!3('43$*,&O!P,9!8$8!1,7!$-&(,87+'!&#'!-'9!
5+&$6$&$'%O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.&
&
&
:3%4""56#(7%.8%9#85#/.$'%#(/-;-/-"<
K**!.5-85&,(1!5+&$6$&$'%!5('!*$%&'8!<'*,9:!E,(!'5+#!C7'%&$,-!9($&'!H4I!
%'-&'-+'%:!
%!
=3%&>??2:>@2ABCD%&?2EE@>>FE!
• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• P,9!8$8!1,7!$8'-&$)1!5!+*5%%(,,.!&,!+,**5<,(5&'!9$&#O!!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!&,,*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,7(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
%!
*3%G>@HBCD%BC%AI2FE!
• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!

%

• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• P,9!#'*3)7*!,(!-'+'%%5(1!95%!"'5.Q3O!
!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.&
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,7(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
%!
J3%K@IK2@I%@IEL?AE%A>%&>FFLCB&2AI%AMIF!
• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!!
!
• B#5&!=$-8!,)!.'8$5!8$8!&#'!%&78'-&%!7%'!),(!&#'$(!3(,87+&$,-%O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!&,,*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,7(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!

!
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• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!!
!
• B#,!95%!&#'!578$'-+'O!G$8!&#'!578$'-+'!*'5(-!%,.'&#$-?O!R)!%,>!9#5&O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• P,9!8$8!1,7!5%%'%%!&#'!('%7*&%!5-8!&#'!35(&$+$35&$,-!,)!'5+#!%&78'-&O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!&,,*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,7(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.&
&
&3%4""56#(7%.8%/0"%.+/-.8#)%#(/-;-/-"<%P!#/#%(.))"(/-.8%#85%#8#)'<-<Q&
%!
R3%!#/#%(.))"(/-.8%#85%#8#)'<-<S%G0#/%#(/-;-/-"<%5-5%'.T%(0.<"U!
K**!85&5!+,**'+&$,-!5-8!5-5*1%$%!5+&$6$&$'%!5('!*$%&'8!<'*,9:!D*'5%'!5-%9'(!&#'!
C7'%&$,-%!,)!&#'!5+&$6$&$'%!1,7!3'(),(.'8:!D*'5%'!%&5&'!1,7(!('5%,-%!),(!-,&!
3'(),(.$-?!&#'!,&#'(!5+&$6$&$'%:!
%!
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• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!

• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!!
!

!

• P,9!8$8!&#'!<(,9%$-?!<'#56$,7(!+#5-?'!87($-?!&#'!3(,S'+&O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!&,,*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!

!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,7(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
%!
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• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!7-),('%''-!8$))$+7*&$'%!,(!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!&,,*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,7(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
&%!
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• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!

!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!/:?:>!8$8!1,7!'@3'($'-+'!5-1!8$))$+7*&$'%!
5((5-?$-?!&#'!,7&%$8'!'@3'8$&$,-O!!!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!!
!
• B#5&!.'&#,8%!,)!+,**'+&$-?!85&5!8$8!1,7(!+*5%%!7%'O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!&,,*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
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• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!
& !"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!!
!
• B#5&!+,..7-$+5&$,-!.'&#,8!95%!+#,%'-!),(!&#'!)''8<5+=O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!!
• B#5&!&,,*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!

• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
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• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!!
!
• P,9!9'('!&#'!('%7*&%!7%'8!$-!,&#'(!5+&$6$&$'%O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!&,,*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,7(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
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• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!!
!
• B#5&!'@3'(&%!8$8!1,7!5-8!&#'!%&78'-&%!+,**5<,(5&'!9$&#O!!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• P,9!8$8!1,7!)$-8!'@3'(&%!&,!+,**5<,(5&'!9$&#O!!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!

!
• P,9!8$8!1,7!9,(=!9$&#!,7&%$8'!'@3'(&%O!B#5&!+,..7-$+5&$,-!
+#5--'*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!P,9!,)&'-!8$8!+,..7-$+5&$,-!#533'-O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!&,,*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,7(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.&
&
!3%4""56#(7%.8%/0"%.+/-.8#)%#(/-;-/-"<%P!"<-X8%$"<T)/<Q&
Y3%!"<-X8%$"<T)/<S%G0#/%#(/-;-/-"<%5-5%'.T%(0.<"U!
K**!8'%$?-!('%7*&!5+&$6$&$'%!5('!*$%&'8!<'*,9:!D*'5%'!5-%9'(!&#'!C7'%&$,-%!,)!&#'!
5+&$6$&$'%!1,7!3'(),(.'8:!D*'5%'!%&5&'!1,7(!('5%,-%!),(!-,&!3'(),(.$-?!&#'!
,&#'(!5+&$6$&$'%:!
%!
Y#3%&@I2ABCD%2%!IF>%GBAM%E&@2A&M!
• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!!
!
• P,9!8$8!%&78'-&%!+,4,3'(5&'!,(!#'*3!'5+#!,&#'(O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!&,,*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,7(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!

!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
%!
Y63%&@I2ABCD%2%K@>!L&A1%K?2C%IA&3!
• B#5&!'@5+&*1!8$8!1,7!8,!&,!$.3*'.'-&!&#'!5+&$6$&1O!P,9!8$8!1,7!?'&!
%&5(&'8O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!9,(='8!9'**O!B#5&!8$8!1,7!*$='O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!5-8!9#1O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!!
!
• B#5&!&,,*%!8$8!1,7!7%'O!B'('!&#'('!5-1!&'+#-$+5*!*$.$&5&$,-%O!B#$+#O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• B'('!&#'('!5-1!.,&$65&$,-5*!,(!<'#56$,7(5*!3(,<*'.%O!P,9!8$8!1,7!
('%,*6'!&#'.O!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!
• ;,7(!&$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&312&%#-*#-0#%&
&
I3%>;"$#))%V""56#(7&
• B#5&!95%!1,7(!,6'(5**!'@3'($'-+'O!D*'5%'!9($&'!24I!%'-&'-+'%!$-+*78'!
8'&5$*'8!'@5.3*'%>!),(!'@5.3*'>!<'!('*5&'8!&,L!
o B#5&!9,(='8!9'**!),(!1,7!5-8!#,9O!!
o B#5&!8$8!-,&!9,(=!9'**!),(!1,7!5-8!9#1O!
o K-1!&'+#-$+5*!8$))$+7*&$'%!1,7!)5+'8!5-8!#,9!1,7!,6'(+5.'!
&#'.O!
o "$3%!&,!,&#'(!&'5+#'(%!
o T3'+$)$+!$8'5%!,(!3(,<*'.%!1,7!-,&$+'8!,(!'-+,7-&'('8!
o :::!
!"#$%#&'()*#&$*&"#$%*&/12&%#-*#-0#%&+#(#.!
!!!
• K+&$6$&1!(5&$-?L!/-&'(!5!-7.<'(!)(,.!H!&,!I!),(!'5+#!5+&$6$&1:!H!),(!'5%1!
&,!3'(),(.!5-8!I!),(!8$))$+7*&!&,!3'(),(.L&
&
2(/-;-/'%
O.T$%@#/-8X%
H:!0,**5<,(5&$-?!+*5%%(,,.!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.&
2:!B,(=$-?!$-!&'5.%!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.!
U5:!V'5(-$-?!,($'-&'8!<(,9%$-?!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.!
U<:!T,+$5*!.'8$5!(,*'!3*51!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.!

U+:!0,**'+&$-?!85&'!,7&%$8'!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.!
U8:!D''(!)''8<5+=!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.!
U':!W(,73$-?!9$&#!3,%&4$&%!-,&'%!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.!
U):!B,(=$-?!9$&#!,7&%$8'!'@3'(&%!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.!
X5:!0('5&$-?!5!8'.,!9$&#!T+(5&+#!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.!
X<:!0('5&$-?!5!3(,87+&>!3*5-!'&+:!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.!
I:!D('35('!('%7*&%!&,!+,..7-$+5&'!&#'.!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.!
Y:!T#5('!1,7(!9,(=!
!"#$%#&#-*#(&456(&($*)-7&+#(#.!
&
• K+&$6$&1!(5&$-?L!/-&'(!5!-7.<'(!)(,.!H!&,!I!),(!'5+#!5+&$6$&1:!H!),(!-,&!
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Abstract
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1. Introduction
Through the May 2012 change request, the decision process was modified. This report, thus, documents
the responses received from various online activities and recommends changes to the learning activities
for cycle 3 full pilots.
Overall, the recommended changes to the learning activities are minor. They mostly refer to changes in
the phrasing of activities to better support teachers, who are essentially non-designers, to deliver design
learning activities. The general layout of the activities as well as their content is recommended to prevail.

2. Received feedback
The scenarios of the 3rd cycle were analyzed and divided into two packages of learning activities as
follows:
Package A:
● Design Brief
● Contextual Inquiry: Observation
● Product Design
● Participatory Design Workshop
● Final Product Design
● Reflection
Package B:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Design Brief
Contextual Inquiry: Benchmarking
Product Design
Participatory Design Workshop
Final Product Design
Reflection

Figure 1 presents the way in which the learning activities were intended to be performed.

Figure 1: Illustration of the design learning process presented with the learning activities of cycle 2 pre-pilots.
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As the pre-pilots were organized at a very tight schedule, in many European countries they concluded at
the end of the term and collided with other, more detrimental, everyday chores of teachers, the feedback
that was received is not conclusive of the amount of classrooms in which pre-pilots were conducted.
Nevertheless, the received feedback represents qualitative information about required changes for the
learning activities that will be recommended for cycle 3 pilots. The feedback was received through blog
comments by teachers, digital reports and a meeting with National Pedagogical Coordinators. What
follows is a quantitative overview of the received feedback.

2.1 Blog comments
Portugal

Turkey

Hungary

Design Brief

2

2

3

CI* Observation

1

2

2

CI*: Benchmarking

1

1

3

Product Design

2

1

3

Participatory Design Workshop

1

1

3

Final Product Design

1

1

3

Reflection

2

2

3

Italy

1

* CI: Contextual Inquiry
Table 1: Amount of comments received per country and design activity
The Portuguese teachers commented in Portuguese, a language none of the Aalto team members
understands. Hence, Google translate was used to translate the comments into English. This is likely to
have resulted in limited understanding of the message that was intended to be conveyed.

2.2 Digital reports
France: 3 schools (13 pupils 6th grade , 17 pupils 11th grade , 23 pupils 5th grade)
U.K. (Promethean): 1 school
Italy: 3 Schools

2.3 National Pedagogical Coordinator meeting
Participating parties: 28 people attended the meeting, at least one person of most piloting countries. Of the
participants, 13 used voice participation and others commented through text input. The session was
recorded, and the recording may be accessed through the EUN.
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3. Analysis of learning activities
In this section, the interpretation of the received comments on the cycle 3 learning activities is discussed
in detail. Background information on the scenario analysis and the way the learning activities derived
from the scenarios is presented in D3.2.
Overall, the student driven learning activities flourished responsible behavior in the students, to the extent
that the students took their roles very seriously and acquired content knowledge more rapidly in
comparison to canonical teaching methods. Teachers reported intentions of performing the learning
activities again outside of iTEC.
Elaborating professional jargon with everyday language – Overall, the learning activities were
perceived to use too much professional jargon unfamiliar to the NPCs. This resulted in a drastic change of
learning activities by some of the NPCs, for examples the contextual inquiry activities were phrased as
“collecting data”. This is essentially not an issue. However, it is considered to remove higher-level
context from the activity, which teachers might appreciate knowing and building on. However, in some
other countries, as the activities were presented to teachers despite NPCs’ reservations about them, the
teachers seemed to understand them well and were able to use them to craft their own lesson plans.
Furthermore, rephrasing the Learning Activities to suit the everyday language used in school, might guide
teachers to perform them in the way they are used to oppose to challenging their comfort zone.
Professional jargon was considered to be augmented by more descriptive and easy to understand phrasing.
Learning activity info sessions for NPCs – For future cycles, it is recommended to perform learning
activity info sessions with NPCs as part of the “Participant - from scenarios to pre-pilot” activities. This is
considered to expand the open communication strategies of the project and to minimize the frustration
that project partners expose each other to.
Structure of learning activities can remain – Overall, the Turkish teacher who commented on the
Learning Activities considered the structure to support students in the progression of their personal
projects. Although the teacher did not participate in the pre-pilot, and, hence, the comments are not based
on experience and practice. Nonetheless, the comments are informing, as only a small amount of feedback
was received overall. The guided structure that the learning activities presented to teamwork, seemed to
result in an appreciable positive change of the perception of teamwork in Hungary.
Encourage teachers to report the time available and changes made – Meeting the curriculum
requirements with the learning activities remains a challenge for teachers, namely in Portugal. Teachers
omitted parts of the learning activities. This illustrates an expert skill that the learning activities, if
considered as guidelines and recommendations rather than instructions, afford: Setting priorities.
Teachers exclude sections that they consider less substantial depending on, for example the time
available. Time is a factor that varies drastically among pre-pilot teachers. For example, a Portuguese
teacher reported that only 1 lesson was available, while others used 2 to 3 lessons each week. For future
cycles it is recommended to either ask teachers with a certain larger amount of time to perform pre-pilots,
or to report the time available to them, in order to interpret the pre-pilot reports of teachers responsibly.
Tools for evaluation and assessment – An Italian teacher reported that tools for evaluation and
assessment of the learning activities were not available. These should be more carefully considered in the
learning activities that are recommended for cycle 3 pilots.
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3.1 Design Brief
Supporting teachers to create and organize online documentation – Teachers may need specific
support in how to organize team blogs: what platform to use, who should create the blogs, how to manage
access rights, how to set them up visually, etc. This was stated by a Portuguese teacher, but may apply to
other European teachers as well.
Alternative forms of documentation if permissions are not provided – Creating student blogs for
iterative design activities was considered to be a novel learning activity by a Turkish teacher. As the
students will be able to update their own blogs, the time a teacher might spend with updating a class blog
is reduced. Further, Hungarian teachers commented that “students loved preparing their own group site,
they became much more interested and involved.” However, permissions from parents are needed to
record pictures of students and their voices. If permissions aren’t given, teachers should be able to revert
to alternate ways to accomplish documentation, instead of excluding students from the activities.
Highlighting and emphasizing preparation – Preparation is a consequential aspect of each learning
activity. It provides teachers and students with information before getting started and braces them to be
malleable in their learning/teaching practice. The aspect of creating a blog as part of the Design Brief
activity serves as a particularly good example. A Hungarian teacher commented: “This activity helped us
a lot with thinking ahead and planning the forthcoming activities.” On the other hand, a Portuguese
teachers reported that the limited time lead them to omit preparations, which lead to consequences in
forming teams using TeamUp. The tool was unfamiliar to the teacher and the students. Nevertheless,
unfamiliarity needs to be considered in context of steps within a learning activity. It is not negative across
the band. For example, the unfamiliarity of the Portuguese students with the presentation format rendered
that part of the Design Brief learning activity as motivational. The teacher, who knows the abilities and
context of the students and themselves, can only define this fine difference. Inasmuch as defining the kind
and amount familiarization is an expert skill of teachers, learning activities may support and guide that
skill. For example, the preparation section of a learning activity could be visually highlighted and
described more concretely through, e.g. step-by-step instructions and/or appreciable outcomes. Regarding
teamwork, a French teacher reports that it was challenging for students to define roles within teams. This
should be mentioned as part of the preparation during the Design Brief activity.
Assuring paragraph for impatient students – A Hungarian teachers reported that students grew
impatient when not being able to answer the design brief questions immediately. It is recommended to
include a paragraph of assurance. Structuring the questions and releasing one after another may
compromise the iterative nature of the design process and may present additional workload for the
teacher, who would have to consider each team project independently.
Choosing a personally meaningful topic is educational – The possibility of students to choose their
own “content” for their design activity was well appreciated by pre-pilot teachers; the teachers considered
this to motivate students and increase their willingness to cooperate with the teacher and learning
activities (Turkey and Hungary). While Portuguese students were at first slightly apprehensive about
taking on a subject they personally cared for, it became a rewarding experience for them as the pre-pilot
progressed. For example “the distribution of tasks within groups became more sophisticated” and “slowly
they understood that this is a possibility to reflect on their own [...] problems, and they can even come out
with a [...] solution”. On the other hand, the Hungarian NPC argued that “easy” design goal is a learning
object, although something else might be more motivating. Free school movements, however, have
argued that the challenges that students autonomously choose to address are those they are ready and open
to address, reflect their developmental stage. Letting students make this choice allows them to develop,
among other, confidence and responsibility. Nevertheless, the teacher’s role of pushing students beyond
their comfort zone may be emphasized in the activity.
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Smaller teams for larger learning outcomes – Overall, according to the French teacher, the students
practiced their speaking, management, observation and writing skills through the pre-pilot learning
activities. They further learned how to take initiative. However, the teams have been rather large, and the
teacher would have appreciated smaller teams, so that each individual would have had a larger role and
more
responsibility
within
the
project.
Technology recommendations – The schools e-learning platform has been very useful for storing and
sharing some material for the project. (Italy)

3.2 Contextual Inquiry: Observation
Highlight dependencies of activities – Some Portuguese students who had not participated in this
activity were challenged to compensate the workload later in the project. As later activities depend on the
information collected during the contextual inquiry activity, it is recommended to highlight this
dependency more for the pilot. It was further reported that the high motivation and cooperation of the
Portuguese students to learn and explore the context of their project resulted in a longer time spent with
this activity than initially anticipated by the teacher.
Opportunity to reflect about pros and cons of using ICT tools in school – While the activity was
mainly received as motivational and empowering, the progressive and all students did not accept learnercentered learning activity practice equally well. Some Hungarian students were reported to be intractable,
to the extent that they requested “to turn back to traditional learning methods.” The large amount of ICT
use also triggered reflection about the use of ICT tools by students, and a feeling of loss of non-digital
working methods. Nonetheless, the students documented their activities and shared them on social media
tools. A Turkish teacher considered this activity to challenge the current school practices in Turkey.
Technology suggestions and extensions – A Turkish teacher reported that the students use Google
documents for exam preparation after a short learning curve. In Hungary a mixed method of Internet
research and observation was used to collect information that was documented using Google documents
and interactive flipbooks. The use of ICT tools, such as Interactive Whiteboards and Netbooks for
projects that personally mattered to the students was observed to be motivational by a Hungarian teacher.
A Hungarian teacher reported that the activity could have been extended with museum visits, experts
could be contacted online.

3.3 Contextual Inquiry: Benchmarking
Highlight time management – The use of time needs to be carefully managed. For example, asking
students to locate similar games to inspire the design of their personal learning games often implies that
the students spend a lot of time playing the games they are benchmarking often longer than necessary to
understand the game mechanics. The teacher should consider whether finding and playing games would
be better suited as homework. Drawing on examples that students know from personal experience and
building on them was reported to be an additional benefit for boosting motivation and limiting the time
spend on benchmarking.
Learning outcomes – Hungarian students improved their online research and browsing skills and to
handle different data formats, such as text, image and video files. Another Hungarian teachers considered
the analysis of drawbacks and benefits of benchmark examples as the foundation for further design work.
Additionally, the Hungarian teacher pointed out that the method may present a practice that the students
could also use in their everyday life, a practical means that presents value for the immediate future. With
this in mind, the learning activity presentation format should include a blank field for teachers to fill
additional observed learning outcomes.
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Guidelines for using social media tools for documentation – While some Hungarian students preferred
blogs, others considered the social media channels that are also used outside of school to be more
desirable for documentation. However, as no guidelines for a structured use of these channels were
provided, the teacher reported that the social media documentation was fragmented and unsystematic. It
could be considered to include a recommendation for how to document projects using a Facebook page.
Acknowledging possible intimidation – National Pedagogical Coordinators were concerned that it might
be intimidating for students to look at great design solutions before starting their own. Nonetheless, for
some student it might be aspiring to compare existing projects, critique them and create something that
better suits the context of their design intervention and/or prototype. While the current design process
presents merit this way, the drawbacks of intimidation should not be dismissed, but rather acknowledged
in the learning activity preparation material to the teacher and students.
Slow Internet connectivity – An Italian teacher reported that “the school Internet connection became
very slow when more than 8 students tried to access at the same time.” The teacher decided to divide the
students in smaller groups that worked on tasks at different times.

3.4 Product Design
Team building exercises – A Portuguese teacher stated that student commitment improved as they
created their own artifact (games, in this instance). However, it takes time for teams to collaborate well.
All teams did not complete some homework tasks. These included tasks like updating blogs and recording
reflections. Also in Italy, autonomous homework was challenging to motivate. Therefore, team-building
exercises in the beginning of the project might be useful.
Letting go of initial ideas and forming ownership – Intensive and concentrated work sessions were
reported by a Hungarian teachers. In particular, peer evaluation of prototypes was observed to be
motivational. This enthusiasm, however, might have caused the reported challenges of students to
reiterate their initial designs. The Hungarian teacher stated that students “did not ... want to modify their
design brief as they still did not see the final outcome.” Further, some students took greater ownership of
a project than others; “a core group emerged” that “gathered some new active members with their attitude
and the atmosphere they had created.” For other students the presented workload by this activity was too
large. The learning activity should address this challenge and prepare teachers and students to let go of
initial ideas, yet to take ownership of the project.
Learning benefits – The learning activity supported the students to improve their presentation and
communication skills. Also a Portuguese teacher considered the collaborative aspects of the learning
activity the most valuable element. Learning outcomes reported by an Italian teacher included:
● Social networking between different schools by the use of virtual worlds
● Building 3D contents and organizing spaces
● Designing and developing simple algorithms and scripts
● Discussing and negotiating with the teacher
● Practicing critical thinking
● Distance sharing and collaboration
● Practicing English language skills in a science/technology context
● Online inquiry aimed to discover programming techniques
● Learning design skills
● Learning to produce multimedia content
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Regular feedback sessions – Although a Hungarian teacher experienced challenges with meeting
regularly for iterative feedback session, when the meetings did happen they were considered productive,
especially because of the sincere comments the students provided each other.
Technology – The National Pedagogical Coordinators suggested to use Scratch, SketchUp and Glogster
as a production tool for this learning activity. Powerpoint and Paint were used to create and present their
prototypes in Hungary. One of the Portuguese student teams experimented with using QR codes and
Google maps. An Italian teacher used edMondo by ANSAS for the development of prototypes. First, it
was introduced on the IWB, the students then worked from home and in the informatics lab of the school.
Firewall settings constrained the access to edMondo from school in Italy.

3.5 Participatory Design Workshop
Practice presentation skills – Presenting students’ works to outside experts was considered one of the
highlights of the pre-pilot activities in Portugal, and a motivating activity for Hungarian students, in
particular regarding the concretization of the design brief. Students should get a chance to practice their
presentation and receive additional support from the teacher in presentation and interaction techniques, if
needed. For very engaged students, a link to the Participatory Design Workshop instructions that is
provided to NPCs could be provided. Mentioning the activity in the overall introduction to the cycle pilot
may highlight this motivational key activity to teachers and students.
Getting to know students – Through this activity a Hungarian teacher was able to see the abilities of
their students in a new light. In mixed age collaboration, the students presented themselves as “helpful
and patient” individuals. In other Hungarian schools there was not enough time for the activity at all.
However, the teacher considered that a particularly positive element of the learning activity was the peerfeedback, as it is “easier to accept advice” from a peer. Other coordinators recalled that the participatory
design learning activity was most interesting, as the students were not intimidated.
Identifying an audience – One Hungarian teacher mentioned that it was challenging to identify an
audience that would be suitable for all student teams, implying that the diversity of student projects called
for different audiences, and one specific group of students because the most active participants in the prepilots.
Technology – Although Hungarian teacher intended to work with Scratch, there was not enough time to
pursue these intentions. The National Pedagogical Coordinators suggested that face-to-face meetings
might be more valuable, however, more time consuming. Students appreciated the meetings with students
and teachers from other schools and to work online at the same time using edMondo. Through avatars,
even shy students participated in conversations with teachers and older students - Some students installed
the software at home, and they connected to the virtual platform outside of school hours.

3.6 Final Product Design
Conclusive project – The iterative design process afforded students to devote time to a personally
meaningful project and its online documentation. This, according to a Hungarian teacher, was a
productive learning experience as they could learn to focus on detail, develop time-management skills and
became more thorough in their assessment. Portuguese students found it rewarding to complete a project
with a concrete result, and the tight schedule can be seen as a positive challenge. Teachers see a
completed project as being very encompassing, touching on many aspects of the curriculum and
providing the opportunity to learn further useful skills, such as multimedia authoring. However, a
Hungarian teacher considered it a drawback that the design process only iterated two times, as ideated
changes could not be implemented to its full extend.
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Turning feedback into concrete actions – Although it was at times challenging for students to accept
the feedback of other teams after an initial prototype was created, after moments of reflection value was
recognized in the feedback and comments. However, the teacher had challenges to turn universal and
idealistic conversations into concrete design activities and prototypes. The teacher argued that the
responsibility that the students assumed with their project slightly immobilized them. Through the
iteration, also teams rearranged in one Hungarian classroom, which was considered valuable for the
overall learning outcomes, for example, students who experience challenges learning formally
experienced rewarding recognition and invested in the project with enthusiasm, energy and strength, and
this way proof themselves to their classmates.

3.7 Reflection
Written reflection – Hungarian teacher reported that the students preferred written documentation of
their reflection above oral reflections using TeamUp. Reflections were posted to the design blogs as
homework activities. One Hungarian teacher changed the learning activity from a regular recurring, oral
activity into a written assignment at the end of the pre-pilot. A Portuguese teacher reported that
reflections happened in writing only, as the TeamUp tool presented challenged, such as not being able to
enter the website. These challenges were not further specified, however, but the teacher wrote: “most
groups had not previously discussed texts and therefore only able to do some writing during class.” While
writing is not considered an ideal replacement of continuous short-term reflection, this could be an
additional, yet optional to the pilot through which students may achieve reflection.
Steep learning curve – Reflection can be a challenging task if students are not used to it, commented a
Portuguese teacher. Teachers report that initial resistance will decrease as the project progresses, but that
students will need support in producing in-depth analysis of their actions. The limited time appeared for
some teams to be too short for others too long. It was challenging for the students to get used to the
specific frame of reflection (questions and time), as reflection did not play a strong part of the school
learning experience before.
Learning outcomes – Reflecting on their process was useful for students, in the opinion of a Hungarian
teacher. For example, reflecting on ideas with distance resulted in realization of how these could be
merged with overall project goals. According to the teacher, this would not have been possible without
reflection. Although this learning activity was the most challenging, as reported by a Portuguese teachers,
collaborative and autonomous learning increased; for some teams the reflection activity revealed the need
for adjustments in their projects. A Portuguese teacher noted that students recorded alternative design
ideas and technological tools to implement their ideas. One Italian teacher taught two school classes of a
total of 41 students during the pre-pilot. The students recorded their teamwork experiences and used the
recordings to exchange “ideas and opinions” about using different technological tools (blogs, email) and
“moments in the classroom.” The sharing and engagement with the reflections of others challenged the
students to be certain about their knowledge and how to communicate it to others. Listening to the other
team reflection recordings allowed students to observe good practices and implement them to their own
projects. Hungarian teachers considered the reflection activity to have been a necessity and something
that the students were ambitiously looking forward to after a while.
Freestyle reflections – While the guiding questions presented a useful support for getting used to
recording reflections, once a certain comfort was reached, students “free styled”. The most noticeable
benefit of recorded reflection was considered to be the possibility to discuss experiences, problems and
barriers equally without defense against failure.
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Technologies – National Pedagogical Coordinators suggest the provision of alternative tools, such as
smart phones, SMART and Promethean recording tools to be used in case TeamUp is not working for
teachers.

4. Recommendations
For full-scale pilots, the learning activities and stories are recommended to undergo minor editing. These
changes are based on the analysis of the teacher comments. The recommended changes to the learning
activities for piloting are presented here.
Overall recommendations
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Professional jargon was considered to be augmented by more descriptive and easy to understand
phrasing, when the terms are first introduced.
Facilitation of information sessions to introduce Learning Activities to NPCs is recommended.
Structure of cycle 3 learning activities can remain for the cycle 3 pilots. Nonetheless, the tailorability of learning activities is important and should be supported in the presentation of a learning
activity, as the context and curriculum requirements across European schools differ dramatically.
The learning activities should emphasize that their performance is not a linear process, but that
activities can be performed in a different order to accommodate the teacher and context.
The evaluation and assessment activities or tools should be more carefully considered in the
learning activities of future cycles.
The preparation phase of each learning activity should be highlighted, for example by including
step-by-step instructions and/or appreciable outcomes of this phase.
Highlight dependencies of activities in the introduction of the learning activities.
The documentation of additional learning outcomes should be possible for teachers in the layout
of learning activities.
The good practice of scheduling the team use of the Internet to circumvent facing Internet traffic
congestion should be passed on to teachers.
Mention in the overall instructions to teachers and NPCs that the iterative design process may be
continued by students and there is the possibility to continue working on the project even after a
pilot concluded.

Design Brief
● Mention that students should aim to define initial roles in the preparation phase of the Design
Brief activity.
● An assuring paragraph for impatient students should be included in the preparation of the design
brief activity. For example: "It is normal to be confused in the beginning and not have answers to
all questions right away. You will figure them out as you go along.”
● Emphasize the teacher's role of pushing students beyond their comfort zone, in case they choose a
topic that is not challenging enough for them to research.
● It should be mentioned that smaller teams afford larger learning outcomes.
Contextual Inquiry: Observation
● Observation presented an opportunity for some students to reflect about pros and cons of using
ICT tools in school. This opportunity should be added to the learning activity.
Contextual Inquiry: Benchmarking
● Teachers should be pointed towards monitoring the time management of the students.
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●

The learning activities culminate towards a design. A note about the possibility of students to be
intimidated by benchmarked examples should be added. Teachers should stop the benchmarking
activity if they feel that it limits the students' ability to produce.

Product Design
● Team building exercises could be recommended if teams do not seem to cooperate or collaborate
towards a shared goal.
● The learning activity should prepare teachers and students to let go of initial ideas, yet to take
ownership of the project and should state the importance of regular feedback sessions.
Participatory Design
● The participatory design activity is very motivating, hence it should be mentioned in the
introduction to the teachers and NPCs.
● How to approach participants should be practiced before meeting them. This should be mentioned
in the preparation part of the participatory design activity.
● The PD workshop guidelines of the iTEC project may be provided to very interested students and
example for how these sort of workshops are used in a large-scale EU project.
● In the section “what you can look forward to” it should be mentioned that the teachers get to
know their students better.
● In the preparation part it should be highlighted that it is important to thoroughly consider the
appropriate participants for the workshop.
Final product design
● The activity should mention following further learning outcomes:
○ development of time management skills
○ more thorough assessment skills
● The “Students may look forward to” section should mention that it is rewarding to complete a
project.
● Teachers should be reminded that a concrete decision has to be made towards the creation of an
artifact. Hence discussions should be turned towards concrete actions. Strategies for that should
be ideated.
Reflection
● It should be mentioned that a steep learning curve might need to be conquered before the activity
goes smoothly. This way, teachers and students are prepared for possible initial frustrations and
awkward moments when first recording reflections.
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Cycle 3 Learning activities and stories
This document contains the material that was delivered for cycle 3 pre-pilots. It includes instructions for
pre-pilot teachers as well as learning activities and learning stories. For per-pilots, the learning activities
and stories had been disseminated to the National Pedagogical coordinators by way of the participate
blog.

Instructions for pre-piloting teachers
1. Read the whole document before doing anything else.
2. Select one of the available learning stories (LS) as your pre-pilot.
3. Plan your teaching according to the LS, including all of the learning activities (LA) that are in the
story.
4. Send your plan: TBDL
5. Complete the pre-pilot according to your plan with your students.
6. Report on what happened: TBDL
Cycle 3 pre-pilots can start! This cycle’s pre-pilots are truly special as they will be all about learning
through design (and in design).
Pre-piloting teachers can choose one of two Learning Activity Packages. Both packages include 6
Learning Activities that guide teachers through a design learning process. Both packages are illustrated by
two Learning Stories, to show how the activities can be performed in the classroom. The packages and
stories are:
●

●

Observe and Design
● Redesigning school
● Visualizing the planet surface
Benchmark and Design
● Designing a physics simulation
● Designing a math learning game

You need to provide your students with an initial design brief, which the students then flesh out and
improve during each phase of the design process. Download: Design Brief Template (*.doc)
While the activities should be performed as closely as possible, the Learning Stories are only examples
and you can tweak them as you like to make the activities work for you, your students, the curriculum etc.
When your students have their blogs set up, fill out this form so the blogs can be added to an overall view
of all pre-piloting design blogs.
Reporting: What we really want to find out with this pre-pilot is what are the challenges of teachers to
“teach” design and what are the challenges of students in the design process. Also we want to find out
what works for you and the students and how we can support you in the future! What digital tools would

address the challenges in the process? For this, we are dependent on your feedback! Rate the activities
and add comments to them:
●
●
●

What worked for you and/or the students and how?
What did not work for you and/or the students and why?
Did you observe additional learning outcomes? Which ones?

You can add comments to each activity after performing it with your class. This would give us the
possibility to react to challenges that you might encounter during the pre-pilot! :-)
You should complete your pre-pilot by the end of this spring semester. Send comments to the learning
activities before the 20th of June, so they can be included when considering next autumn’s full pilots.
Any questions? Ask your national coordinator or ask us by adding a comment to this blog post!
Design teaching or learning
Material for teachers:
● Illustration of a design brief with fields that the teacher can fill and those that the students choose
themselves.
● Example design briefs.
● Illustration of the design process(?)
● Persona template(?)
Assessment:
● In addition to curriculum knowledge, students in a design process should be assessed on the
following:
● Attendance: how much of the time they were present and working
● Participation: TBDL
● Excellence in work (a) great product outcome and (b) peer comments on team communication
and teamwork. How has each student been perceived by others in the group.
You can look forward to...
- working with your students on real world challenges
Any of the homework activities may also be changed into schoolwork, however this means that the
classroom time needed for the activity will expand.

Learning Activities (LA)
1. Design Brief
You present an initial design brief to the students that ties the design tasks to the curriculum topics, but
leaves some aspects open for refinement. During this lesson, you also provide the students with the
motivation for and explain the responsibility they will carry for being involved. Students form teams,
discuss, question and familiarize themselves with the brief. They refine their design brief context,
particularly in relation of who/what they are designing for, initial design challenges and possible design
results. Students record a reflection, set up a blog for their documentation, and start their documentation.

Classroom time needed: 1 lesson

The learners may learn to...
● seriously commit themselves to doing thoughtful design
● negotiate on goals and assessment criteria
● question the tasks given to them, and suggest improvements
● tackle real world design challenges
You can look forward to...
● a role of coaching and guiding, instead of instructing
● motivating students by letting students shape their own task
Design result
● Design Brief 1: refine the design brief especially the context
● Reflection Recording 1: record challenges you can foresee
● Blog Setup
● Blog entries for Design Team, Design Brief and Design Process
Ideas for using technology
● Forming teams: You can use TeamUp to help in creating balanced teams
● Design brief: Each team’s brief (what they will do and when) should be laid out visually, using
post-it notes or equivalent digital tools.
● Team result reporting: Your students may use blogs they already have or they can create new
blogs for themselves. Your school may provide public blogs, but if not, you can consider Blogger
or Wordpress.
● Aggregating student blogs: Use Google Reader, Edufeedr or Netvibes to collect the RSS feeds of
student blogs and easily see whenever a team updated their blogs.
1. Preparation
● Prepare a design brief, by choosing one design brief frame and adjusting it to match the
curriculum requirements and your course schedule.
● Familiarize yourself with all learning activities so you can introduce the process to the students.
● Locate concrete examples that present why it is important to design thoughtful outcomes and to
take the process seriously. See list of examples for inspiration: http://bit.ly/design-inspiration.
● Prepare a list of assessment criteria that reflect the curriculum requirements.
2. Introduction
● Present the idea of the design process, your list of examples and the design brief. Give the
students the design brief.
● Present all activities as 1-2 lesson “design workshops” and visualization of the design process
(*.png) and your schedule to them.
● Go through the assessment criteria with the students. Make sure they understand that their notes
and final design need to show to you that they’ve completed the criteria. Give them your list of
assessment criteria.
● Form teams of students
● Encourage students to question the brief! Ask them to answer questions such as (a) who is the
design for? (b) how can you find out about with those you are designing for? e.g., place, time and

type of activity “contextual inquiry”, (c) What is the challenge that you are tackling?, (d) How are
you planning to address the challenge?, and (e) although everyone has to be involved with all
steps, who is responsible for which area?
● Give students enough introductory information so they can make decisions on what they want to
do in their design. You may want to give this material to students before the course starts so they
can look at it as homework.
3. Activity
● (ct) In teams, students discuss the design process, ideate what they will design, and refine the
design brief.
● (ct) Students record a reflection (see reflection activity).
● (hw) Each team sets up a project blog using a suitable blogging platform and sends the URL of
the blog to the teacher.
● (hw) About page: Students describe their project team including their roles in the project. They
may include a picture of themselves, a screenshot of TeamUp and contact information. The page
can be called, e.g. “Design team”.
● (hw) Design Brief blog post: Students add their first Design Brief to the blog. They label or tag
the post with “design brief”.
● (hw) Design Process blog post: Students use their reflection recording to write what they did,
what challenges they had and what challenges they can foresee (use tag or label “design process”
to describe the post).
● (hw) In total, each team should have a blog with 1 page and 2 posts after this homework.
● (hw) You add the URLs of the student blogs to this form: http://bit.ly/itec-c3-blogs. We then
promote the blogs on the iTEC website.

2 A Contextual Inquiry: Observation and recording media
Based on their design brief, students identify who and what to observe to inform their design result, for
example practices or environments of particular people or animals. Their choice depends on who they are
designing for, what they are designing and the initial challenges they want to address. Student teams
perform their planned observation by using digital cameras, notebooks and microphones to document
what they see. They share their collected media files and analyze them. Based on their collected
information and analysis, the students refine their design brief, especially the design challenges and
design results. They then record a reflection and update their blog.
Classroom time needed: 1-3 lesson(s)
The learners may learn to...
● observe and record natural phenomena and/or people
● empathize with others
● collaborate online
● identify real world design challenges
● question and improve tasks given to them
You can look forward to...
● sending students to observe their environment as group homework assignments

Design result
● Observation notes and media files
● Design Brief 2: refine the design brief especially the challenges and ideas
● Reflection Recording 2: record challenges you faced and can foresee
● Blog entries with these tags (or labels): Design Brief, Design Process and Design Results
Ideas for using technology
● Record observations using pen&paper, smart phones (apps such as AudioBoo, Bambuser, Qik,
Rehearsal Assistant, Instagram, etc.) and other suitable devices.
● Collect notes and media to a shared space. Use eg. DropBox, Google Docs, Flickr,, video sharing
sites, suitable smart phone apps.
1. Preparation
● Look at the blogs of each team of students, especially their design briefs
● Support those who have not updated their blogs and design briefs
● Listen to the reflection recordings of each team
● Identify suitable locations and settings for each team, so you can support them if needed
2. Introduction
● Introduce the activity/the workshop to the students
● Tell them that all of their senses need to be there when observing the people, practices or
environments they identified.
● Make sure that each team has documentation equipment (cameras, notebooks, microphone etc.)
● Make sure that each team has selected people, places and/or practices to observe.
3. Activity
● (ct)(hw) Teams go out to do their observation, either together or individually.
● (ct) Teams sort through the media files and notes they collected, they group and annotate them.
● (ct) Teams analyse their notes and record design challenges and design ideas.
● (ct) Teams discuss the following questions: 1. How did the workshop go? What interesting
information was collected? Does the design brief still make sense or does it need changes? How
does it need to change?
● (ct) Students write their Design Brief 2 and record their Reflection 2
● Teams find more information on the topic (from books, internet, etc.) and collect it to a shared
space.
● (hw) Design Brief blog post: Students add their Design Brief 2 to the blog and label or tag it with
“design brief”.
● (hw) Design Process blog post: Students use their reflection recording to write what they did,
what challenges they had and what challenges they can foresee. They label or tag the post with
“design process”.
● (hw) Design Results blog post: Students add their collected pictures and other media files to the
blog and describe what these findings mean in relation to their design. They may include
drawings of design ideas. They label or tag the post with “design results”.

2 B Contextual inquiry: Benchmarking
Based on their design brief, students identify what kind of examples of existing works to collect. Their
choice depends on who they are designing for, what they are designing and the initial challenges they
want to address. Student teams collect 10 examples of the kind of artifact that is similar to the one they

are trying to design. They share their collected media files and analyze the differences and similarities of
the example works they collected. Based on their collected information and analysis, the students refine
their design brief, especially the design challenges and design results. They then record a reflection and
update their blog.
Classroom time needed: 1-2 lesson(s)
The learners may learn to...
● find and evaluate designs of various fields
● empathize with others
● collaborate online
● identify real world design challenges
● question and improve tasks given to them
You can look forward to...
● finding dozens of innovative designs from around the world
Design result
● List of comparable existing designs made by others
● Design Brief 2: refine the design brief especially the challenges and ideas
● Reflection Recording 2: record challenges you faced and can foresee
● Blog entries for Design Brief, Design Process and Design Results
Ideas for using technology
● Collect links to a social bookmark service such as Diigo or Delicious Pinterest
● Take photos or other recordings of benchmarked designs and share them on a suitable media
sharing service (DropBox, Flickr, Pinterest)
1. Preparation
● Look at the blogs of each team of students, especially their design briefs
● Support those who have not updated their blogs and design briefs
● Listen to the reflection recordings of each team.
● Identify suitable websites for each team. We collected and will continue to collect websites full of
inspiring examples at the Diigo Group ‘Design Inspiration for School’.
2. Introduction
● Introduce the activity workshop to the students and tell them that they need to find and analyze 10
different examples, and explain how they relate to their project.
● Make sure that each team member knows what kind of examples they are looking for.
3. Activity
● (ct)(hw)Teams search for comparable designs and discuss them.
● (ct)(hw)Teams select the 10 most relevant related designs.
● (ct)Teams analyse their examples, list similarities and differences, and identify design challenges
and design ideas.
● (ct)Teams discuss the following questions: 1. How did the workshop go? What interesting
information was collected? Does the design brief still make sense or does it need refinement?
How does it need to be refined?
● (ct) Teams write their Design Brief 2 and record their Reflection 2

●
●

●

(hw) Design Brief blog entry: Teams add their Design Brief 2 to the blog. They label or tag the
post with “design brief”.
(hw) Design Process blog entry: Teams use their reflection recording to write what they did, what
challenges they had and what challenges they can foresee. They label or tag the post with “design
process”.
(hw) Design Results blog entry: Students add description and analysis of their 10 projects to the
blog. They describe the similarities and differences of these existing designs and how they relate
to their design. They may include drawings of design ideas. They label or tag the post with
“design results”.

3. Product Design Workshop
Based on their Design Brief 2 and their initial design ideas, students create their first prototype design.
The students discuss their prototype and refine their design brief, especially in relation to the design result
and the way the result addresses the identified design challenges. They then record a reflection and update
their blog. Classroom time needed: 1-2 lesson(s)
The learners may learn to...
● transform their ideas into concrete prototypes
● find creative ways of addressing problems
You can look forward to...
● seeing creative ideas
● seeing imaginative ways of using digital technology
● guiding students towards acquiring new skills and knowledge
Design result
● A design prototype
● Design Brief 3: refine the design brief especially the ideas
● Reflection Recording 3: record challenges you faced and can foresee
● Blog entries for Design Brief, Design Process and Design Results
Ideas for using technology
● Design can happen using paper prototyping, or using suitable digital authoring tools that allow
collaboration.
1. Preparation
● Look at the blogs of each team of students, especially their design briefs and design results
● Support those who have not updated their blogs.
● Listen to the reflection recordings of each team.
● Based on the teams early ideas prepare the material, software and technology that you can offer
the teams to create their designs with
2. Introduction
● Introduce the activity workshop to the students
● Remind them that their designs should address the identified design challenges.
3. Activity
● (ct)(hw) Teams develop their designs
● (ct) Teams set up their prototypes in the classroom and discuss it with other teams

●
●
●

●

(ct) Teams refine their Design Brief into the third version and record their third Reflection
(hw) Design Brief blog post: Students add Design Brief 3 to the blog. They label or tag the post
with “design brief”.
(hw) Design Process blog post: Students use their reflection recording to write what they did,
what challenges they had and what challenges they can foresee. They label or tag the post with
“design process”.
(hw) Design Results blog post: Students add the documentation of their first prototype(s) to the
blog. Among other files, they may use drawings, videos or digital photographs in addition to
descriptions. Then label or tag the post with “design results”.

4. Participatory Design Workshop
The students teams meet with 3 - 4 people, whom they consider to be the future users of their design and
perform a Participatory Design Workshop. The students use their prototype and Design Brief 3 to
communicate their design ideas to a group of people they are designing for. This may involve prints of
their prototype, drawings or models, pens and post-it notes that the participants can use to draw on and
modify the prototype. After the workshop the students analyze the comments of the people and decide
which ones to consider for their design. They then refine their design brief, especially in relation to the
design challenges, context and added value of the result, record a reflection and update their blog.
Classroom time needed: 1-2 lesson(s)
The learners may learn to...
● empathize with others and work with different people
● present their ideas in understandable ways
● receive criticism and change their opinions
● do paper prototyping
You can look forward to...
● facilitating workshops where students are mainly in charge
Design result
● A commented on design prototype
● Design Brief 4: refine the design brief and all of its components
● Reflection Recording 4: record challenges you faced and can foresee
● Blog entries for Design Brief, Design Process and Design Results
Ideas for using technology
● The workshop is ideally done in a face to face setting, but notes and recordings should be taken
and shared on the team’s shared space (DropBox, Google Docs, or similar).
1. Preparation
● Look at the blogs of each team, especially their design briefs and design results.
● Support those who have not updated their blogs.
● Listen to the reflection recordings of each team.
● Identify suitable people whom the participatory design workshop could be conducted with, so you
can support the students if needed
2. Introduction

Introduce the activity workshop to the students.
Make sure that each team has workshop material (cameras, notebooks, microphone, post-it notes
and pens) and their prototype (or a representation of it).
● Make sure that each team has invited 3 - 4 people to their workshop and arranged a place for it.
3. Activity
● (ct) (hw) Students present their design brief and prototype design to other people and ask for their
comments and ideas. The people may draw on and alter the prototypes to express themselves
better. Students take notes and pictures of what is happening and what is said.
● (ct)(hw) The teams analyse their notes and the drawings of the people. The teams decide how
their prototype should change based on the analysis.
● (ct) The students discuss their Design Brief 3. Does the brief still make sense? What needs to be
more clearly defined?
● (ct) Students write their Design Brief 4 and record their Reflection 4
● (hw) Design Brief blog post: Students add their Design Brief 4 to the blog. They label or tag the
post with “design brief”.
● (hw) Design Process blog post: Students use their reflection recording to write what they did,
what challenges they had and what challenges they can foresee. They label or tag the post with
“design process”.
● (hw) Design Results blog post: Students add the documentation of their changed prototype(s) to
the blog and describe their insights from the Participatory Design Workshop. Among other files,
they may use drawings, videos or digital photographs. They label or tag the post with “design
results”.
●
●

5. Final Product Design
Based on Design Brief 4 and the analysis of the Participatory Design Workshop, the student teams create
their final design prototype. The teams listen to all of their reflection recordings once more to update the
challenges they encountered during each design activity workshop and to reflect on the strategies they
used to overcome these challenges. The students finalize their documentation blog, and may present their
final works to the entire class.
Classroom time needed: 1-2 lesson(s)
The learners may learn to...
● do paper prototyping
● use digital authoring tools
You can look forward to...
● seeing very different designs emerge from the same original assignment
● showcasing prototypes designed by your students
Design result
● Final design prototype
● Finalized Documentation Blog with entries for Introduction, Design Process, Design Briefs,
Design Results and Design Team.
● Public presentation of the team’s design, the process and rationale behind it.
Ideas for using technology

●
●

Design work: Appropriate physical or digital authoring tools.
Publication of final results: Team blog, appropriate image or video sharing services.

1. Preparation
● Look at the blogs of each team, especially their design briefs and design results
● Support those who have not updated their blogs
● Listen to the reflection recordings of each team
2. Introduction
● Introduce the activity workshop to the students and remind that that this is the last activity
workshop.
● Remind students that their designs should address the identified design challenges and take the
comments of the people they met last time into consideration.
3. Activity
● (ct)(hw) Teams create their final designs
● (ct) Teams set up their prototypes in the classroom and demonstrate them to others
● (ct)(hw) Teams document their designs, by taking pictures of them and videotaping a
demonstration of their design in use.
● (hw) Design Results blog post: Teams add the documentation of their final design prototype(s) to
the blog and describe it. Among other files, they may use drawings, videos or digital photographs.
They label or tag the post with “design result”.
● (hw) Design Process post: Students use all of their reflection recordings to flesh out the older
Design Process posts (e.g. by commenting). They go back over the recordings, add missing
challenges to each process post and write to each challenge how they addressed it, they discuss
about their documented anticipated challenges ‘did they happen?’, ‘were they overcome?’.
Finally they create a new blog post about what they would do better next time, and label or tag
the post with “design process”.
● (hw) Introduction page: Students add in introduction of their project including a short description
of their aims, process and outcome to the blog.
● (hw) Each student visits another team’s blog and leaves thoughtful constructive criticism.

6. Reflection
The students record, post and share periodic audio updates about their project progression, perceived
challenges, changes to the design brief and future plans. The students slowly build a database of learning
strategies that is shared with the entire class. The audio recordings and the design brief can be used as a
media to prompt reflection, and objects that should be more closely refined after each reflection.
Classroom time: at least 15 minutes after each design phase
You can look forward to...
● reviewing team progress quickly and comfortably
Your learners may learn...
● recordings help them to quickly resume working in upcoming sessions
● to reflect on their work, and to provide and receive criticism
● a deeper understanding of a study topic
● to summarize, communicate and plan their work in progress

●
●

speaking and presentation skills
the importance of reflection in design and learning

Ideas for using technology
You may use TeamUp to store 1 minute team reflections. Alternatives include VoiceThread, AudioBoo,
Bambuser.
1. Preparation
● Decide on the reflection service and set it up.
2. Introduction
● Explain that each phase of the learning process ends with 15 minutes where each team
summarizes their work so far into a 60 second recording. Explain the benefits and reasons for
reflection.
● Emphasize that the reflections are also valuable for the teams so they can update their blogs and
later relisten what they’ve done earlier in the process.
3. Activity
● Teams reflect on the following and record it
a. What did you do?
b. What do you plan to do?
c. What challenges did you have?
d. Did you overcome the challenges? How?
e. What challenges can you foresee?

Learning Stories (LS)
There are two packages of Learning Activities to choose from. Both incorporate the design learning
principles, the difference being how intial inquiry into the design context is done. For both packages, two
inspirational narratives are provided.

1. Observe and design
1.1 Redesigning school
Design thinking hat: Spatial Design + Understanding People
I want to engage students in my class to think about the theories and concepts behind spatial design and
different motivations of people using a space. I present my students with the following design brief,
which I modified to suit my curriculum requirements:
Design brief: Design an adequate concept for the future school. Consider authentic and practical
experiences. Keywords that may spark ideas: regular meetings, library, newspaper and a video news
channel, student enterprises, cross-curricular projects: shops, services. Consider all people who will
potentially use your design. As you go along narrow your context, objectives and challenges addressed
with the design. You could create a spatial design, a concept and test of an activity or process, etc. You
could consider the views of teachers, students, parents, principals, city employers, grandparents, alumni
etc.

Contextual Inquiry: The students observe the activities in school critically and enrich their observations
with deep reflections about their personal experiences. Their analysis for the information collected should
include a list of What works in school (good practices that can present design opportunities) and what
does not (design challenges, that their designs can address). For example, the students collect photographs
of the spatial design of their school. Then they look at the photographs of different spatial designs and
analyse and annotate characteristics of the designs together. After that they categorise these aspects into
design challenges (stuff that does not work and why) and design opportunities (stuff that works and why).
After the activity workshop I listen to their reflections and read their blogs to ensure that all students are
still on track with the curriculum requirements. If some students went entirely off tangent, I mention
suggestions for focus to them, for example through lectures and supplementary material.
As an additional task the students may consider looking at projects that address the questions of
redesigning school, its function in society and the practices within from different perspectives. This can
be an informal and volunteering activity. Examples projects include: Design for Change, Project HDesign, IDEO toolkit for educators, Computer Clubhouse, Brooklyn Un-school, Un-School movement
Product design: One team decided to redesign the library space and the way students can interact with
the library. Another team is thinking about school hygiene, and yet another is planning how physical
activities could be highlighted throughout the school. The teams visualise their design from different
scales and angles, assess and edit designs. I demonstrate each team’s progress on the IWB throughout the
activity workshop.
Participatory design: The team that decided to redesign the library space and the way students can
interact with the library, suggested to bring together some students who are not frequently visiting the
library and two librarians of the school. They share their designs with them and the participants annotate
and assess them. After meeting the people, the team is eagerly discussing about the information the
participants provided, deliberating how the mentioned ideas could be balanced and reflected in the design.
The team is realizing that there are different motivations that the design needs to address and that need to
be considered for the design to work for all people. This is a tricky challenges that they do not have a
strategy for solving right away.
Final product design: While listening to their audio reflections and reading their design process blog
posts again the students realize that the iterative approach of shaping, changing and editing their designs
was their strategy of finding an appropriate balance between the different motivations and point of views
of the people who the team considered to be the future users of their design. The team decides to take
their project further and presents it to the principal, who is thinking of implementing parts of the design
ideas by the students.

1.2 Visualizing the Planet Surface
Design thinking hat: Information Design / Planet Surface
Design learning brief: Design a guided walk that highlights aspect of the local environment. The guide
should focus on [local animal species / historical monuments / geographical features]. It should be
designed to serve [community members / tourists]. The final design should be [a geocache or a series of
geocaches / a location-aware smartphone game / a Google map with points of interest and suggested
routes / a printed guide map / QR-codes placed in the environment / something else].

1st lesson (LA 1): In my biology course I customize the design brief to focus on my current curriculum
topic, which is migratory species. I give the brief to my students and discuss with them the various
species that migrate to our area. I then use TeamUp to collect specific ideas, let students vote their
favorites, and form design teams. Each team sets up a blog, customizes the design brief to their needs, and
approves it with me. I instruct them to record a reflection of their initial work in TeamUp and assign
writing the first two blog posts as homework, as well as researching their topic further.
2nd lesson (LA 2A): Each team plans their observation trip, including location, time, duration, and goals
they have. They also plan future workshops so I can help them contact people they need for them.
Students loan sensors and smartphones with suitable, pre-installed geolocation apps from the school.
They record their plan on the classroom wall. During the week they do their observation trips, collect
material on their team shared space, and process those in preparation of the next lesson.
3rd lesson (LA 2A and LA 3): Teams collaborate on their findings and generate initial design ideas. They
assign tasks to each team member, decide on the medium, and start their first paper prototype. They finish
the class with a reflection. During the week they contribute to their design by learning more about the
topic (eg. identifying the species they’ve photographed) and adding ideas. I support the teams by
arranging Skype calls to local university students who can help in species identification.
4th lesson (LA 3 and LA 4): Teams present their prototypes to others in a gallery walk, giving and
receiving ideas. They then prepare for their participatory design workshop by thinking about who they
should invite to the workshop (parents, acquaintances, friends). Teams organize the workshops in school
grounds after class, present their designs to participants, and listen to their reactions and suggestions.
During the week the team rethinks their design and looks online for other similar services to get more
inspiration.
5th and 6th lesson (LA 3 and 4): Since I have a long course, I allow for another round of design and
another participatory design workshop.
7th lesson (LA 5): Before class, each team posts a final presentation of their design to their blog,
including a demo video and pictures. Teams present their prototypes during class. The local tourist office
representative is present for the final presentations.

2. Benchmark and design
2.1 Physics simulation
Designer hat: Engineering Design + Experiments with Nature
Design learning brief: Design a dynamic simulation that explores [friction / gravity / relativity / other
topic in physics] and can be used to teach that principle to other students. The simulation can be virtual or
built using a construction kit. Your simulation needs to reflect reality as closely as possible, while
demonstrating the phenomena in an understandable way. Be bold, try out daring and unlikely ideas! Test
your design with your classmates and assess your design critically.

I give the design brief to my students and tell them the exact topic of physics their simulations should
explore: gravity. One team wants to use Lego Mindstorm to illustrate objects falling, while another uses a
physics simulation software to build a rotating solar system. I guide the teams into thinking what their
simulations try to convey and how they might best achieve it. As homework, the teams set up their blogs
and start collecting examples of physics simulations and different software and construction kits into a
Diigo group. They also add videos showing real physical phenomena. The students refine their design
briefs, record reflections and start project documentation blogs.
After doing their research, one team decides to switch from MindStorm to Arduino, and another team
decides to use a web-based game editor that has a physics model built-in. The teams try out numerous
simulations and note what they like and dislike about them, and what their limitations are. I order an
Arduino set from our school’s IT department.
To get started, each team creates a simple initial simulation (one ball dropping from the table to the floor;
a solar system with a star and one planet). I organize cross-team sessions in breakout rooms where one
member of each team presents their simulation to members of other teams, and gathers feedback and
ideas for further improvements. One team can’t make their robot to drop the ball, so they only present the
principle as a series of drawings. As homework, each team works on analysing the results and suggests
improvements and changes to their design, also changing the underlying technology choice if they see it
limiting their design too much. The reflection recordings and blog entries of this session are especially
interesting to me and they will support the design learning process of the teams, as they document and
share valuable design strategies for overcoming their challenges.
Teams continue to further develop their new design ideas during the next week. During class, we have
another PD workshop where different team members present their designs to members from other teams.
This time even the robot is functional and the team can demonstrate the acceleration of the ball being
dropped. They have several ideas for measuring the speed, which are discussed in the workshop.
Finally the teams finalize their documentation blogs of their design idea, the final prototype, and the
design process. They support their entries with embedded web-based simulations and videos.

2.2 Math learning game
Designer hat: Game Design / Logic
It is my intention for the students to internalize simple geometry concepts as their future understanding of
more complex geometry will build on their basic understanding. Although a lot of students already master
simple geometry it is good to for them to revisit the topic and others to internalize the basic concepts
more thoroughly. Combining more advanced logical learning, learning of computer programming, and
second order understanding of the motivations, skills and intentions of others, with this, I decide to
present the students with the following design brief:
Design a math learning game for one concept of simple geometry for younger students using Scratch. Try
to make the game fun and educational at the same time. In this, consider what the younger students find
most challenging and what they find most engaging. Your game can be a concept or half functioning
prototype.

Design Brief activity workshop: The students form teams and start discussing about their personal
experiences of learning simple geometry, what they found most challenging with the way I taught it to
them and what were the essential experiences that made it “click” for them. It is exciting to listen to their
conversations, many of the “clicks” happened outside of school together with friends and family
members. I am getting ideas for further developing my teaching approaches. After the lesson, each team
has a refined design brief and a recorded reflection about what they did, what they plan to do and what
challenges they anticipate. These foreseen challenges include among others that it will be hard to bring
together the fun and educational aspect of the game. At home they set up their blogs and add entries.
Contextual Inquiry: The teams also start benchmarking existing educational games at home using the
Internet. They collect their examples on their blogs. Some of the teams look at what kinds of games have
been developed by other children using scratch, others look at geogebra and related larger widely used
games. Other team members revisit the simple geometry maths concepts to ensure that the team has
enough knowledge about the concept. During class time, the teams discuss the examples they found. They
compare and analyze them based on their advantages and disadvantages. After the activity workshop the
design brief, in particular the challenges and design ideas, are refined and a reflection is created. At home,
the blogs are updated.
Product Design: During this lesson, I let the teams explore the Scratch software and let them start creating
prototypes of their games. Some of the prototypes are drawings that look much like boardgames and some
like paper prototypes of interactive digital games. Some teams actually start with the digital
implementation of their games.
Participatory design: As all teams are designing for younger students who have math class during the
same time on Tuesdays as my class, I agree with the other Maths teacher to let her students test and
comment on the designs of the student teams in my class. The teams present their design briefs and their
prototypes to the younger students, who start playing the game concepts and tell what works for them and
what does not. The younger students also tell what they really enjoy doing that is totally unrelated to
school learning. From these interactions, the student teams better understand the challenges with the way
the concept is taught now and what it would engage them into finding out how stuff works geometrically.
The student teams further refine their design briefs, especially what kind of game would support the
children they are designing for. They also record a reflection and update their blogs.
Final Product Design: After the last learning activity workshop, the students have a finalized software
game prototype and a finished design blog. The reflection recordings support them in creating a post
about their future plans for the project and what they would do differently next time. Some teams are
asking me to contact and invite professional game designers to school for lectures and informal Q&A
sessions, others would like to visit a game development company. Yet another team is considering to
organize a school-wide gaming day where students play the games and vote for their favourite. To push
this forward they ask me to send their design blogs to the school principal.
Example design learning briefs
●

Context: What aspect of the school do the students want to redesign?

●

●
●
●
●

Future user: Who is the design created for? This may be more than one kind of people, as well as
people who are not obviously involved at the moment. Try to chose people who you can contact
and ask feedback from
Objectives: What value/change do the students want to introduce to school?
Challenges: What challenge do the students want to address?
Design results: What do the students want to create? What medium do they want to use to
represent their concept?
Design roles of team members: What does each student want to do?

Appendix B: Cycle 3 pre-pilot teacher comments
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This document presents the comments that were received by teachers on their cycle 3 prepilot activities. The comments were written by the teachers to the iTEC participate blog
hosted by the Aalto University (see: itec.aalto.fi).
Design Brief
Portugal (Google Translate): “Students were receptive to the idea of the project and began
working immediately. Engaged in building the blog. The teacher had all phases of the project
using a PPT produced for this purpose and would be your assessment, requesting the
participation of students for some decisions on this. In building the blog the students focused
their attention on aspects of the blog charts over the placement of the requested messages.
One group wrote messages and not published. They gave little attention to reflection. These
difficulties were due to any students know how to build a blog and have learned the essential
teacher recently (precisely in order to ask for students). Because of this inexperience, the
teacher chose to use the same e-mail account for all blogs, which proved to be a bad option.
The TeamUp was a problem in the first class, because few students brought permission to
photograph and "pushed" to each other who would write the message, where it was recorded
very telegraphic. One student said it was not authorized to record the voice. We ended up
occupying nearly two lessons from this phase. Note that students still had to perform some
tasks on functions of a script. It was too much for one class, a repeat would not put anything
in the script function in this class.“
Turkey (English): “I find this activity really useful for my students ,as soon as the new school
year starts in september I willl implement it.For me the best way of this design activity is the
student’s own blogs,because none of my students has a blog we only have our class blog and
sometimes it is very challenging just to upload all the class activities on the blog for me, so
thay way my workload will virtually decrease.Groups with their own blogs,design, school
curriculum considering all these ,I am sure we will have a very productive school year next
term.”
Portugal (Google Translate): “For the preparation, the teachers involved had not time it
would be advisable to become familiar with the process and so it was not possible to provide
information to students before the course begins. There was openness and curiosity on the
part of students during the presentation, because we are not accustomed to working with this
type of process.
There were some problems in the formation of teams because we were not familiar with the
TeamUp. As the activity required field trips students have proposed teams with two elements
because it was easier to organize. Students were able to plan their field trip. There was no
time to create blogs. There was no time for reflection. We only have 45 minutes weekly.”
Hungary (English): “1. What worked for you and/or the students and how? This activity
helped us a lot with thinking ahead and planning the forthcoming activities. My students
loved preparing their own group site, they became much more interested and involved.
2. What did not work for you and/or the students and why? My students found difficult to
answer all the questions of the design brief. It frustrated some of them.
3. Did you observe additional learning outcomes? Which ones? They became more active
regarding their in-class performance. Groupwork became more effective; it is very important
since effective groupwork is a vital element of the whole work process.”
Hungary (English): “Brief design is very important in the project, as the success of the project
depends on it. Can I motivate my pupils? Will they be interested? My pupils are 12 years old,
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so girls want to work with girls, boys with boys. It means they can form their groups, choose
a pair. I introduced my pupils the game of our city, and suggest them to plan a similar game
for children. We chose the famous sights of the city, and all the groups chose their favourite
place. The key of motivation was the pupils’ choice.”
Comment from Turkey: “You are totally right XYZ, if students feel free to choose what they
are going to work on ,the results will be more satisfactory in addition they will work willingly
and more eagerly.That is the key .”
Turkey (English): “As far as i am concerned, cycle 3 is more student-centred that i really
appreciate and it is really innovation, task-based learning ,taken blog lovers into
consideration,
i hope to put my students in the center of learning with the help of cycle 3 for next term.” and
“Hi XYZ , I am sure you will succeed in doing that.I am as impatient as you are now for the
coming school yaer ,All the best”
Hungary (English): “What worked well:: It was good for the pupils to understand the task,
although first it was not easy for them. there were changes in groups’ membership already at
that phase, but these changes were beneficial. When groups assessed plans they worked
together effectively, and after a while they collaborated well with other groups as well,
complementing each others remarks.
Problems: First it was hard for them to accept the expectations of the project (too hard task)
and relate itt o their own lifes’ problems. But slowly they understood that this is a possibility
to reflect on their own worlds’ problems, and they can even come out with a sort of a
solution. it was not easy to match all this to curriculum requirements. Groups perforemd in
different levels and it caused some tension because the better groups had to accomplish more
tasks at the beginning.
Additional benefits: The distribution of tasks within groups became more sophisticated.”
Contextual Inquiry: Observation
Turkey (English): “In our present education system in Turkey ,all the students focus on tests
and exams so all they have is multiply choice questions ,they do not make any researches
,what they get is ready information created to increase test scores.I believe that these kind of
activities will change the way we educate our students ,and our students’ point of view about
learning.I cannot wait cycle 3 to start .Searching,recording compiling information,
brainstorming sharing and bringing certain results about will provide students with lots of
benefits.”
Hungary (English): “In this activity my pupils collected information via the Internet, they
made a google-doc and at the end an interactive flipbook. But they would have gone to the
buildings and observed it, taken photos, drawn some pictures. They would have visited these
museums and collected information from their real visit. But they enjoyed the google-docs,
the flipbooks.”
Turkey (English): “When ı first taught google docs to my students ,they were a bit suprised
and thought it would not work,But now they even study together for their exams on google
docs.”
Portugal (Google Translate): “The output field of the student groups ran in general as well.
The students photographed, filmed and collected information on the sites as planned. The two
groups did not perform this task according to what was planned, had until the end of the
process very difficult to keep up with colleagues in other activities. Students learned to create
blogs and put posts on their activities. Although this task has taken longer than initially
expected, since there was very positive self-learning and cooperation among students. The
recording of reflection in TeamUp was not very successful, most groups had not previously
discussed texts and therefore only able to do some writing during class.”
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Hungary (English): “What worked well: We discovered a new way for using ICT (IWB,
netbooks) and pupils enjoyed that we use them not for classical subject-related tasks but for
everyday „important” things.
Problems: We went beyond traditional information aquirement-based learning and pupils get
to know the differences between the two worlds. But some pupils refused the new methodes
and suggested to turn back to traditional learning methods. Another group of learners as
digital natives came to the conclusion that they become closed out from the normal (nondigital) world and as captives of the digital world they think about the Gutenberg-world of
teachers and parents with a nostalgical feeling. (This nostalgic feeling presumably won’t last
long.)
Paradoxon: some of thesed ICT-related experiences were captured and shared with the help of
web 2.0 tools.
Additional benefits: To make a mobile phone based opinion poll seemed to be an imposing
solution, but the summary of data was more complicated than with traditional meens so we
draw the conclusions in a moderated conversation.”
Turkey (English): “hello XYZ, The way you used mobile phone is a great idea.Soon thanks to
3.0 semantic web we will do every task with mobile phones this is a very exciting
development for education as well .All the best “
Turkey (English): “Hi XYZ, While I was reading, your classification of students as digital age
and others made the point more sensitive, the future seems for this generation. “the
Gutenberg-world of teachers and parents with a nostalgical feeling” .. sointeresting identity. It
reflects similarity with “Newtonian world” in the same side. But in any sense, these
generations will need good and skilled teachers of this digital technology . Your experience is
very influential to reflect its classification, and as in my experiences with the same sides, per
se. regards.”
Contextual Inquiry: Benchmarking
Portugal (Google Translate): “Students engaged in searching for games and actually took
ideas for your game. They had trouble finding the 10 games because one of the rooms was not
updated Java and the Internet was constantly falling (it's wireless). Also, from my point of
view, wasted time playing the games that interest them. Although I insist that had copied the
URL of the game that interested them, describe the game and say why they were interested,
this has not happened or was done in a very superficial. Some students did not feel the need to
find 10 games, they would need less. Had difficulty managing the demands of games with the
tasks that had to do the script and organize work within the group.”
Turkey (English): “This activity fosters students imagination of invention .Inspiring from
something that is already available and bringing something new about .A very well thought
idea my students will certainly enjoy it .”
Hungary (English): “1. What worked for you and/or the students and how? They were quite
good at finding and analyzing related websites and examples.
2. What did not work for you and/or the students and why? They didn’t like writing down
their own comments, views about the examples. We could only search for and analyze 5
examples. They would have preferred a pre-made survey or spreadsheet. My students
preferred writing a blog post (instead of an audio newsflash) after each lesson. We ran out of
time very often and it was easier to write a post as homework.
3. Did you observe additional learning outcomes? Which ones? They improved their
browsing and learnt how the find the most suitable resources. They also learnt how to sort out
and handle information and different types of resources (texts, images, videos, animations
etc.).”
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Hungary (English): “We observed the game Playful sightseeing in Miskolc, its activities, the
photos about it. We imagined a similar game for children, and discussed how to achieve it.”
Hungary (English): “What worked well: This activity worked well from several points of
views. Pupils wondered how many games there are they don’t know and they took ont he
challange that they have to create their own game. They gathered the positive nad negative
attributes of the samples and drew conclusions. This was a key element of design so it must
remain a necessity.
Problems: They didn’t want to write blogs. They felt that it would only share out their
energies and they preferred Facebook to blogs, but they didn’t use Faacebook in a
systemathic way either. (This is the most important communication channel for this
generation, individual blogs are a genre for older generations- at least that’s what pupils say.)
Additional benefits: They aquired in a spontaneus way some solutions, methods which they
have had only used in subject areas. Now an everyday use may be a pattern for taking them
over to everyday life.”
Product Design
Portugal (Google Translate): “Students began to implement their ideas for the game. They
are extremely committed and their prototypes began to take shape. The structure of the game
was designed from ideas that took the games that have seen the 2nd phase. All prototypes
were based on different ideas. We overcame in about ½ the class time allotted for this phase
(2 classes) and we began to phase 4 in the middle of a lesson to the community because the
presentation of the prototype had to be done before updating the blogs as people in the
community are only available in a few days. Updating the blog and writing to the TeamUp
was to be made a posteriori (some made it, others do not). On Monday I tried to get in and
could not TeamUP. At the same time they had to follow the script functions. They were to
follow this script and so were having difficulties in constructing questions for the game. He
began to see is some progress in terms of organization and teamwork. And it was here that the
groups that have not yet had done began to feel the need to fulfill the functions of the script”
Turkey (English): “This activity is the follow up of the previous one ,it is the evaluation of the
data they collected and comment on the challenges they have enountered .A critical stage of
product design.The compiled data is evaluated and labelled to see the results more
clearly.Students will work in accordiance with a plan and as the plan proceeds the things
become more visiable which will help students to work more securely on the artifact they are
planning to design.I like this activity too .”
Hungary (English): “1. What worked for you and/or the students and how? Students were
very active and enthusiastic while designing the prototype. They used Powerpoint and/or
Paint. They worked a lot on presenting the prototype. They also liked that they had a chance
to evaluate the other groups’ presentation with the help of a Google spreadsheet.
2. What did not work for you and/or the students and why? At this stage they did not really
want to modify their design brief as they still did not see the final outcome.
3. Did you observe additional learning outcomes? Which ones? Their creativity, presentation
and communication skills have improved.”
Hungary (English): “My pupils were happy with designing tasks for other pupils, they did not
want to change anything because they found this activity very interesting: they created
crossword puzzles and puzzles. It was an individual activity so we have a lot of puzzles now.
They know our city more and more, can ask each other in a new and more interesting way.”
Portugal (Google Translate): “The prototype consisted of the design of a possible route on
Google map. Was assigned the task to a student entering the data of different groups in the
Google map. Asked to aid in the creation of ICT teacher in the class map.
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Some groups have delayed in the drafting of legislation to be introduced which caused some
disturbance. Proceeded to update the blogs, one group used the Glogster.
Recording in TeamUp was not possible because we could not enter the program, had to
arrange a time outside the hours of the students. One group investigated the possibility of
entering information into QR code on Google map. The collaborative work was presented as
one of the major strengths.”
Hungary (English): “What worked well: It was hard to find time for reconciliation, but the
meetings were always intimate, especially for the ones who didn’t leave early. The smallest
the group become, more constructive the meeting become. After some meetings a „core
group” emerged who felt the project and the product their own. after a while they gathered
some new active members with their attitude and the atmosphere they had created.
Problems: They opposed tasks simmilar to homeworks because of the high school-workload.
Additional benefits: The „must” of reflection, rethinking, revaluation after each momentum
become an internal need, an ambition.”
Participatory Design Workshop
Portugal (Google Translate): “All groups presented their idea to the community of the game
(a specialist scratch, three professors of mathematics, a student of 7th grade and 8th grade 2).
Some groups already had a draft of the advanced prototype, still others had only the general
idea. They had a lot of shame in the presentation and spoke very softly, but the suggestions
given and there were more enthusiastic to build the prototype of the final project. This phase
occupied the schedule and the stage was best achieved and that meant that students would
take more seriously the work they were to perform. I could not access the TeamUP.”
Hungary (English): “1. What worked for you and/or the students and how?
This was the best part. The older students invited 1-2 students from the target age group and
work with them: told about the iTEC project, let them see how the prototype would work,
interviewed the younger students, analyzed their answers. It was a really good and fruitful
lesson which helped them a lot in terms of refreshing their design brief. This lesson motivated
both the older and the younger students as well.
2. What did not work for you and/or the students and why?
Sadly we couldn’t elaborate the prototypes in Scratch. We did not have enough time to learn
how it works and create their (by the way wonderful) games.
3. Did you observe additional learning outcomes? Which ones?
They were very helpful and patient with the younger students. They could experience a new
kind of cross-age cooperation.”
Turkey (English): “Sınce we have not started Cycle 3 in Turkey,I am just trying to get hold of
the stages of this cycle.This stage is pre prototype one and done only in designs and drawing
or slide shows to get the would be users ieads and feedbacks for additions and alterations like
the
stages
pursued
by
big
production
companies.Inspiration
,
imagining,creativity,sharring,analytic thinking ,collaboration,testing and finally a useful and
handy product . What I like about these scenarios is their feasibility in every field of study.”
Hungary (English): “It would be very interseting to invite some pupils and make them try our
games. But we did not have enough time to do it at the end of the school year. WE tried to
change the work and give some instructions, advice. But at the beginning of the next school
year we will invite a whole class to interview them. It must be very useful as children will
give advice to children, it will be easier to accept advice.”
Hungary (English): “What worked well: It was a challange to find out that audience whose
opinion was accepted by all groups. They become excited by the „pilot”.
Problems: By that time the planning was exclusively done by a smaller group of enthusiastic
and interested pupils. (This is also related to pupils’ other obligations within school.) Most of
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the pupils supported the ideas of this group. They recommended smaller changes. they would
like to take a more active part in the testing of the finalised plan.
Additional benefits: This all contributed to that they have taken more responsibility and have
taken the task more seriously.”
Final Product Design
Portugal (Google Translate): “The fact that the students have to complete the game and must
have led to questions about roles they had to work harder questions of the script functions and
to put further questions to the teacher on this subject, thus creating more learning on this
topic. Informally and the purpose of discussing issues that put the concept of function, image,
object, obtaining images and objects by means of a function given its algebraic expression ...
We took another class with this phase (two were expected), including presentation and update
the blog. I could not access the TeamUp and then access it gave up.”
Hungary (English): “1. What worked for you and/or the students and how?
They could modify their prototypes with the help of the students-students interviews. They
tried to give positive feedback to the others. They really loved working on their own group
site, they paid much attention to its design and content, too.
2. What did not work for you and/or the students and why?
Unfortunately (due to lack of time) we just discussed what changes would take place ideally
in terms of the prototype and the design brief.
3. Did you observe additional learning outcomes? Which ones?
They became more thorough and punctual.”
Hungary (English): “My pupils will change their prototypes after the pupils’ meeting. I have
some new ideas but I would like to get ideas from other children.”
Hungary (English): “What worked well: Groups have taken the last challange with relative
difficulties, because they have recieved suffitient feedback from their work done up to that
time. As time went by they realized that their is value in all groups’ ideas, which they can
combine to a prototype which seemed to be „optimal”.
Problems: even in this phase they came out with general ideas and it was hard to make them
come out with more concrete decisions, answers- probably because of the assumed
responsibility.
Additional benefits: They could again see and even contribute to a project which helped
hidden values come to foreground, and relationships within the group rearrange, change in a
positive way. Even those, who are not among the bests in learning could get recognition,
because with their enthusiasm, toughness, strength they could prove that these attributes are
also important in everyday life.”
Turkey (English): “The time for final presentations ,everything had gone really smooth up to
this point ,The students will present their presentations and will get reflections afterwards.
Since I started reading and commenting on these scenarios,I have been thinking about how to
integrate them with my school subjects and I have come up with some practical solutions ,Just
as Katalin stated in her previous post ,I have some doubts too about the lack of time at
school.Slould we work on the scenerios in our class periods or at a pre defined time after
school.I think ,if pilot schools put an extra optional class period on their weekly timetable
instead of an another optional subject ,the problem can be solved.”
Reflection
Portugal (Google Translate): “It was the most problematic aspect, since the reflections took
longer than expected and were very superficial. The minutes of the TeamUp was left. This is
due to the low maturity of students and are not accustomed to reflect on their work. However,
resistance was decreasing throughout the project but the degree of depth remained. The
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TeamUp resistance also decreases, but the difficulties I had to access this tool from one point
led to desist from using it.“
Hungary (English): “1. What worked for you and/or the students and how?
They had to answer 15 questions at the end of the project. They gave their opinion in the main
blog (about the project itself, the merging problems and the solutions they found, the use of
ICT, the groupwork etc). They liked that they could tell their opinion.
2. What did not work for you and/or the students and why?
My students wrote blog posts instead of audio newsflashes.
3. Did you observe additional learning outcomes? Which ones?
When it comes to tell what you think, everybody wants to add his/her own piece of mind. It
was great to see that they really wanted to help with their straightforward answers.”
Hungary (English): “My pupils wrote their opinion on our blog after every lesson, but I will
send them a Google-spreadsheet and will share the result. But I know that they enjoyed these
activities very much and are waiting for going on.”
Hungary (English): “What worked well: First they were unwilling to unswer the questions
but looking back was useful, because previous ideas, elements could now be judged from a
new point of view, and could be fit into the system of the plan in a more organic way.
Problems: First they tried to answer given questions but than quite fastly they got away from
them and could reflect ont he happenings in a more general way.
Additional benefits: Reflection happened in a good atmosphere, because pupils could list
some experiences which they like to remember despite the problems and barriers of those
moments.”
Turkey (English): “We can see that students share everything the have provided from all their
work process ,they learn ,share experiences ,and inspire others or get ideas.But I thing there is
something missing,in addition to all these compiled data,wouldn’t it be better if students
demostrated a simlpe model of their prototpe design they created from materials
available?Maybe I will get the answer of my question in Cycle 4.”
Portugal (Google Translate): “Due to various constraints this was the most problematic:
What worked for the teacher / students? How? During this activity there was an increase in
collaborative learning and the students were becoming more autonomous. Some students
could have the perception of the need to redefine the initial design.
What did not work for the teacher / students? Why? Students are not accustomed to think
along the lines proposed and demonstrated the difficulty in synthesizing such activities to a
record of 60 seconds, TeamUp. In some groups, it was found that the very large reflections
were in others were too short.
We observed additional learning outcomes? What? In the final reflection of the history of
learning activities students have proposed alternatives, and use of other technological tools.”
Italy (English): “The activity of reflection was an important moment in my project. My 41
students (two classes with pupils of the same age) have exchanged ideas and opinions using a
blog, email and even in moments in the classroom. Instead, they used team up to reflect on
the work of the group. The ongoing confrontation between peers has strengthened the
capacity to be sure of the knowledge acquired and transmitted to their companions. The
students have utilized observations of other groups to define more precisely their knowledge
path”
Turkey (English): “Hello Dear friends, Did you have any challenges with reflection stage ? if
so what was it and how did you overcome it? ı just want to be informed about possible
challenges I will have faced during my implementations.Thank you” - and “As it is in the
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title; Benchmark and design. For benchmark as it compiles, some stages and evaluations for
the kids would be necessary, and if it succeeds then it can be a good experience for both of
job and kids. Google’s api codes can be helpful for this case, or any other tool which can be
embeded.”
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D3.2 Report on design prototypes and challenges for education
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This document contains the prototypes that are used by teachers in iTEC cycle 2 full-scale pilots. The
prototypes consist of 7 learning activities, 4 learning stories, as well as a design brief template. Further,
this document contains coordinator material.
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Cycle 3 pilots can start! This cycle’s pilots are truly special as they will be all about learning
through design (and in design).
Pilot teachers can choose one of two Learning Activity Packages. Both packages include 6
Learning Activities that guide teachers through a design learning process. Both packages are
illustrated by two Learning Stories, to show how the activities can be performed in the
classroom. The packages and stories are:
Learning Activity Package 1: Observe and Design
Learning Stories to illustrate Package 1:
Redesigning school
Visualizing the planet surface
Learning Activity Package 2: Benchmark and Design
Learning Stories to illustrate Package 2:
Designing a physics simulation
Designing a math learning game
You need to provide your students with an initial design brief, which the students then flesh out
and improve during each phase of the design process. Download: Design Brief Template (*.doc)
While the Learning Activities are recommended to be performed as close to the descriptions as
possible, the Learning Stories are examples that can be tweaked to better work for you, your
students, the curriculum etc. This also means that the design process may be continued by
students even beyond the conclusion of the pilot.
A highlight of this pilots is the activity “Participatory Design”. It is included in both packages.
Teachers who performed this activity reported that Participatory Design was highly motivational
for their students.

)
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There are two “packages” of learning activities in this cycle. They are called Observe and
Design and Benchmark and Design. The activities that relate to them and the stories that
illustrate them are listed below.

Observe and Design
Contains these learning activities:
● Design Brief
● Contextual Inquiry: Observation
● Product Design
● Participatory Design Workshop
● Final Product Design
● Reflection
Used in these stories:
● Redesigning School
● Visualization the plant surface

Benchmark and Design
Contains these learning activities:
● Design Brief
● Contextual Inquiry: Benchmark
● Product Design
● Participatory Design Workshop
● Final Product Design
● Reflection
Used in these stories:
● Designing a physics simulation
● Designing a math learning game

67)8'(+.-)9"+'*
Part of these packages: Observe and design, Benchmark and design
You present an initial design brief to the students that ties the design tasks to the curriculum
topics, but leaves some aspects open for refinement. During this lesson, you also provide the
students with the motivation for and explain the responsibility they will carry for being involved.
Students form teams, discuss, question and familiarize themselves with the brief. They refine
their design brief context, particularly in relation of who/what they are designing for, initial design
challenges and possible design results. Students record a reflection, set up a blog for their
documentation, and start their documentation. Classroom time needed: 1 lesson
Design results
● Design Brief 1: refine the design brief especially the context
● Reflection Recording 1: record challenges you can foresee
● Blog Setup
● Blog entries for Design Team, Design Brief and Design Process
Ideas for using technology
● Forming teams: You can use TeamUp to help in creating balanced teams
● Design brief: Each team’s brief (what they will do and when) should be laid out visually,
using post-it notes or equivalent digital tools.
● Team result reporting: Your students may use blogs they already have or they can
create new blogs for themselves. Your school may provide public blogs, but if not, you
can consider Blogger or Wordpress.
● Aggregating student blogs: Use Google Reader, Edufeedr or Netvibes to collect the RSS
feeds of student blogs and easily see whenever a team updated their blogs.
● Supported by these technologies: Google Sites, Blogger, Corkboard.me
You may look forward to...
● a role of coaching and guiding, instead of instructing
● motivating students by letting students shape their own task
Your students may learn...
● seriously commit themselves to doing thoughtful design
● negotiate on goals and assessment criteria
● question the tasks given to them, and suggest improvements
● tackle real world design challenges
1. Getting started
● Prepare a design brief, by (1) choosing one design brief (italics part of a learning story)
and (2) adjusting it to match the curriculum requirements and your course schedule.
● Familiarize yourself with all learning activities so you can introduce the process to the
students.
● Locate concrete examples that present why it is important to design thoughtful outcomes
and to take the process seriously. See list of examples for inspiration:http://bit.ly/designinspiration.
● Prepare a list of assessment criteria that reflect the curriculum requirements. If you like,
share them with others as comments here.

2. Introduction
● Present the idea of the design process, your list of examples and the design brief. Give
the students the design brief.
● Present all activities as 1-2 lesson “design workshops” and give the visualization of the
design process (*.png) and your schedule to the students.
● Go through the assessment criteria with the students. Make sure they understand that
their notes and final design need to show to you that they’ve completed the criteria. Give
them your list of assessment criteria.
● Form teams of students. You may ask the students to define initial roles for each team
member.
● Encourage students to question the brief! Ask them to answer questions such as (a) who
is the design for? (b) how can you find out about with those you are designing for? e.g.,
place, time and type of activity “contextual inquiry”, (c) What is the challenge that you are
tackling?, (d) How are you planning to address the challenge?, and (e) although
everyone has to be involved with all steps, who is responsible for which area?
● Give students enough introductory information so they can make decisions on what they
want to do in their design. You may want to give this material to students before the
course starts so they can look at it as homework.
3. Activity
In teams, students discuss the design process, ideate what they will design, and refine the
design brief.
Students record a reflection (see reflection activity).
Each team sets up a project blog using a suitable blogging platform and sends the URL
of the blog to the teacher.
About page: Students describe their project team including their roles in the project. They
may include a picture of themselves, a screenshot of TeamUp and contact information. The
page can be called, e.g. “Design team”.
Design Brief blog post: Students add their first Design Brief to the blog. They label or tag the
post with “design brief”.
po
Design Process blog post: Students use their reflection recording to write what they did,
what challenges they had and what challenges they can foresee (use tag or label “design
pr
process”
to describe the post).
In total, each team should have a blog with 1 page and 2 posts after this homework.
You add the URLs of the student blogs to this form: http://bit.ly/itec-c3-blogs. We then
promote the blogs on the iTEC website.
Tip 1: Initial confusion about the design brief is common, even among professional designers.
There is no need to answer all questions right away. You will figure out the answers as you go
along. This is part of the beauty of design.
Tip 2: Exercise your educational expertise! It is up to you to push students beyond their comfort
zones, if you notice that they chose a topic that is not challenging enough for them to research.
Tip 3: Smaller teams often afford larger learning outcomes. Try to limit teams to no more than 45 people.
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Part of these packages: Observe and design
Based on their design brief, students identify who and what to observe to inform their design
result, for example practices or environments of particular people or animals. Their choice
depends on who they are designing for, what they are designing and the initial challenges they
want to address. Student teams perform their planned observation by using digital cameras,
notebooks and microphones to document what they see. They share their collected media files
and analyze them. Based on their collected information and analysis, the students refine their
design brief, especially the design challenges and design results. They then record a reflection
and update their blog. Classroom time needed: 1-3 lesson(s)
TERMINOLOGY – An inquiry is an act of asking for information. Observation is indicated to be
the way. In our design activities, the word contextual refers to the circumstances that the
students would like to design for or place their design into. So, here, the students use
observation to collect information about the situation and factors of their design and that may
inform their design.
Design results
● Observation notes and media files
● Design Brief 2: refine the design brief especially the challenges and ideas
● Reflection Recording 2: record challenges you faced and can foresee
● Blog entries with these tags (or labels): Design Brief, Design Process and Design
Results
Ideas for using technology
● Record observations using pen&paper, smart phones (apps such as AudioBoo,
Bambuser, Qik, Rehearsal Assistant, Instagram, etc.) and other suitable devices.
● Collect notes and media to a shared space. Use eg. DropBox, Google Docs, Flickr,,
video sharing sites, suitable smart phone apps.
● Supported by these technologies: Dropbox
You may look forward to...
● sending students to observe their environment as group homework assignments
Your students may learn...
● observe and record natural phenomena and/or people
● empathize with others
● collaborate online
● identify real world design challenges
● question and improve tasks given to them
1. Getting started
● Look at the blogs of each student team, especially their design briefs.
● Support the teams that have not updated their blogs and design briefs.
● Listen to the reflection recordings of each team.
● Identify suitable locations and settings for each team, to support them if needed.
2. Introduction

● Introduce the activity/the workshop to the students
● Tell them that all of their senses need to be there when observing the people, practices
or environments they identified.
● Make sure that each team has documentation equipment (cameras, notebooks,
microphone etc.)
● Make sure that each team has selected people, places and/or practices to observe.
3. Activity
Teams go out to do their observation, either together or individually.
Teams sort through the media files and notes they collected, they group and annotate them.
Teams analyse their notes and record design challenges and design ideas.
Teams discuss the following questions: 1. How did the workshop go? What interesting
information was collected? Does the design brief still make sense or does it need changes?
How does it need to change?
Students write their Design Brief 2 and record their Reflection 2.
Teams find more information on the topic (from books, internet, etc.) and collect it to a
shared space.
Design Brief blog post: Students add their Design Brief 2 to the blog and label or tag it with
“design brief”.
Design Process blog post: Students use their reflection recording to write what they did,
what challenges they had and what challenges they can foresee. They label or tag the post with
“design process”.
Design Results blog post: Students add their collected pictures and other media files to the
blog and describe what these findings mean in relation to their design. They may include
drawings of design ideas. They label or tag the post with “design results”.
TIP – Teachers who tried this activity reported that it presented a great opportunity for reflecting
with students about the pros and cons of using ICT tools in school. Try that with your students.

)
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Part of these packages: Benchmark and design
Based on their design brief, students identify what kind of examples of existing works to collect.
Their choice depends on who they are designing for, what they are designing and the initial
challenges they want to address. Student teams collect 10 examples of the kind of artifact that
is similar to the one they are trying to design. They share their collected media files and analyze
the differences and similarities of the example works they collected. Based on their collected
information and analysis, the students refine their design brief, especially the design challenges
and design results. They then record a reflection and update their blog. Classroom time needed:
1-2 lesson(s)
TERMINOLOGY – An inquiry is an act of asking for information. Benchmarking is indicated to
be the way. In our design activities, the word contextual refers to the circumstances that the
students would like to design for or place their design into. So, here, the students use
benchmarking to collect information about the situation and factors of their design and that may
inform their design.
Design results
● List of comparable existing designs made by others
● Design Brief 2: refine the design brief especially the challenges and ideas
● Reflection Recording 2: record challenges you faced and can foresee
● Blog entries for Design Brief, Design Process and Design Results
Ideas for using technology
● Collect links to a social bookmark service such as Diigo or Delicious Pinterest
● Take photos or other recordings of benchmarked designs and share them on a suitable
media sharing service (DropBox, Flickr, Pinterest)
● Supported by these technologies: Dropbox
You may look forward to...
● finding dozens of innovative designs from around the world
Your students may learn...
● find and evaluate designs of various fields
● empathize with others
● collaborate online
● identify real world design challenges
● question and improve tasks given to them
1. Getting started
● Look at the blogs of each team of students, especially their design briefs.
● Support those who have not updated their blogs and design briefs.
● Listen to the reflection recordings of each team.
● Identify suitable websites for each team. We collected and will continue to collect
websites full of inspiring examples at the Diigo Group ‘Design Inspiration for School’.
2. Introduction

● Introduce the activity workshop to the students and tell them that they need to find and
analyze 10 different examples, and explain how they relate to their project.

● Make sure that each team member knows what kind of examples they are looking for.
3. Activity
Teams search for comparable designs and discuss them. Remind the students about
time-management.
Teams select the 10 most relevant related designs.
Teams analyse their examples, list similarities and differences, and identify design
challenges and design ideas.
Teams discuss the following questions: 1. How did the workshop go? What interesting
information was collected? Does the design brief still make sense or does it need refinement?
How does it need to be refined?
Teams write their Design Brief 2 and record their Reflection 2
Design Brief blog entry: Teams add their Design Brief 2 to the blog. They label or tag the
post with “design brief”.
Design Process blog entry: Teams use their reflection recording to write what they did, what
challenges they had and what challenges they can foresee. They label or tag the post with
“design process”
Design Results blog entry: Students add description and analysis of their 10 projects to the
blog. They describe the similarities and differences of these existing designs and how they
relate to their design. They may include drawings of design ideas. They label or tag the post
with “design results”.
TIP 1 – Slow Internet connection? Try to schedule the use of the Internet for each team to avoid
Internet traffic congestion.
TIP 2 – The learning activities culminate towards a design. Some students may be
overwhelmed by the multitude and quality of benchmark examples and find it difficult to proceed
productively. If you recognize limitations of your students’ ability to produce, stop the
benchmarking activity.
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Based on their Design Brief 2 and their initial design ideas, students create their first prototype
design. The students discuss their prototype and refine their design brief, especially in relation
to the design result and the way the result addresses the identified design challenges. They
then record a reflection and update their blog. Classroom time needed: 1-2 lesson(s)
Design results
● A design prototype
● Design Brief 3: refine the design brief especially the ideas
● Reflection Recording 3: record challenges you faced and can foresee
● Blog entries for Design Brief, Design Process and Design Results
Ideas for using technology
● Design can happen using paper prototyping, or using suitable digital authoring tools that
allow collaboration.
● Supported by these technologies: Prezi, SketchUp
You may look forward to...
● seeing creative ideas
● seeing imaginative ways of using digital technology
● guiding students towards acquiring new skills and knowledge
Your students may learn...
● transform their ideas into concrete prototypes
● find creative ways of addressing problems
1. Getting started
● Look at the blogs of each team of students, especially their design briefs and design
results.
● Support those who have not updated their blogs.
● Listen to the reflection recordings of each team.
● Prepare the material, software and technology for the teams to create their designs
based on their early design ideas.
2. Introduction
● Introduce the activity workshop to the students
● Remind them that their designs should address the identified design challenges.
3. Activity
Teams develop their designs.
Teams set up their prototypes in the classroom and discuss it with other teams.
Teams refine their Design Brief into the third version and record their third Reflection.
Design Brief blog post: Students add Design Brief 3 to the blog. They label or tag the post
with “design brief”.

Design Process blog post: Students use their reflection recording to write what they did,
what challenges they had and what challenges they can foresee. They label or tag the post with
“design process”.
Design Results blog post: Students add the documentation of their first prototype(s) to the
blog. Among other files, they may use drawings, videos or digital photographs in addition to
descriptions. Tey label or tag the post with “design results”.
TIP 1 – Team building exercises are recommended to support cooperation and collaboration
towards a shared goal. Examples: Playing a game, solving a puzzle, having an ice-cream with
all team members etc.
TIP 2 – Regular feedback sessions support letting go of initial, not very good, ideas and to
develop the feeling of ownership over the project.
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Part of these packages: Observe and design, Benchmark and design
The students teams meet with 3 - 4 people, whom they consider to be the future users of their
design and perform a Participatory Design Workshop. The students use their prototype and
Design Brief 3 to communicate their design ideas to a group of people they are designing for.
This may involve prints of their prototype, drawings or models, pens and post-it notes that the
participants can use to draw on and modify the prototype. After the workshop the students
analyze the comments of the people and decide which ones to consider for their design. They
then refine their design brief, especially in relation to the design challenges, context and added
value of the result, record a reflection and update their blog. Classroom time needed: 1-2
lesson(s)
Design result
● A commented on design prototype
● Design Brief 4: refine the design brief and all of its components
● Reflection Recording 4: record challenges you faced and can foresee
● Blog entries for Design Brief, Design Process and Design Results
Ideas for using technology
● The workshop is ideally done in a face to face setting, but notes and recordings should
be taken and shared on the team’s shared space (DropBox, Google Docs, or similar).
● Supported by these technologies: Corkboard.me
You may look forward to...
● facilitating workshops where students are mainly in charge
● better get to know your students
Your students may learn...
● empathize with others and work with different people
● present their ideas in understandable ways
● receive criticism and change their opinions
● do paper prototyping
1. Getting started
● Look at the blogs of each team, especially their design briefs and design results.
● Support those who have not updated their blogs.
● Listen to the reflection recordings of each team.
● Identify suitable people whom the participatory design workshop could be conducted
with, so you can support the students if needed.
2. Introduction
● Introduce the activity of facilitating a workshop to the students.
● Make sure that each team has workshop material (cameras, notebooks, microphone,
post-it notes and pens) and their prototype (or a representation of it).
● Make sure that each team has invited 3 – 4 people to their workshop and arranged a
place for it. It is important to thoroughly and seriously consider appropriate participants,
and to be able to say how each participant can inform the project.

● How to approach participants should be practiced before meeting them. You may
provide your students with the workshop guidelines of the iTEC project as an example
for how this activity in a large scale European project.
3. Activity
Students present their design brief and prototype design to other people and ask for
their comments and ideas. The people may draw on and alter the prototypes to express
themselves better. Students take notes and pictures of what is happening and what is said.
The teams analyse their notes and the drawings of the people. The teams decide how
their prototype should change based on the analysis.
The students discuss their Design Brief 3. Does the brief still make sense? What needs to
be more clearly defined?
Students write their Design Brief 4 and record their Reflection 4
Design Brief blog post: Students add their Design Brief 4 to the blog. They label or tag the
post with “design brief”.
Design Process blog post: Students use their reflection recording to write what they did, what
challenges they had and what challenges they can foresee. They label or tag the post with
“design process”.
Design Results blog post: Students add the documentation of their changed prototype(s) to
the blog and describe their insights from the Participatory Design Workshop. Among other files,
they may use drawings, videos or digital photographs. They label or tag the post with “design
results”.
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Based on Design Brief 4 and the analysis of the Participatory Design Workshop, the student
teams create their final design prototype. The teams listen to all of their reflection recordings
once more to update the challenges they encountered during each design activity workshop and
to reflect on the strategies they used to overcome these challenges. The students finalize their
documentation blog, and may present their final works to the entire class. Classroom time
needed: 1-2 lesson(s)
Design result
● Final design prototype
● Finalized Documentation Blog with entries for Introduction, Design Process, Design
Briefs, Design Results and Design Team.
● Public presentation of the team’s design, the process and rationale behind it.
Ideas for using technology
● Design work: Appropriate physical or digital authoring tools.
● Publication of final results: Team blog, appropriate image or video sharing services.
● Supported by these technologies: Google Sites, Blogger, Prezi, SketchUp, YouTube,
You may look forward to...
● seeing very different designs emerge from the same original assignment
● showcasing prototypes designed by your students
● it is rewarding for students to complete a project.
Your students may learn...
● do paper prototyping
● use digital authoring tools
● thoroughly consider the appropriate participants for the workshop
● more thorough assessment skills
1. Getting started
● Look at the blogs of each team, especially their design briefs and design results.
● Support those who have not updated their blogs.
● Listen to the reflection recordings of each team.
2. Introduction
● Introduce the activity workshop to the students and remind that that this is the last
activity workshop.
● Remind students that their designs should address the identified design challenges and
take the comments of the people they met last time into consideration.
3. Activity
Teams create their final designs
Teams set up their prototypes in the classroom and demonstrate them to others
Teams document their designs, by taking pictures of them and videotaping a
demonstration of their design in use.

Design Results blog post: Teams add the documentation of their final design prototype(s) to
the blog and describe it. Among other files, they may use drawings, videos or digital
photographs. They label or tag the post with “design result”.
Design Process post: Students use all of their reflection recordings to flesh out the older
Design Process posts (e.g. by commenting). They go back over the recordings, add missing
challenges to each process post and write to each challenge how they addressed it, they
discuss about their documented anticipated challenges ‘did they happen?’, ‘were they
overcome?’. Finally they create a new blog post about what they would do better next time, and
label or tag the post with “design process”.
Introduction page: Students add in introduction of their project including a short description
of their aims, process and outcome to the blog.
Each student visits another team’s blog and leaves thoughtful constructive criticism.
TIP: Remember that the pilot activities accumulate towards the creation of an artifact. If you
notice that discussions oscillate for a long time without resulting in concrete design decisions,
step in and request a decision within a reasonable timeframe. The pressure of a deadline can in
some cases support idea creation and focussed decision making.
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Part of these packages: Observe and design, Benchmark and design
The students record, post and share periodic audio updates about their project progression,
perceived challenges, changes to the design brief and future plans. The students slowly build a
database of learning strategies that is shared with the entire class. The audio recordings and
the design brief can be used as a media to prompt reflection, and objects that should be more
closely refined after each reflection. Classroom time: at least 15 minutes after each design
phase
Ideas for using technology
● You may use TeamUp to store 1 minute team reflections. Alternatives include
VoiceThread, AudioBoo, Bambuser.
● Supported by these technologies: TeamUp, Google Sites, Blogger
You may look forward to...
● reviewing team progress quickly and comfortably
Your students may learn...
● to quickly resume working in upcoming sessions
● to reflect on their work, and to provide and receive criticism
● a deeper understanding of a study topic
● to summarize, communicate and plan their work in progress
● speaking and presentation skills
● the importance of reflection in design and learning
1. Getting started
● Decide on the reflection service and set it up.
2. Introduction
● Explain that each phase of the learning process ends with 15 minutes where each team
summarizes their work so far into a 60 second recording. Explain the benefits and
reasons for reflection.
● Emphasize that the reflections are also valuable for the teams so they can update their
blogs and later relisten what they’ve done earlier in the process.
3. Activity
● Teams reflect on the following and record it
a. What did you do?
b. What do you plan to do?
c. What challenges did you have?
d. Did you overcome the challenges? How?
e. What challenges can you foresee?
TIP – A steep learning curve might need to be conquered before the activity goes smoothly. Be
prepared for possible initial feelings of frustration or awkward moments when first recording
reflections. Be assured, after recording reflections a few times, you will begin to recognize the
value of your investment.
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Attention: Remember that a learning story is an example. In your classroom the stories might
play out differently. For example, you might need more or less time for an activity than what a
story suggests.
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Inspiration for these learning activity packages: Observe and design
Design thinking hat: Spatial Design + Understanding People
I want to engage students in my class to think about the theories and concepts behind spatial
design and different motivations of people using a space. I present my students with the
following design brief, which I modified to suit my curriculum requirements:
Design brief: Design an adequate concept for the future school. Consider authentic and
practical experiences. Keywords that may spark ideas: regular meetings, library, newspaper and
a video news channel, student enterprises, cross-curricular projects: shops, services. Consider
all people who will potentially use your design. As you go along narrow your context, objectives
and challenges addressed with the design. You could create a spatial design, a concept and
test of an activity or process, etc. You could consider the views of teachers, students, parents,
principals, city employers, grandparents, alumni etc.
Contextual Inquiry: The students observe the activities in school critically and enrich their
observations with deep reflections about their personal experiences. Their analysis for the
information collected should include a list of What works in school (good practices that can
present design opportunities) and what does not (design challenges, that their designs can
address). For example, the students collect photographs of the spatial design of their school.
Then they look at the photographs of different spatial designs and analyse and annotate
characteristics of the designs together. After that they categorise these aspects into design
challenges (stuff that does not work and why) and design opportunities (stuff that works and
why). After the activity workshop I listen to their reflections and read their blogs to ensure that all
students are still on track with the curriculum requirements. If some students went entirely off
tangent, I mention suggestions for focus to them, for example through lectures and
supplementary material.
As an additional task the students may consider looking at projects that address the questions
of redesigning school, its function in society and the practices within from different perspectives.
This can be an informal and volunteering activity. Examples projects include: Design for
Change, Project H-Design, IDEO toolkit for educators, Computer Clubhouse, Brooklyn Unschool, Un-School movement
Product design: One team decided to redesign the library space and the way students can
interact with the library. Another team is thinking about school hygiene, and yet another is
planning how physical activities could be highlighted throughout the school. The teams visualise
their design from different scales and angles, assess and edit designs. I demonstrate each
team’s progress on the IWB throughout the activity workshop.
Participatory design: The team that decided to redesign the library space and the way students
can interact with the library, suggested to bring together some students who are not frequently
visiting the library and two librarians of the school. They share their designs with them and the
participants annotate and assess them. After meeting the people, the team is eagerly discussing
about the information the participants provided, deliberating how the mentioned ideas could be

balanced and reflected in the design. The team is realizing that there are different motivations
that the design needs to address and that need to be considered for the design to work for all
people. This is a tricky challenges that they do not have a strategy for solving right away.
Final product design: While listening to their audio reflections and reading their design process
blog posts again the students realize that the iterative approach of shaping, changing and
editing their designs was their strategy of finding an appropriate balance between the different
motivations and point of views of the people who the team considered to be the future users of
their design. The team decides to take their project further and presents it to the principal, who
is thinking of implementing parts of the design ideas by the students.
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Inspiration for these learning activity packages: Observe and design
Design learning brief: Design a guided walk that highlights aspect of the local environment. The
guide should focus on [local animal species / historical monuments / geographical features]. It
should be designed to serve [community members / tourists]. The final design should be [a
geocache or a series of geocaches / a location-aware smartphone game / a Google map with
points of interest and suggested routes / a printed guide map / QR-codes placed in the
environment / something else].
1st lesson (design brief): In my biology course I customize the design brief to focus on my
current curriculum topic, which is migratory species. I give the brief to my students and discuss
with them the various species that migrate to our area. I then use TeamUp to collect specific
ideas, let students vote their favorites, and form design teams. Each team sets up a blog,
customizes the design brief to their needs, and approves it with me. I instruct them to record a
reflection of their initial work in TeamUp and assign writing the first two blog posts as homework,
as well as researching their topic further.
2nd lesson (observation): Each team plans their observation trip, including location, time,
duration, and goals they have. They also plan future workshops so I can help them contact
people they need for them. Students loan sensors and smartphones with suitable, pre-installed
geolocation apps from the school. They record their plan on the classroom wall. During the
week they do their observation trips, collect material on their team shared space, and process
those in preparation of the next lesson.
3rd lesson (observation and product design): Teams collaborate on their findings and generate
initial design ideas. They assign tasks to each team member, decide on the medium, and start
their first paper prototype. They finish the class with a reflection. During the week they
contribute to their design by learning more about the topic (eg. identifying the species they’ve
photographed) and adding ideas. I support the teams by arranging Skype calls to local
university students who can help in species identification.
4th lesson (product design and participatory design): Teams present their prototypes to others
in a gallery walk, giving and receiving ideas. They then prepare for their participatory design
workshop by thinking about who they should invite to the workshop (parents, acquaintances,
friends). Teams organize the workshops in school grounds after class, present their designs to
participants, and listen to their reactions and suggestions. During the week the team rethinks
their design and looks online for other similar services to get more inspiration.

5th and 6th lesson (product design and participatory design): Since I have a long course, I allow
for another round of design and another participatory design workshop.
7th lesson (final product design): Before class, each team posts a final presentation of their
design to their blog, including a demo video and pictures. Teams present their prototypes during
class. The local tourist office representative is present for the final presentations.
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Designer hat: Engineering Design + Experiments with Nature
Design learning brief: Design a dynamic simulation that explores [friction / gravity / relativity /
other topic in physics] and can be used to teach that principle to other students. The simulation
can be virtual or built using a construction kit. Your simulation needs to reflect reality as closely
as possible, while demonstrating the phenomena in an understandable way. Be bold, try out
daring and unlikely ideas! Test your design with your classmates and assess your design
critically.
I give the design brief to my students and tell them the exact topic of physics their simulations
should explore: gravity. One team wants to use Lego Mindstorm to illustrate objects falling,
while another uses a physics simulation software to build a rotating solar system. I guide the
teams into thinking what their simulations try to convey and how they might best achieve it. As
homework, the teams set up their blogs and start collecting examples of physics simulations
and different software and construction kits into a Diigo group. They also add videos showing
real physical phenomena. The students refine their design briefs, record reflections and start
project documentation blogs.
After doing their research, one team decides to switch from MindStorm to Arduino, and another
team decides to use a web-based game editor that has a physics model built-in. The teams try
out numerous simulations and note what they like and dislike about them, and what their
limitations are. I order an Arduino set from our school’s IT department.
To get started, each team creates a simple initial simulation (one ball dropping from the table to
the floor; a solar system with a star and one planet). I organize cross-team sessions in breakout
rooms where one member of each team presents their simulation to members of other teams,
and gathers feedback and ideas for further improvements. One team can’t make their robot to
drop the ball, so they only present the principle as a series of drawings. As homework, each
team works on analysing the results and suggests improvements and changes to their design,
also changing the underlying technology choice if they see it limiting their design too much. The
reflection recordings and blog entries of this session are especially interesting to me and they
will support the design learning process of the teams, as they document and share valuable
design strategies for overcoming their challenges.
Teams continue to further develop their new design ideas during the next week. During class,
we have another PD workshop where different team members present their designs to
members from other teams. This time even the robot is functional and the team can

demonstrate the acceleration of the ball being dropped. They have several ideas for measuring
the speed, which are discussed in the workshop.
Finally the teams finalize their documentation blogs of their design idea, the final prototype, and
the design process. They support their entries with embedded web-based simulations and
videos.
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Inspiration for these learning activity packages: Benchmark and design
Designer hat: Game Design / Logic
It is my intention for the students to internalize simple geometry concepts as their future
understanding of more complex geometry will build on their basic understanding. Although a lot
of students already master simple geometry it is good to for them to revisit the topic and others
to internalize the basic concepts more thoroughly. Combining more advanced logical learning,
learning of computer programming, and second order understanding of the motivations, skills
and intentions of others, with this, I decide to present the students with the following design
brief:
Design a math learning game for one concept of simple geometry for younger students using
Scratch. Try to make the game fun and educational at the same time. In this, consider what the
younger students find most challenging and what they find most engaging. Your game can be a
concept or half functioning prototype.
Design Brief activity workshop: The students form teams and start discussing about their
personal experiences of learning simple geometry, what they found most challenging with the
way I taught it to them and what were the essential experiences that made it “click” for them. It
is exciting to listen to their conversations, many of the “clicks” happened outside of school
together with friends and family members. I am getting ideas for further developing my teaching
approaches. After the lesson, each team has a refined design brief and a recorded reflection
about what they did, what they plan to do and what challenges they anticipate. These foreseen
challenges include among others that it will be hard to bring together the fun and educational
aspect of the game. At home they set up their blogs and add entries.
Contextual Inquiry: The teams also start benchmarking existing educational games at home
using the Internet. They collect their examples on their blogs. Some of the teams look at what
kinds of games have been developed by other children using scratch, others look at geogebra
and related larger widely used games. Other team members revisit the simple geometry maths
concepts to ensure that the team has enough knowledge about the concept. During class time,
the teams discuss the examples they found. They compare and analyze them based on their
advantages and disadvantages. After the activity workshop the design brief, in particular the
challenges and design ideas, are refined and a reflection is created. At home, the blogs are
updated.
Product Design: During this lesson, I let the teams explore the Scratch software and let them
start creating prototypes of their games. Some of the prototypes are drawings that look much
like boardgames and some like paper prototypes of interactive digital games. Some teams
actually start with the digital implementation of their games.

Participatory design: As all teams are designing for younger students who have math class
during the same time on Tuesdays as my class, I agree with the other Maths teacher to let her
students test and comment on the designs of the student teams in my class. The teams present
their design briefs and their prototypes to the younger students, who start playing the game
concepts and tell what works for them and what does not. The younger students also tell what
they really enjoy doing that is totally unrelated to school learning. From these interactions, the
student teams better understand the challenges with the way the concept is taught now and
what it would engage them into finding out how stuff works geometrically. The student teams
further refine their design briefs, especially what kind of game would support the children they
are designing for. They also record a reflection and update their blogs.
Final Product Design: After the last learning activity workshop, the students have a finalized
software game prototype and a finished design blog. The reflection recordings support them in
creating a post about their future plans for the project and what they would do differently next
time. Some teams are asking me to contact and invite professional game designers to school
for lectures and informal Q&A sessions, others would like to visit a game development
company. Yet another team is considering to organize a school-wide gaming day where
students play the games and vote for their favourite. To push this forward they ask me to send
their design blogs to the school principal.

Describe your refined design brief in 3 – 4 sentence. Include all most important aspects.

What aspect of the school do the students want to redesign?

Whom is the design created for? This may be more than one kind of people, as well as people who are not
obviously involved at the moment. Try to choose people who you can contact and ask feedback from

What value/change do the students want to introduce to school?

What challenge do the students want to address?

What do the students want to create? What medium do they want to use to represent their concept?

What does each student want to do and is responsible for?

Description:

Context:

Future users:

Objectives:

Challenges:

Design results:

Team roles:
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Design Brief

